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1.1 OBJECT OF STUDY 
The Vedas have constituted the source of Hindu thought and religion for over five 
thousand years. It is generally accepted that the Vedicseers who perceived the truth 
in a spiritually conditioned state, did not intend the hymns containing these truths to 
be utilized merely in yajnas, sacrifices. They were the outpourings of realized souls 
who had experienced the reality and nature of "things. The Vedas attempted to 
portray through divinely inspired hymns, the nature of the world, of man and more 
importantly of God. Dr Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan (1977 : 74), traces the intellectual 
aturation of the Hindus through the phases of animism, anthropomorphism and 
finally its culmination in the principle of monism. Ritualistic worship developed 
subsequent to the compilation of the samhita. The samhita is the compilation of the 
hymns into the various recensions. There exist four such samhitas, the Rig Veda, the 
Yajur Veda, the Sama Veda and the AthaNa Veda Samhitas. 
The burning desire to unravel the mysteries of creation and the Creator filled the 
minds of the inquiring intelligentsia with anguish because the comprehension of an 
Absolute Unchanging and Formless Reality, is not attainable overnight. The masses, 
however, put into practice the karma - kanda, ritualism, of the Vedas as formulated 
by the acknowledged vedic rishis (Radhakrishnan 1977 : 123). 
The mind of man is subservient to the five senses and the ego-mind. Hence an 
external ritualistic sy~tem of worship together with its various components offered the 
sacrificer, yajamana, the same result, liberation, as those engaged in an intellectual 
pursuit of the Ultimate Truth. A strict set of principles and injunctions goveming the 
performance of rituals were laid down in the liturgical portions of the Veda, viz. the 
Brahmanas. The various components of th~ ritual, preceding the worship of the 
Pradhana Deva, main deity, aim to condition the mind of the worshipper to receive 
the Divine vibrations (Radhakrishnan 1977 : 101). 
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The system of preliminary ritual employed at present is cloaked in a web of mystery 
and antiquity. The development of liturgical scriptures coupled with the firm 
entrenchment of the brahmanic tradition lent impetus to the gradual rise of a highly 
proficient and orthodox priesthood. The brahmin priest during the Brahmanic era 
(1000-1500 Be) became the pivotal figure in any sacrifice. The systematic chanting 
of the Vedic mantras, hymns, the use of appropriate mudras, hand gestures, and 
the worship of the preliminary deities in a prescribed manner and in a specific 
direction, subsequently led to the alienation of the sacrificer from the purohita, priest, 
and from the ritual itself. This was a result of the monopoly imposed on the 
knowledge of the Vedas by the brahmins (Radhakrishnan 1977 : 126). 
-
The major object of this study will be to trace the development of the rituals from the 
Vedas through the sutras to th.eir present form in the karma-kanda paddhatis, 
manuals of rituals. The writer has envisaged the need for such a study, to elucidate 
this often misunderstood and misinterpreted ritual discipline of Hinduism. The study 
of rituals and its implications are often overlooked by Indologists. A careful 
examination of Hindu tradition and practices reveal that the majority of South African 
Hindus depend on rituals to forge a relationship with God. Therefore an indepth study 
of the ritualistic tradition is necessary to provide an accepted interpretation, both of 
symbology and philosophy to satisfy the questions posed by society. The writer 
hopes that this study will enable society to better acquaint itself with the importance 
and meaning of the preliminary rituals in Hindu worship. 
1.2 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
1. To trace the emergence of ritualistic worship and the status it commanded 
during the Vedic period. 
2. To examine its decline during the Upanishadic era and its re-emergence 
subsequently. 
3. To trace the consistency of the rituals from the Vedas through the grihya 
sutras to their present form in the karma-kanda paddhatis. 
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4. To study the significance and purpose of the preliminary rituals including the 
appendages. 
5. To make a significant contribution to the study of ritualistic worship and to 
Hinduism and religion in general. 
1.3 THE IMPORTANCE OF RITUALISM 
The ritualistic tradition as expounded in the shastras, sCriptures, is not regarded as 
an exchange of honorific gifts between the wor1ds of man and gods, neither is it 
regarded as symbolic representative of an already concretized reality. Unlike Staal 
(1979) the brahmin ritualistic did not view the sacrifice to be meaningless activity done 
for its own sake or as a ritualized realm of anti-reality. Rather the ritual is the 
workshop in which all reality is forged (Smith 1989: 54). 
The study of ritualism has to take into account one fundamental Vedic assumption 
that, that which is natural is inherently defective. According to Silbum (1955) the 
natural is the chaotic, the disorganised, the unformed. Thus the cosmos is not a 
universal whole of ordered parts but rather the product of a secondary act, a ritual act 
that lends structure and order to a chaotic creation. Smith (1989 : 51) further 
concludes: 
']o't th£. rJluh.a ll'tiL~" and mda-phyUcUvz, 'tiluaf aativilJ de£.,. not 
~mbo{iz£., d'l.am.aiiz£. u.alily; il C04n~'I.ud,., intc.g'l.atu, and con~iluU." th£. 
'l.£.a!. c.Riluat fovn! th£. natu."a!4 foun./ui , il conn£.ci,. th£. inh£.'l.e.ni.ly 
di.~nlZu:i.t.d., and il ht.d,. th£. ontol:o:JLca! di.!Ulu, of w2'I.£.coniliudui naum, 
th£. ~at£. towo. .... ~ whi.ch. a.f[ c'tcdui thing,. and bEing pupdualty It.nJ. 
Ritual rites and acts are inherent in most societies from primitive to modern. The 
discerning feature however, is that unlike the rites and acts of other societies, the 
ritualism of the Hindu finds its source at the initiation of creation. 
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The Purusha Sukta (Rig Veda 10.90.1.6) describes the first act of ritual in which the 
created cosmos was manifest through the sacrifice. 
<1tl4:£J1 §ocb P'tlfa.'tui thE. w.c'I.i{~ with. <;J>u~uJz.l ..u thU'l. o/f£'lin9' [/t~. 
oJ ~'a~ ~':.illfl ' thE. holy fli{t wa~ a.ui.WTlIl, ~lIru:t ~'.l! thE. wood. 
C1hey tal.m.u1 oll ... "idim on thE. 9'1.au Pu'tuw {.O'Ul in thE. t.a.Ji.£.~ ti.mL. 
<With. him thE. duti.£.1 and alf .:Sculh!J;l1 and cf(iJ'.ti.! !<Ui'l.i{~. 
~.om that 9'1.£at 9£J1E.'td ~a.C'l.ifiCL thE. d':.#illg {.u (4'.2.1 9ath.£.'I.u1. up. dtE. 
fo-r.mui thE. C'l.WU'tb of thE. ai'l, and animal! f.oth wJd and tanu.. 
'}wm that g'l.t..:U g£J1£'1.d ~c'tl{ic.E. cRi.cha.! .2J1d .:S.:un.:J. ~mm. ~' E.'l.E. {.O'tll : 
Clh£'l.E.{'lOm WE.'tE. ~Jf~ and cha'ttn1 p'lOduad; thE. <Y1u~ had it~ biotth {'tOm 
ii. 
'}tom if. W£'l.E. ho'l.u~ bO'Ul, {'tom if. alf c..Ut!E. ~·ith two 'tOw~ o{ tu.t:h: 
'}tom it w£'tE. 9£J1E.'l.atui kilZE., {'lOrn if. thE. go.u and 4 WE.'l.E. bO'l.n . 
<1tl4:£J1 they kukd <;J>U'l.IL~a how ma.n.y po-r.ti.cn~ did they dE.? ~ do 
they calf hi~' meuth, hi.! a'lm~? <14~at do thEJj calf hi.! th~h~ and rut? 
ClhE. !i3'1.a.hm.an ~'a.~ hi~ meuth, o{ both hi! .2'tm~ Uo' oll thE. cRajanya rna..k. 
dti.! th~h~ b£.CCJJru:. thE. <1I~a, {'tOm hi~ rut thE. .:Sud'l.a wa~ p'tOduauf. 
Cll'tt. meon Woll 9£J1ti.t.'I.ui {'lOrn hi.! mind, {'tOm hi.! EJjE. thE. ~.un had bi..th; 
[/nd'l.a and a49ni {'lOm hi~ meuth WE.otE. bo'tn and <1Iayu { .... om hi~ l...,.t.ai.h. 
'10'l.th {'tOm hi~ nalJd aanu mJ.d-ai'l.; thE. ~y tl1;l1 {.2Jzi.onuf. {'lOrn hi~ hud; 
Eaotth {'lOrn hi.! rut and {'lOrn hi.! £A't th.t. 't~i.cn:... Cl~u~ tI'uy {o~ thE. 
wo"[d~ . 
.:SE.~'£J1 f£J1Cinf} ~icfu had cHE., th'ticE. UV£J1 {ayE.t1 of {U.d W£'l.E. p'l.t:pau.J; 
<11/4;£J1 thE. §otk of{£'lin9 ~a.c'l.i{icE., bOund, .u thEi. vidim, <;J>uul~a . 
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o ... dulo:1JlC£j. 'Jh[ mighty 01lE.j .ili~inJ tl;:: h!i:/ll 0( h!~l'£n , ti'!£U wl'lE"':: 
dIE d"a.dhy~j . g"cb of oU, au dwdfiJl~1-
Thus ritualism as propounded in the kalpa su/ras exercised a marked influence on 
Vedic society (R~dhakrishnan 1977 : 125). 
1.4 METHODOLOGY 
It is imperative that a study of any discipline should be undertaken within a specific 
theoretical framework. 
cfl.ny ~c wf':jd ·wfui'l.u a 'mdfwdofogy ' to 'tE.a.ch ih. can c!u jJ.on: il muil 
havE. u.'aljj. of p-..cducing o:1Jld (lJ1.:i!}!J.ing kta !.O that thw'tiL!J. call {n tdJ, 
a=flJ 0"< -'£jdJ. <1iJ/ilhoul.2 ~il£nw1i.c 'l·.:J.Jj of pwduairzg know{uig£ thE. 
findi.1l9!J. of thE. wf':jd can [.E. k.n~u.d .2!J. glU.!J.!J.w04, 0'1. £l' £1l a.!J. 
camnwn-j.£Jl!£ mack. to wund co~idJ. c l1dfwdolcg!J i!J. canCE.'t1lJ with 
both thE. ddaJJ m£a-.ch mdhod!J. th-..ough ,l·hiJ!,. data i!J. ca{{ulJ, and thE. 
mo'tE. g£nnd philowphiL!J.. upon whidz thE. ca{[dion o:1Jld anal!}!J.i!J. of d:ua i!J. 
C~ (Haralarnbos 1990 : 698). 
The writer employed the Qualitative research methodology, where: 
Clht. foCJ.<!J. i!J. on tht. cu't'tmtfy ob!J.£wJ p/unomma Gui. tht. finkzg!J. a-.t. 
canlvcf;uald wilhin a wci.al, cu/lu'!.al and huto'ticoi /'tam£w04 (Conradie 
1992 : 186). 
The purpose of phenomenology attempts to understand the nature and purpose of 
ritualism rather than merely describe them. The phenomenological approach is a 
widely used research method in the study of religion. It must be understood that 
these methods over1ap other disciplines such as Sociology and Anthropology. 
The German philosopher Edmund Hussel (1859-1938) propounded two principles in 
the Phenomenological school, the epoche and eidetic versions. The epoche is 
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designed to achieve objectively in the study and the eidetic principle is the one of 
structured empathy (Smart 1983 : 16). It assists us in understanding the beliefs of 
others. 
<Vi/~ hCUTE. ~ comp~t.h.uzd thE. u~uciu"tE. of =oth£~ 'j. IAJo.Jd. =d in 9uz£~.:J 
WE. hal'E. ~ f.....y ~ unck~ua.nd thE. ilitciu"tE.j. of [.Juf in 1uk thE. fu..uI of 
thE. [,JitJ.T£t (Sookla11990 : 7) , 
The method of symbolic interactionism was also emphasized in the study. This 
theory operates on the basis that humanity utilises symbols reflexively in order to 
interpret reality. Among other things symbolic interaction ism examines the 
relationship between social worlds and the overall symbolism which lends a degree 
of coherence to society as a whole (Mouton 1988 : 6). Since the writer was largely 
involved in interpreting symbology employed in the rituals, the symbolic interaction 
theory aided the comprehension of various levels of symbology. 
The writer made use of the various participant obselVation techniqu'es while 
conducting the field work for the study. At times the writer was a full participant in 
which case he partiCipated fully in the ritual. The limitations of this practice is that the 
writer could not pose questions to the participants nor could he gain clarity regarding 
the interpretation of various symbols and practiCes. 
The writer was also a "participant as observer" in which the writer obselVed the 
practice of the rituals as well as being involved in the pujas. It was known to the 
partiCipants of the ritual that the writer was studying and obselVing them. 
Use was also made of the "obselVer as partiCipant" technique, where the writer 
posed questions to the participants. However contact and activity were limited in the 
observation. 
The writer also employed unstructured informal intelViews with both priests and 
partiCipants to establish clarity and interpretation. 
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Since the historical development of rituals was also examined, primary and secondary 
source material were analysed. Interpretations and commentaries based on these 
sources were also examined. 
1.5 CONCLUSION 
The writer is a bona fide Hindu priest, affiliated to the Sanathan Dharma Purohit 
MandaI, a council of Hindi Sanathani- orthodox priests. His many hours of engaging 
in ritual sacrifices, yajnas, has enabled him to gain a deep and philosophical 
understanding of the principles of ritualism and its significance. 
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CHAPTER 2 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF RITUALISM 
2.1 ABSTRACT 
Scholars of Indology have always been divided on the subject of ritualism. Most of the 
argument revolves around the belief that the system of rituals employed in the Vedas 
stem from the inability of the laity to comprehend the sublime truths of the Vedic seers. 
Others maintain that ritualism ~minated as a logical development of Vedic knowledge. 
The subscribers to this policy maintain that the Vedas took into consideration those 
sectors of society who were intellectually inclined and those who had a lesser 
understanding of philosophy. This chapter will attempt to illustrate that the ritualistic 
system was not bome out of confusion but introduced by the rishis, seers, of the Vedic 
era (circa 3000 B.C.) to cater for all the needs of society. The seers did not impose any 
one type of knowledge on society but offered them numerous altematives to develop 
their intellect and to satisfy their spiritual aspirations. 
2.2 THE VEDIC AGE 
It is a commonplace of psychology that thinking is conducted under the pressure of 
practical needs (Griswold 1971 : 80). Vedic society (circa 3000 B.C.) was involved in 
an uncertain existence that fluctuated between extreme prosperity and chaos. Being 
largely an agricultural society, their sustinence depended wholly on the natural elements. 
The natural elements were thus classified into two categories, those that were beneficial 
e.g. sunshine and rain and those that were hostile e.g. frost, and strange powers such 
as fungus that were responsible for destruction of crops and death. The seeds of 
animism and naturalism were sown and nourished by the willingness of Vedic SOCiety 
to attribute to these forces godly and demonic qualities respectively (Griswold 1971 : 88). 
The compilation of the Vedic hymns is attributed to the Vedic persons appreciation and 
awe of his natural surroundings. Orthodox scholars such as Sayana (14th Century A.D.) 
however. maintain that the Vedas are aparaushaya ie. 'not made by man'. Their theory 
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rests on the belief that the knowledge of the Vedas is eternal and emanated from the 
Cosmic Intelligence. At the initiation of a new time cycle. kalpa. spiritually evolved rishis 
were used as mediums to realize the vast treasure of Vedic wisdom. They subsequently 
became the seers of the various mantras and suktas (Radhakrishna 1977 : 78). 
Radhakrishnan (1977 : 78) notes the following: 
fJhtJj knLW uTh.Ji: it Wol j to lovE. n.Ji:ut£., .:lJ1d f.E [o!l in the. woncku of 
dawn QJ1d wmiu, thou my:J:nioui PWCf.1Uj u. t;.t:h e.ffc.ct ol muf.vl9 of 
the. wul QJ1 d n.uute.. 90 them n.uu,e. t~' .l1 .1 fil'in9 p'l.E.j.£J1Cf. with whi~ 
thc.y could hotd communion. cSomc. 9lo,iou1 .:L!fdi of n.Ji:u'l.E. !':E.canu. 
thE. window1J. of h.W.V£J! thwull Lt: hich the dilTin! looked down upon the. 
90dfe.!1J. w.tth. fJhE. moOIl and the. ilolU, the. ita. culd the. d;y, the 
dawn ollld tk ll'9htfd! WE."LE. .... f9auiui ol1 dil·VU.. fJhu wo'O.~if of 
naiu'l.E. .u wch. i1 thE. w..Jic.:J: I~tm of t70£c -..digion. 
However, Vedic society now defied the constraints imposed upon it by mere 
animism and naturalism. Their quest to identify and comprehend the totality of 
God manifested itself in anthropomorphism through which the physiology and 
mentality of the numerous deities were fashioned on the basis of humanities own 
experience. The individual needed a God to guide him in his daily endeavours 
to comfort him when in distress and a friend to whom he could communicate his 
feelings (Oldenberg 1993: 23). The Rig Veda (160,4) records this anguish as: 
diE. wa1J. &-zduJ cunon9 tk § ocb. thE. clLVe.'O.E.il u·o-..km.a.n, who pw~ed 
thE. b .... i.m.ani onE.1 (hE..:w£J! .lJ!d w.....th) th.u gt"Jk af[ thin91, he who 
muuuu thE. two b'l.ight on£:!. by wi~m QJ1d c.ildtuhc.1 them on WE.'!. 
ta:J:ing 1J.up.pa'llj . 
Indra, Agni a~d Soma the presiding deities of rain. fire and the energising liquid 
from the soma plant respectively, were subsequently extolled as the guardians 
of the creation. The gods Varuna and Mitra rose in ascendency and assumed 
the mantle of creator. Varuna, because of his expansive form was sublimated: 
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Qj IdJiz Q lObE., ItTWz Q[[ thE ~1Edu,.:! th£uo! al2d th.£h 
cL4.Tdfin9j (Rig Veda 7. 41) . 
Varuna now assumed the position of a moral God to the extent that: 
diE. Ll. mE.'f.ci.fuf E.(J E.Jl to him. wt;.; h':B ::JJm.miltJ. W2 (Rig Veda 7. 87. 
7). 
The Vedic laity (circa 3000 B.C.) had reached a situation where the large host of 
devas tended to confuse and obstruct the search for an unchanging reality. The 
hoard of deities were each in turn extolled and sublimated as the highest 
manifestation of God. This unique phenomena was designated henotheism, by 
Max Muller (Radhakrishnan 19n : 90). At this junction in the development of 
Vedic religion the question posed was: 
Clo what god ~aI1 WE. OlffE.'t ou, off.uion? (Rig Veda 10 121). 
2.3 THE EMERGENCE OF THE VEDIC RITUAL 
Arising from this quagmire of despondency there arose the system of ritualism. 
The ascendency of the ritual was cemented because the philosophical 
speculation of the Vedic intelligentsia was beyond the grasp of the laity. 
This sector of the community were engrossed in their agricultural pursuits and 
their efforts were concentrated in providing for their families. The grihasta, 
householder, co.nstituted the majority of the population and cold speculation was 
not helpful in providing for "empty stomachs· (Interview: R.R. Maharajh). The 
realized souls of the Aryan culture identified th is problem of the need for a 
consistent God and the ritualistic aspect of the Vedic religion which existed in its 
seed form in the samhita was developed to satisfy the spiritual aspirations of the 
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masses. Humanity was encouraged to sacrifice to the gods to procure material 
well-being and to express their state of consciousness (Radhakrishnan 1977 : 
124). The Vajasneyi Samhlta (111 :50) reiterates this belief: 
dt£ offnl a 1<2C"4i.cL 1:0 tl'lt: tftvQ.j. u..i1/; th£ tcx1:: 2x, thou 9 i.!J£ 1:0 nu 
and [/ u;;[[ 91cn 1:0 thu., de thou bd~w on nu: .:uzd [/ w;[[ b£uow on 
thu. 
The ritualistic system gained momen.tum when the process of creation was 
attributed to the act of yajna, sacrifice, where both the Gods and the rishis 
sacrificed the Supreme Purusha to initiate the scheme of created things. 
rwi1/; pu-"u!.O. al th£ otfation, 90eb.. p£'I.fo-.m.ul. ~a'l.i{ia.£. dp'l.ill9 W.lj, 
itj, buttu. w.mm.£-" th£ woodj" and c4u1wnn u.'Q.j. itj, inlJocai.ion. 
rwi1/; that pU'W!.O., th£ (i'l.U of fnin9l' {!onlU'tattd on 9'1.aH., th£ 90~ 
!.O.c'l.ificu1,9h£ ".~ij, of ofd and tfu -..~~ thai: fotfowul (Rig 
Veda 10.90.1) . 
2.4 THE BRAHMANAS (10- 6 CENTURY B.C.), SRAUTA AND GRIHYA 
SUTRAS 
The divinely ordained ritualistic system was implemented with the introduction of 
the Brahmanas. The Brahmanas are large volumes of liturgy concerned with the 
performance of rituals. It encompassed even the minutest detail such as the 
utensils to be used in the sacrifice. So intricate and systematic was this 
discipline of knowledge that a highly proficient priesthood belonging to the 
brahmin caste were deployed in overseeing and performing the ritual. During the 
Brahmanic period, Vishnu rose in prominence. He is regarded as the support of 
the universe and the Shatapatha Brahmana alludes to Vishnu as the 
personification of the sacrifice. Brahmanaspathi assumed the title of lord of 
hymns and the organizer of the sacrifice. By offering sacrifices dedicated to these 
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prominent deities humanity endeavoured to seek immortality like the gods 
(Radhakrishnan 1977 : 124). 
The Brahmanas constitute the work portion i.e. Karmakanda of the Vedas and 
stress that by the performance of the various Vedic rituals, humanity could reach 
the lofty sphere of God. Each Veda has a principle Brahmana assigned to it. 
The Brahmanas gave rise to Brahmanism which was to hold sway over 
Vedic society. The Mimmamsa system of philosophy sought its validity in the 
Brahmanas. The practise of Uttar and Purva Mimmamsa by the sage Jaimini 
complimented the Brahmanas and added impetus to the entrenchment of 
ritualism (Oldenberg 1993 : 11). Gonda (1980 : 23) on the complexity of {he 
Brahmanas: 
']'Wm a canj.uktal.ft ~·a ... idy of 'Lulu .:1Jld di.-.£.di.oIZ j. it ij. j.uffid.t.ntfy 
appa'l.£ni thal tht adho'titiu wUt a!m.ojJ; :on1:inOU~ a.wa'tt of tfu. 
n£CCL~!J to kfin t .:1Jld an.:1Jlf}t tht d£m£Tl1j. of a .. itual in wch a WaJj 
aj. to -fo'tm a hatmOnitJ.1 whot£. EJ£'t!} de.taJ had, in /ninciplt, to bE. 
~nifi=nJ: and to wJi.L tht pu..poj.£ of tht -.itt. 
The Brahmanas gave rise to both the Srauta and Grihya Sulras which enshrined 
communal ritual and domestic ritual respectively. The Grihya Sulra enjoined 
upon the householder various rites and sacraments to enable him to cross the 
ocean of life (Smith 1989 : 120). 
The Brahmanas themselves were very difficult to understand because of the 
extensive attention to detail. Even the learned could not grasp the meaning and 
interpretations of the various injunctions. There was a need for the large host of 
injunctions to be arranged in a logical way to aid the practitioner of the rituals 
(Radhakrishnan 1977 : 128). Various Rishis such as Katyayan, Latyayana and 
Jaimini simplified this knowledge through the use of aphorisms outlining the 
injunctions and knowledge in a palatable form. The sraula ritual was performed 
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by kings and wealthy nobleman for the establishment of godliness, dharma, and 
for the advancement of their kingdoms (Smith 1989 : 123). 
The grihya sutras are a more personalised treatise on the rituals and are centred 
around the household. 
the. 9'1.ih.ya -.i1u.dj, ate. tfwu. klle. with '!.9atd to the. home.. CThf. wo'td 
'honu.' h£'tE. ~ uu.d in thtU j .£.Ilu.j. : -.i1u.dj. coll;£.win9 the. wi!e., thou 
CDIlCE.win9 the. domicile., =d 't iludj. coll;£.·..nin9 thE. li;~e. in fi!e. (aj.'l.am.l 
it.. hollu.ho{tbhif) (Asvalayan Grihya Sutra 1.1.1). 
2.5 THE IMPORTANCE OF AGNI 
Agni served as a messenger in the ritual and is the mediator between humanity 
and God. One must not overlook the importance and significance of Agniin the 
development of ritualism. 
Agni is' only subordinate to Indra in Vedic literature. The Rig Veda describes 
Agni as emanating from the heaven in the form of lightning. Matarishvan was 
said to have transferred the fire from the heavenly regions to the Bhrigu clan for 
safe keeping. The physical description of Agni is consistent with the attributes 
of physical fire. He has a long tawny beard and the rousing flames are symbolic 
of the sharp jaws and teeth. Agni promoted the fostering of unity and is one of 
the leading devas in the Vedic pantheon (Olden berg 1993 : 26). 
Agni enjoyed this exalted position because all oblations were consigned to the 
fire which transferred the essence of the oblation to the domain of the de vas. 
Agnitherefore became the mediator between the earthly and heavenly spheres, 
between the patron and the Absolute Reality. 
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2.6 THE FORM OF THE VEDIC RITUAL 
The Vedic rituals used three ingredients as the principle oblations viz. vegetables, 
isti, animal, pasu, or human, purusamedha (Whillier 1989 : 41). The ritual was 
further divided into two broad categories, the domestic rites, grihya, and public, 
srauta. This classification was based on the desired effect of the r~ual and by 
the number of priests and fires employed e.g. garphatya and ahavaniya. The 
rites themselves are of two types, those that are obligatory, nitya, and those that 
are occasional, kamya or naimittika. All rites .have a purpose, yajnanta for the 
sacrificer which dictated the ritual practice, the offerings to be used and the time 
at which it should be performed (Whittier 1989 : 41). Sivaraman (1989: 91) nbtes: 
da.C"Li./iu fz..u 9'1.c.al: pow£.'t (p-r.abha.LTa.) in thu. ... 'o.Jd and othE.'t~, t1u 
pu. ... pou 0/ !..2~ ... ili.c.e. tWl9 to 9£1W . .::J.£., h.lUlU1 .lIld di'l.£.Ci thE. paWE.-r. to 
~£.ci./i.c £1ld~ 9hE. notion that ~u.dz in coniwdion with thE. 1I.a.t:!-r.i(i.c.! 
9£.n£.'I.at£.1I. 4/£.Ciio£. paWE.-r. i1l. cuzt-r.af to t7~"a ti1u.:J. 
2.6.1 THE SACRIFICIAL INGREDIENTS AND THE PURIFICATORY RITES 
In the Vedic sacrifice much attention was paid to the selection of the sacrificial 
offerings. This practice rests on the belief that there is a subtle principle that 
permeates all that is edible. This principle was refered to as medha 
(Shathapatha Brahmana 5.1.37, hereafter abbreviated as S.B.) the essence of 
sacrifical oblations. The rishis ordained that this medha existed in greater 
proportions in foods such as rice, barley, milk and in animals such as the goat 
and horse and was worthy to be used in sacrifices. It is then concluded that the 
gross form of the food was not the essential object of the oblation but the extract 
of medha. This was achieved by the va~ious purificatory rites and acts that 
served to highlight and accentuate this principle of medha (Sharma 1989 : 34). 
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The purificatory rites involved the extension of the yajamana's inner force, 
consciousness, existing in the depths of his heart. He was instructed to dwell 
and to introspect on this transcendental state of being, extending it over a day, 
a fortnight, a month, a season, a half a year and finally a full year which is 
symbolic of the totality of the perpetual recurrence of Eternal Time (S.B. 
1.6.3.36). As Staal (1961 : 67) notes: 
9fu. w.:;~ific£ ~ now {,£ uzinp-.dJ. aj on£ of th£ modl.~ of th£ 
huma.n {,w19 u'hdz oolluif.ulH {.w29' C!h£ olzlof09i.aai iJ2lc...p~dalion 
£na.bfu u~ to 1£.£ !!ww if. 'l1a~ po!dfl. thai. 1uch impottanc£ Wa.! 
ailadu.J to the -..il.ud .:I.d. iJh£ b..:v0~-. .rn..:1lioll .:vld aon.Ut1~.li.iof2 whi.ch. 
U E.f(£cludui th-.cJU9h ~iJi.c£, i1. not ..1 han~J"a-,malion fwm on£ bWz9 
to anothn {,ul tlzE. oonuif.ulion of {.Wz9 if.u1f. 
Smith (1989 : 101) further notes that: 
9hE. wm.a. w.:;ti(icL U. kpid£d .:1.1 a .. Ltd of :d!-puf£.d.ioll r. 
(a1m.a.' !.an2J;Ui) and i~ .. ~a .. dul a~ .:I. :110-1 of au N (1.Jpa). 9he. 
~c'l.0c£'1. ja.J'zioll1. (!.an2~u .. ule.) hi!. OWIl ul( UI a 't!lthmi.aal wG.lj 
lhw~h the. ... itua.l ::haJlh thai. .:I.'te. {;kmd to uui!. bWz9 pou'l.ui iJzto the. 
'110mb. [fn the. ... if.ua.f the. p ... i.£U1 aon!l ... uct and p£ .... fE.ct (!.a.m.~U'l. vant) 
a ~£.a.vmfy ul( (d:u~' .:I. ai.m.a.J!) fo'l. th£ ~c4~u. 9hE. 'I.dalionJ:.ip 
bdwUll thE. conu ... ucti~,l. ... if.ua! activity Md th£ ai.man thU1 aonmuctui 
i~ 'I.£.C09ni~ {,!J th£ UI.C ... t{icc ... , who know!., t:Jhi!., my (n£.W, h£.a.vwf!l) 
bot4 i1 mack. pnfE.ct (!.an2J;"iyal£) f!J thal (!.a.1:'I.ifia), thE. bot4 of 
minE. i~ P'tOCU7.t . .d f!J thal ( 'l.Ltuaf).· 
It is evident that the Vedic sacrifice transcended the level of petitioning God for 
material well being. The sacrifice emphasised the need for spiritual perfection. 
The purificatory rites being terminated, the yajamana now embarks on the ritual 
lighting a'nd establishing of the sacrificial fire, the agnyadhana. The Brahmanas 
enjOin the yajamana to engage in this rite on the new moon day in the month of 
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Vaishakha, April-May, or whenever he felt the need to offer a sacrifice. The fire 
was churned by producing friction between two pieces of stick. The Agni was 
established in the three hearths, kunds, and was then allowed to develop by the 
chanting of prescribed hymns. The lighting of the fire is symbolic of the yajamana 
lighting the inner fire called vaisvanara which unfolds through the kundalini 
chakras, yogic centres in the spine of a being, resulting in the attempt to 
establish the cosmic presence in one's self (S.S 11.2.12). 
2.7 THE PRINCIPLE VEDIC SACRIFICES 
The principle Vedic sacrifices are outlined as follows: 
2.7.1 AGNIHOTRI 
The yajamana together with his consort used the fire as the medium of 
transporting their oblations to the confines of the heavenly spheres. They 
proceeded to offer the oblations into the fire, agnihotra. This practise of agniholri 
is repeated throughout the aspirant's life. He was compelled to make offerings 
of milk, rice and other cereals to Adilya and Prajapalhi in the mornings and to 
Agni and Prajapalhi in the evenings. The Agnihotri symbolises the sun god 
Suryanarayana, who is associated with Yama, the lord of death. This analogy 
was arrived at because all life forms living below the sun are subject to death. 
The gods who dwelled beyond the solar system were untouched by the mysteries 
of death. By performing the fire sacrifice, agnihotri, every morning and evening 
the sacrificer ascends to the abode of the gods beyond the sun. The power, 
lejas, of the soul manifests itself as the suryanarayana and Agni. The upward 
mobility of these two luminaries is symbolic of the souls quest for freedom and 
immortality, moksha, a state of being which is enshrined in the realm of the 
devas, luminaries (Rig Veda 10.88.67). 
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Much importance is attached to the process of Agnihotri. Prajapathi, the guardian 
of this particular sacrifice was dismembered and proceeded to command Agni 
thus: 
qJu/; me. {,a:k togu.hu (5.8. 6.1.2.17). 
Agni obeys and through the performance of the agnihofri ritual Prajapafhi was 
reconstructed to his former self by Agni. 
2.7.2 THE DARSAPURNAMASA - FUll AND NEW MOON SACRIFICE 
Having sucessfully completed the Agnihotri, the sacrificer now embarks on the 
next set of obligatory rites, the Darsapurnamasa, full and new moon sacrifices, 
which commences on the full or new moon days. It is constituted of two parts, 
the purnamasa and the darsa both of which include a number of principle and 
secondary rites. This sacrifice is accomplished with the assistance of four 
Vedic priests viz. the adhvaryu, brahma, hofa and agnidh (Sharma 1987 : 35). 
The functions of the various priests are explained below: 
The adhvaryu was in charge of preparing the sacrifical ground including the 
construction of the altar, vedi, the placing of the sacrifical vessels, the fetching 
of wood and water, the securing and immolation of sacrificial animals, the lighting 
of the fire and the offering of ingredients into the fire. In fact the entire manual 
portion of the ritual was entrusted to the adhvaryu. He and his assistants were 
in charge of the body of the sacrifice. T~ey chanted the hymns of the Yajur 
Veda while discharging their duties and they had to be conversant with the 
Shatapatha Brahmana (Macdonald 1896 : 5). 
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The holar or holri are probably one of the most important functionaries in the 
ritual together with the brahman. He was not involved in any manual part of the 
ritual. The holri had to recite the sacrifical hymns of the Rig Veda paying 
particular attention to the difficult rules of pronunciation and accentuation. A 
holriwas one who had mastered the Rig Veda (Macdonald 1896 : 5). 
The udgalri or the Sama Veda singer were to chant the hymns of the Sama 
Veda in a loud melodious voice. 
The brahman was the supervisor and general controller of the sacrifice. He 
commanded all the other priests. He was expected to correct the mislakes 
committed by the oJhers. He took an active part only during the soma yajna. His 
place and function were substituted by the sadasya who performed the same 
function as a brahman (Macdonald 1896 : 6). The agnidh is an assistant to the 
adhvaryu (Macdonald 1896 : 6). 
The sraula rituals were arranged according to a hierarchy. The simple rites are 
attempted first and the more complex rituals are conSigned to the end: 
9fu. wt4'tJ acl1 a.e. linkui with the. p~incifL. on£1 uzjoinui in !:h£ 
~ conltnf. b!J p....aka.'i.ana which nu.aJ!1 a. mul:u.a! d.t:~'1.£ to h£ uniLui 
wiLh t:a.eh oU2£'!.. 9he. p'l.incipa.l O!f£ .... ing1 of a ~'I.ifiCL P'l.Ok CL tfu. 
uwft only whuz th~ au duty acaompanid h!J !:he. ~w1a.'I.!J 'I.iLu, and 
hmc£ ~ look (ot tfu. la1t£'I.. <On tfu. o!:h£'l. hand !:h£ ~1uio."-1J 'I.iLu, 
which C4U2not ptoL !:h£ main t£1u!t in dzpuz dau.ty, f.£.CCnu (tuil.(uf f.!J 
~1£Wing !:he. pU"foU of !:he. p'l.incipa.l off£'l.ingj. 9 hi1 mutual d.t:~ • ..£ 
uniL£1 !:h£ ptincipl£ and tfu. ~4~ comp.ontnf.1 of 1QC'l.ifiCL, which, ill 
a whole., tt..ub. to !:h£ d.t:1i'l.ui 'i.£~1 (Chakrabarti 1980 : 126). 
The purnamasa and the darsa are the faculties of speech and the mind 
respectively (S.a. 11 .2.4.7). Thus, nutritious and wholesome foods constituted 
the sacrificial offerings to the physical body. This in turn is transformed into urk, 
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the essense of corn, water and herbs (Vajesneyi Samhita 1.8.3.4). This essence 
is assimilated into the vital fire of prana, breath, which nourishes the mind. This 
vital fire is exemplified as speech, vak, which through its constant activity covers 
the mind with its own self generated tendencies and impressions. This 
conditioning of the mind by vak, speech, is the aim of the darsa pumamasa (S 8. 
11.12.3). This sacrifice elevates the vital breaths in the body, and directs them 
to the soul so that the real identity of the soul is rediscovered and this purity is 
channeled to the shelter of the "Super-soul" in which it manifests perfection 
(Sharma 1986 : 35). 
2.7.3 CATURMASYA - QUARTERLY SACRIFICES 
Next of the obligatory rites is the caturmasya which is performed as suggested 
by its designation, every four months, the quarterly sacrifices. Four sacrifices 
constitute this yajna. Rites or offerings are made on the full moon days of the 
first, fourth, and ninth months of the year. The fourth offering is made on the first 
day of the waxing moon which heralds the beginning of the first month which is 
subsequently the first day of the lunar year viz. February and March (Sharma 
1986: 35) . . 
By engaging in this ritual the sacrificer incorporates the form of Prajapathi into 
his being. Prajapathi wa~ enfC?rced in the Vedic era as the epitome of 
immortality. This depiction is finalized when the year over which he presides is 
said to be the manifestation of immortality. Prajapati reflected: 
{f hafJE. unm.iI:i:J. thE. ccWltnpau o( ~~Jf, thE. J£.a'l. . c4nd thnE.(o'l.E. 
tht-y ~, "<:P .... a;v.p.aii . i~ thE. J£.at : (0'1. hE. uniJiJ. it a~ a ccWltnpau 
of himdf (S.8. 11 .1.6.13) . 
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Through the first series of rituals, the sacrificer establishes in himself the right 
arm of Prajapathi, similarly, the right thigh, left thigh and the left arm of the diety 
is incorporated into the sacrificer, through the remaining three sacrifices. Thus 
the sacrificer through the four fold assimilation of the vitality of Agnican establish 
within himself the Eternal being as Prajapathi (S.B. 11.5.2.1.8). 
2.7.4 THE PASUYAGA 
Upon completion of the caturmasya rites, the sacrificer proceeds with the 
pasuyaga which is performed bi-annually at intervals of six months. hl this 
sacrifice, the heart, marrow and omentum of the sacrificial animal is offered into 
the ritual fire as the principle oblations. Through the medium of this sacrifice the 
yajamana absorbs the essence, medha, of the sacrifice and converts the period 
of one year into amritayu, immortal life (Sharma 1986 : 36). 
9h£ 90ch ollnuf. man a~ ~a'l.f . cd Ili.d.im.. 9hE. ~C'tifiaaf 9u.al~ 
( rnulha) pa~d out of th£ offuuf. man. [ft t.n.i:E. .. uf. thE. I:.o. .... u tfun tC.t. 
ho'tu bLaanU. fii fo .. ~fi.eE. and th~ ~d him who~E. UU! .. ifici.al 
9u.altty fuuJ. ~d out of him. c::J/E. (tC.t. fO".mL't man, now dwoui of 
tC.t. ~C'l.i.fici.al 9u.al~) b£.COJTU.. a dtft.di~,E. man (kimfu'l.lua). 9h~ 
offE.'I.ui thE. ho .. u, and th£ ~C'tifiaal 9u.al~ p~d out of thE. offuui 
hoUL {It t.n1:£. .. ui th£ cow ... {It (th£ f0"..m.E.'t ho .. u) t£.C.am£ th£ whilE. 
b.... 9h~ offnui tC.t. cow,... 9h£ ~ .... ifici.al 9u.al~ t.n.i:E. .... uf. tC.t. 
'tam. {It thE. (ouru'l. cow b£.COJTU.. 02 9~al 9~ o((£ ... uf. thE. .. am ... 
9hE. UU!ti.ficd 9u.al~ t.n.i:£ .... uf. thc. 9oal.... [It (thE. fouru .... 'tam) 
b£aam£. thE. camd. {It (thE. ~C'l.i(i~ 9~) dOJjuf. tC.t. fon9£d in tfu. 
90al., thUE.fo't~ thE. 90al. i~ thE. paw f1U)d ud 02~ thE. UU!'tificial Ili.atim 
(Aittariya Brahmana 2.8). 
The pasuyaga developed at a time when the understanding of natural 
phenomena was not fully comprehended. The wrath of the elements were 
interpreted as being the manifestation of the devas anger. Storms claimed 
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thousands of lives. Thus it was declared that the deva in his anger devoured 
man and his civilization to quench his anger. Vedic society utilized the animal in 
the sacrifice as a substitute for human lives. This sacrifice was meant to 
appease the deva (Interview: R.R. Maharajh). 
2.7.5 THE SOMA SACRIFICE 
The soma sacrifice which spanned a whole year was attempted after the 
completion of the pasuyaga. It consisted of sacrifices in which cereals are 
offered, those in which animals are offered and those in which the libations of 
soma are offered. In this sacrifice soma is regarded as the principle sacrifice. 
This ingredient of soma which· pervades all three /okas viz. prithivi, earth, 
antariksa atmosphere, and dyu, space, is extremely energising (SB 3.9.9.12). 
It is obtained from the asana herb. It is also referred to as dodhana and usana. 
The sacrificer by drinking the remnanats of the soma awakens in himself the 
dynamic amritbhava, nectar like quality, in the form of the annual cycle and this 
incarnation of a specific time period in the. sacrificer's self is known as being 
established in the state of Prajapathi in the form of annada, the eater of foods 
(S8. 1.6.3.37). 
2.7.6 THE CAYANYAGA - THE PILING OF THE FIRE ALTAR 
At the termination of the soma yaga the yajamana is now at liberty to undertake 
the cayanyaga, the piling of the altar, the process through which the sacrifices is 
identified with vayu, immanent in all creation. By offering this sacrifice the 
sacrificer develops and preceives the eye of knowle~ge, jnanachaksu (S B 
6.1.1.5). 
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The cayanyaga is the construction of five fire altars next to each other in the 
north, south, east and west. The fifth fire is placed in the uppermost hearth 
dedicated to prajapathi. Collectively they represent a hawk with outstretched 
wings. The hawk represents the faculty of intelligence and corresponds to the 
avahaniya fire to the east. The eyes, mouth, head, ears, the principle of the soul 
and speech of the sacrificer corresponds to the head, wings, soul and tail of th'e 
hawk. The five piles represent its hair, skin, flesh, bone and marrow. By 
attempting these rituals the sacrificer seeks immortality and union with Prajapathi 
and he fuses the various limbs with vigour and longevity and gains the abode of 
Prajapathi. The vital breath assumed the hawk form by performing the 
cayanayaga and rose to the sphere of Prajapalhi to become one with' him. 
Assuming this hawk-form Prajapalhicreated the devaswhile the gods in the form . 
of the hawk acquired immortality (Sharma 1986: 37). the explicit purpose of the 
sacrifice is described as: 
Clh_e. 'Lcfigicuj. cofuliticn of the. Ulc .. ificu thuj. dw ck.j.(:!'LJ.~ C1 atm'£ 
~m.rn.d'!.i.col to the one. ha.c.ui by the. l' i.d.im.. die. CE.girU by 'I.iW1g 
p'l.Og'l.E.uilJcfy into thE. 'I.cfigicuj. #t:7.e., oUld .iliainj. C1 ~ulm.i.nai.ing poin! 
whUla h£ ck.j.(:!Ultb. ~ain into the. p·..c/~e.· ~ t.a.ah one. of the. 
a'tc.ai.u'tu and of.ic.d.j. thai. pl~ a p.:l.'tt in the. 5.C1C'ti(ia£ ij. d'l.awn along 
aj. if in a continuouj. mDlJ£J7UJ2t Which, ('tOm w 'l.y to EXit, p'tOd! 
along th'l.O~h oPfoW19 Jop.u (Smith 1987 : 105). 
2.7.7 THE PURUSMEDHA - HUMAN SACRIFICE 
The purusmedha terminates the series of obligatory rites. The sacrificer 
surrenders the entire self to the mercy of Prajapalhi and 'declares the intentions 
of merging in the glory and solace of the Super Consciousness, Viral Purusha. 
Since man is the supreme created being he is considered the best sacrifice and 
is honoured as food for the Viral Purusha (S.B. 13.6.3.10). However, these 
human offerings are not killed but sent away with great honour after having the 
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paryagrikarana samskara performed. This is the carrying of the sacrificial fire 
around the victim and by the process of inhalation he absorbs the fire within him 
and retires to a life of seclusion to contemplate on the Self and to merge with the 
Supreme Reality (S.B. 13.6.2.20). 
2.8 LATER RITUAL DEVELOPMENTS - THE UPANISHADIC PERIOD 
(1000 - 300 B.C.) 
Many scholars especially the contemplators of the Upanishads were deeply 
disturbed by the dominance of brahmanism which held sway over a large sector 
of the populace. The Vedic sacrifice was criticised for its elaborate attention to 
detail. The subscribers to the philosophy of the Upanishadic seers feared that 
the state of religion would degenerate into a host of cold mechanical actions. 
However, their fears were unfounded due to a gross misconception of the 
purpose of the rituals. The rishis who codified the manuals of rituals did not 
intend for the rituals to be an end in themselves but rather intended for them to 
be used as a stepping stone to cross to the safe precincts of self- realization. 
The selection of the hymns and the various appendages of the rituals were used 
to condition and still the mind of the laity in anticipation of the Divine presence. 
Even the Upanishads themselves though professing to teach the attainment of 
brahmavidya, were not entirely emancipated from the influence of the rituals. 
This is demonstrated in the Katha Upanishad (1 .15) one of the most respected 
Upanishad in the Hindu scriptural cannon as follows: 
<yama tfun r.xpfainul tc him thai fi'I.E. ~'tifi..cc, thE WU'tC£ of thE 
wo.J~, what C'I.iclu au 'tUfui.'tul fOt thE afta't, how many and how th'":J 
a'tE to bE pfa.cul 
The ritual is not reduced to the act of cold bargaining with God rather it is the 
attempt by the yajamana, sacrificer, to become one with the ritual through 
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inculcation of the right attitude. It is declared in the Rig Veda (5.81 .1) that the 
sacrifice in which the spiritually awakened mind is harnessed attains to harmony 
and reaches up to God, in the harmonious synthesis of the world itself for God 
is the immanent lord of the world. It was an attempt to attain brahmabhava or 
the state of Brahman. This indeed dispels any doubt about the intentions of the 
ritual (Sharma 1986 : 38). 
The popularity of the Puranassuch as the Vishnu, Brahmandaand Vayu Puranas 
(circa 900 A.D) highlighted the importance of the lesser deities of the vedas. 
Indra, Varuna and Mitra now faded into obscurity. Vishnu, Ganesha, Skanda, 
Shiva and other deities rose in popularity. The Bhaktimovement coupled by the 
large influence of the Alvar and Nayanar saints (circa 9th Century A.D) served 
to establish the worship of these gods. The Vedic ritual especially the srauta 
tradition came under severe criticism from all fronts. Realized souls such as 
Gautama the Buddha were particularly severe in his criticism of the animal 
sacrifice, pasuyaga. He abhorred the rigid manuals of worship. It was inevitible 
that the sacrifice would have to be reformed or die a slow death (Radhakrishnan 
1977 : 128). 
The vedic ritual was too extensive and expensive for the laity to conduct. The 
large host of priests who were employed and the ingredients utilized, meant that 
only the affluent could gain access to the sacrifice and to the services of the 
priests. Many sectors of the commynity began to doubt the pasuyaga and 
labelled it repulsive. With the passage of time the Brahmanas themselves 
advised against the sacrifice of animals (Radhakrishnan 1977 : 125). 
The prominence of Vishnu, Shiva, Shakti Ganesha and Surya gave rise to 
various independent sects within the proad framework of Hinduism during the 
4th-5th Century A.D. These sects were termed Vaishnavas, Shaivas, Shaktas, 
Ganapathas and Sauryas respectively. Each system of belief revered their 
presiding diety as the highest and only manifestion of the Supreme Reality. This 
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tendency had a marked influence on the religiOUS scriptural development and 
various scriptures harboured a bias towards one diety or the other. e.g. the 
Vishnu Purana and the Srimad Bhagwatam are considered Valshnavitescriptures 
while the Shiva Purana and the Linga Purana are largely Shaivite in character. 
The worship of these deities became highly specialized and the Agamas were 
formulated to instruct the people on the ritual ceremonies to be conducted to 
each diety (Interview: Tewary). 
The preliminary rituals associated with the popularly worshipped deities as we 
know it today had its beginning in the agama form of worship and was developed 
in the books termed padadhtis, formulas of worShip, by schooled acharyas: The 
tantras also had a significant bearing on the modern day ritual and much of the 
tantric practices e.g. the sodasupacara, sixteen offerings, are extracts from the 
Tantra Shastras (Interview: Shukla). 
The tantric ritual is based on two beliefs: that the sel~ is potentially divine and 
can be developed illimitably and that the Absolute whose inherent nature is joy, 
ananda, is the ultimate attainment. Thus on the one hand we have the self 
aspiring towards liberation and on the other is the goal. In between is the 
intermediate phase of reaching for the goal through an effective means - this is 
the ritual. Ritual has come to be defined as a link connecting the individual 
psyche with the universal noumena (Mookerjee and Khanna 19n : 125). Tantra 
offers an operational model for psychic liberation and o.utlines an effective modus 
operandi within its defined conspectus and ritual therefor should be considered 
a key factor of psychic evolution (Mookerjee and Khanna 1977 : 125). 
The tantra has definite symbolic meaning. All rituals are performed as symbolic 
acts which have the power to alter the consciousness and when the ritual is 
efficient, they become sources of manifestation of that power. Ritual is much 
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more than mere obeisance to a deity. It is in fact unification, and internalisation 
of the personal and specific towards the Timeless, Abstract and Universal 
(Mockerjee and Khanna 1977 : 126). 
2.9 SAMSKARAS 
Perhaps the most significant factor that has helped to entrench Brahmanism and 
the ritual was the introduction of the sacraments, samskaras. Pandey (1969 : 
17) enumerates the importance of the sacraments as follows: 
all of thEU. -..il.ua!1. aim not onty al flu. fo-..md pu .. ificaliDn of th£ bOdy 
bui al 1andi(ying, imp'tuW2g, u!ininlj and pnf£ding th£ mti-.£ 
indilriduaf'~ of tin <£.Ci.Lfiwt. 
The most important of the sixteen sacraments is the upanayan, investure of the 
sacred thread, in which the young boy (not older than ten) is invested with the 
sacred thread yajnopavitand is introduced to the station of brahmachari, student. 
This education encompasses both religious and secular tuition. He is now 
referred to as a dviJ, twice born. His first birth being the biological one whereas 
the second birth is achieved through the process of several ritualistic rites. The 
entire ceremony is a reflection of the natural birth procedures. At the outset the 
aspirant is smeared with a yellow paste, tumeric, and is instructed to remain in 
silence in a secluded place. This is symbolic of the gestation period and the 
yellow paste represents the embryonic fluid. 
giut h£ i1 bom f'tOm hi!. moth£'t and fai.hu, then, whuz h£ to whom 
th£ W-C'tifia. indinu W-C'tific£1., h£ i1. [om a ~nd tim£, and when h£ 
diu, when thc:J pui him into th£ (c't£malion) fi-..£ and h£ a'ti1.£1. again, 
h£ i!. bom a thitd tim.£. 9hu1, thc:J ~, a man i1 bo'tn thtU tim£1 
(S811 .2.1.1). 
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The sacraments governing conception, birth, marriage to the last rites are 
punctuated with" rituals that serves to reinforce the philosophical tendencies of the 
particular samskara. The departed souls are also reunited with the manes by the 
performance of the various rituals associated with the antyesti, last rites 
(Interview: Shukla). 
2.10 CONCLUSION 
In the broad framework of the Vedic knowledge, the system of rituals occupy an 
important place. So dominant and influencial was this discipline of the scriptures 
that a whole period was designated after it viz. the Brahmanic era. However it 
must be borne in mind that the popular misconception of the ritual being a selfish 
bargaining with God is incorrect. It is in fact, after close perusal of the 
Vedic rituals, an attempt to seek identity with the Absolute Consciousness, a 




THE PRELIMINARY PREPARATIONS 
EFFECTING THE PATRON (YAJAMANA) 
3.1 ABSTRACT 
The vedic ritual is not practical in the South African context because of the many 
. complexities of the ritual and also due to the lack of qualified personnel to 
supervise the ritual. The local priest rely heavily on the prayogas and padhatis, 
interpretations of the kalpa sutra, to perform and officiate the various pujas, 
prayers. This chapter examines the preparations that take place within and 
without the yajamana, sacrificer, and his family. The construction and the 
significance of the altar is also examined. 
3.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF THE PRIEST 
In the South African context the preliminary rituals that are observed before the 
Pradhana Deva, main deity, is worshipped varies from priest to priest. The lack 
of suitably qualified priests has led to the misintepretation of several shastric, 
scriptural, injunctions (Interview: Shukla). Any ritual initially begins with the 
selection of the priest to oversee the ritual. The Sha/apatha Brahmana (3.9.3.3) 
declares that a priest should be well versed in scripture, be of a pleasant 
disposition, have some knowledge of astrology and be of sober habits. This 
careful selection of the priest is necessary because the entire effect of the ritual 
is likened to a heaven bound cart. 
The Sha/apatha Brahmana (1 .9.3.27 and 4.4.2.1) further reveals: 
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the ,il.LLd uti!'.l1!C[,j .la E.qu.A1ui to h.l -.n!!!J ;,:U:J;[e th.:U d1.lW tfu 
j.:J.c,t/i=e to tf:! u:o,[J of the Bodj , 
Another illustration is when the sacrifice is likened to a boat transporting the 
yajamana from the earthly to the heavenly shores. 
9 hE. p'Liut .:J. .. .t itj. ~aa alld oaa, the =OnlTEJanc£j. to thE hiavw{y 
wo.Jk. [ff th.t,E. ij. 01lE. Uanu. ,,,o,thy p .. iL!l, el'w th.A1 01l E. oIly would: 
mwkE. it !i.llk. cflnd huly E.lTE. 'y iac .. ifi=.t ii a hwvw{y-boW2d ~if· 
Dlle oll9ht to kup a Uanu. wo,thy p·.iL!l .2Way f..om thE. j.Q.C'LificL 
9ht. capi:;J.in of thE. ~if Lj. thE. ptiL!l u:ho OffE.1j. thE. mi!k. ottaiion 
(5.8. 4.2.5.10; 2.3.3.15). 
The priest who officiates a ceremony is termed a purohita (Griswold 1971 : 48). 
They are also reffered to as manusya devas or human gods. This reference 
arose out of the exalted position that the priest enjoyed during the Bramhanicera 
(Radhakrishnan 1977 : 126). The brahmin priest assumed much importance, as 
it was thought that only the priests could comprehend the meaning of the rituals 
which were steeped in symbolism and language which had to be interpreted in 
a specific manner (Radhakrishnan 1977 : 126). 
The priest commanded great respect and was lauded for their learning (Interview 
: P.R. Maharaj). The Shathapatha Brahamana (11 .22.6) states: 
<7Juify thE. .... t. a" two kinck. of BOck.; fo .... th.t. BOck. th£mufvu =W'l.ulfy 
a.'t£ BOck, and th.m thE p ... iL~j. wl'w ha.VE. ~ and tWah vui'a feu 
a'LE. tht. human BOck.. 
Aother factor that influenced the domination of the priestly class was the 
necessity for the preservation of the Vedas (Oldenberg 1993 : 212). Thus, the 
brahmin had to follow his vocation with added zeal. They imposed on 
themselves severe conditions as revealed in the law codes of Manu: 
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c4 !B~.:J.,ni.n wJw. ~n£.d in holy w .. i1 il £.X1iJl:/uilhu1 in .m inU.mt [Ji 
dty 9t.lH 011 fiu .. 
The priest in training should control his passion and imbibe from his preceptor 
knowledge of the scriptures. Aadhakrishnan (1977 : 127) notes that a 
professional priesthood is always demoralising, however, those who were true to 
their calling, condemned the ostentation and hypocrisy of the selfish priest.The 
priest who possessed the Vedic lore became the accredited intermediaries 
between gods and m~n and the dispenses of the divine grace. The yajamana .. 
the man for whom the rite is performed, stands aside, (Olden berg 1993 : 208). 
It is imperative that the priest be versed with the mechanics of the ritual as well 
as the reHgio-symbolic significance implied in the ritual, so that he may lead the 
performer from the mundane to the spiritual and effect a tangible change in the 
consciousness of the patron (Interview: Tewary). 
9h£.'I.E. at£. two kintk. 0( 90~' 'JOt th£. 90d~ (at£. 90d~) and the 
bta.h.nu.n~ who ha<7t. !1.u.di.J and tw.ch. .:m human 90~ (manu.~;J. 
bill). 9h£ ~C'1.ifi.c.t. 0( th£1£ (Ulc .. i/icu) i~ di.<7i.d.c.d in two. 
tf)tfalionj. 0'1 ~ti(icL to tht. 90~ and ~i(icial fu~ a'Lt. ~ ... ifi.c.t.~ to 
tht. human 90tk., th£. b'ta.h.nu.nj. who hal·t. !1.u.di.t.d and iuch., with 
oCfationj. ont. p[UUH tht. 90d~, with j.QC'1.ifiaial fuj. ont. P[t.ilit.j. tfu. 
human 90tk., tht. Cta.h.nu.nj. who ha<7t. du.di.J and tt.ad:. !Both 'bub. 
0( 9°~ wht.n pl~ plaat. him in a condition 0( wJ1 [.t.in9 (S.B 
2.2.2.6). . 
The dominance and importance of the priest is exemplified in the Aittriya 
Brahmana (7.19) were it is recorded that the sacrifice departed from the gods and 
ran away with the demons. Therefore the sanctity of the sacrifice had to be 
vested to the custodians of dharma, righteousness. 
Y>'tajapali uni1::f.J tht. ~c ... ifi.c.t. and aftu tht. 1a.C'ti(i.c.t. tht. {ltahman 
powt.'t and tht. kwt'1.02 powu wu£. uniJ1J.. cIIftu lhun wu£. unittJ 
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duu c-.e..:Uu~.;! who l.:U i..:lC"li(icid of.{.:J.iwn! .::uzd thou who don't. f'J/;! 
[,1ahnUUJj .1";£ thO!! who wt w.c~i(i:;d o(.{.Jiiollj, the. c Raj.::uz!J.l! 
(km..iy.1j). l".1~~.:ll .lJld i.ud't.1i. thou ,JlO don 't. the i.ac1ificc. depauui 
( .... om them the f. .... dzm.:ul pown .::uzd k!.ut.l powc-. fo{[owed 4tu it, c.a..cf: 
with th£i~ OLj;n "naponi.. fJhe we.afollj of the f. .. u.hma.tz a-.£ the hou!. 
dtatiot, a .... mou-r. .::uzd f.ow .::uzd anow. l:The w.c .... i(ice £i.~apcd, ... £.COilin;)-
( wm the k!..:lhai. '~'c.a.fwn i. .::uzd the. k!.:lf. ... .1 did not c.:ltdt it. fJfl!. 
f. .... u.hm.lJZ (olIo".'£d it, cauld it, and mb..lincd it, :.tanding (-..om abOl'£ 
caught, u!b.aulcd (wm abol7e, and .... £cogni2ing itl OWIl wwponj, (tfz.t 
i.ac .... i(icE.) .. du· .. Jll:.d to the. frr.u.hm.::uz. crfI£U(OU £l' E.n nO<l1 the ulc'ti(ia 
(mdi. ~uppo-..t m the. f. .... u.hman and m thE. J3 .... kin~. 
In South Africa, the limited body of priests have made large strides from their 
humble beginnings. Classes to promote the proficiency and ethics of the 
priesthood are already established. One such institution is the Shree Luxmi 
Narayan Purohita Patsha/a in Durban at which instructions pertaining to the 
priesthood are adminstered under the guidance of priests such as H.R. Maharaj 
(Interview: H.R. Maharajh). 
This school believes that a priest should not only possess knowledge of the 
karmakanda, ritualism, but should also be conversant with all aspects of 
Hinduism. Lectures and workshops are held where popular scriptures such as 
the Ramayana and Mahabharata are critically examined. Pundit Maharajh 
maintains that all purohits should be well versed in sanskrit in order to facilitate 
correct pronunciation. Presently there are some twenty purohitas undergoing 
instructions at the school. These purohitas offer their services to the community 
without stipulating a dakshina, sacrificial fee (Interview: H.R. Maharajh). 
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3.3 ASTROLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 
Upon deciding to offer a pu/a, prayer of thanksgiving, the aspirant contacts his 
family purohita to establish a day on which the ritual will take place. This is done 
with the help of the pancanga, almanac, which outlines the muhurat, a time of 
extreme auspiciousness. There are numerous astrological implications regarding 
the fixing of a muhurat. 
The strict adherence to the astrologically declared time does not necessarily 
apply in South Africa. The South African Hindu plies his labour in a highly 
industrialized society. More often that not, both spouses have to work. Prayers 
and pu/as are undertaken largely during weekends or on public holidays. 
However there are isolated incidents of people still adhering to the practice of 
establishing a muhurat, auspicious times. 
Astrology is not merely fortune telling which is a common misnomer, but in fact 
part of the Vedic sciences. It is reffered to as /yotisha which constitutes part of 
the vedangas, vedic appendages. Jyotisha encompasses: 
• predictive astrology, 
• the mathematical basis viz. astronomy, 
• the symbolic sciences. 
The individual contains the twelve rashis, zodiacs, in his physical composition. 
Man is constructed in the image of Vishwarupa, Heavenly Father. This similarity 
between man and God is the basis of astrology because the fluctuations in one 
system will effect the changes in the other. Hence planetary motion causes 
karmic changes in humanity's subtle astral body, sukshma-sharira. (Vedavyas 
1975 : 457). 
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The whole of 'time' is contained in man. The twelve zodiacs are compressed in 
Man as yogic time, internal time. This yogIC time is a reflection of Universal time. 
It lies within the sushumna nadi in the spinal chord and houses the six yoga 
centres, chakras or kundalini yoga which are ruled by the planets and signs of 
the zodiac. They are the internal planets of man and serve the same purpose 
as planets in the external universe (Vedavyas 1975 : 458). 
Each chakra possesses a positive and negative half. This gives us twelve rashis 
of the zodiac. The sun and the moon govern night and day. These satellites are 
the chandra nadion the left side of the body, ida nadi and the surya nadion the 
right side, are referred to as pingala nadi. Thus the right and left are the day and 
night of the year cycle (Vedavyas 1975 : 40). 
The six rashis associated with each semi circle of the night and day rule the 
bright and dark fortnights, shukla and krishna - paksha, of the lunar months. 
They also govern the no~hern course, uttara ayana, and the southern course, 
dakshina ayana, travelled by the sun for six months interval each in the year 
(Vedavyas 1975 : 467). 
Thus it is observed that the World Form of Purusha, Kala Purusha, is reflected 
in man like a tree reflected in the seed (Vedavyas 1975 : 464). Mookerjee and 
Khanna (1977 : 21) conclude that: 
Clfu. f0'tcu gOIJE.'IJ2ing thE. coww~ on tb. m.a.t!w-{wd gOIJE.'1J2 thE. 
indilJu&al in thE. micw-{E.IJd. o1ccoJi.ng to thE. tanha., thE. inku&al 
being and uni~TE.Ua! being a.u onE.. c4Ct thai £xi~~ in thE. unilJE.'l!.£. 
m1.t~ a!~ £x~ in thE. indilJu&al boc4: 
It is necessary to 'consult a jyotishee, an adept at the science of jyotisha, to 
gauge whether the constellations and pOSitioning of the rashis and planets are 
compatible with the disposition of the internal cosmos of man. This will influence 
the mental condition of the sacrificer and it may occur that the yajna will be 
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performed in vain because the sacrificer's mental condition, equated to cosmic 
discord will not allow him to concentrate on the task at hand (InteNiew : Shukla). 
3.4 HYGIENE 
Personal hygiene and purity of both the individual and his premises has to be 
maintained to encourage the fostering of purity which is the basis of 
consciousness (InteNiew : S.J. Maharajh). A precondition for the performance of 
puja is that the devotee has been fast ing ie. has not eaten before the deity 
(Abbot 1932 : 509). Those sacrificers who eat meat refrain from this "habit. 
Alth9u9h the animal sacrifice was sanctioned by the Brahmanas it was only 
applicable to a particular era. The Rig Veda advocates that non violence is the 
highest manifestation of religion. The taking of a life is' never compatible with the 
noble dictates of bhakti, devotion. The Shatapatha Brahmana (1 .2.3.7) adds: 
tht: j.Q.C'/.ifi::.id "uafil!J (mulha) Lt:ft tht: 9oat, it £l2tt:~u1 thi~ t:aui'z. 
9hUj ~-.ch.J fO'I. it fy ~9in9' 9hUj found it a~ tho~t: two, 'tta .:uzd 
ba.JE.fj vi.J;i .»ld !Java. C1hu~ t:V£12 now tfu.y find tho~t: two by ~9in9' 
c;;ifnd, fuui'zn, tht:u. LcwLy viclim~, tht:u. vE-:Jda.bLt: pa.w~ a'tt: 1a.i.d to 
po~uu ~ rn.udt pot£l2C1j (vi't!Javat) a~ alf tfu. j.Q.c'tificial paw~ would 
havt:. 
The yajamana abstains from meat and other intoxicants for a minimum period of 
one week. Swami Praphupada (1984 :257) opines that: 
cRd a.him~ mt:an1. not ch.ukin9 anyont:'~ pW9'1.t:HWt: lift:. C1fu. 
animal~ au alw makin9 pW9'I.t:ll in thti.'1. t:VoLutionat1j lift: f-y 
han !JJn'9 -r.atin9 fwm ont: caf.E-:JO'l.!J of animal lift: to anothn. [If a. 
pauicufa'l. animal i1. kJIuI., th£12 hi1 Pto9UH i1 d:t:ckul. [If an animal 
i1 j.[~in9 in a pauic.ula.t Cody fOt w many day1 0'1. W many yt:.:l.H 
and i1 un1.~ kJIu1, th£12 ht: ha1 to comt: fade a9a.in in that foun. 
of lift: to campfdt: tht: 'l.t:mainin9 day1 in o t dct to Ct: P'tOmotJ to 
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.:uzoth£~ ljJc.cL£! of fift. ~ thcit pwgt£!! Jzoufd /lot f.£ cfu.ck~d !imfI..I.f 
to w1i!/~ on£ 'j pal.:Ji.£ . (Jhi! i! c.J1d v.hinua. 
During the week leading to the eventual ritual it is advisable for the performer of 
the ritual to reflect and introspect on his life and accomplishment thus far. The 
individual should atone for errors and misdeeds. The ritual does not only dwell 
on the external performances of rites and acts but also encompasses mental 
purification. The yajamana is made to reflect on his spiritual progress and growth 
through the external performances of rituals (Sharma 1 ~89 : 29). 
3.5 THE AIM OF THE RITUAL 
Through the preliminary ritual, man enacts his active and conscious participation 
in this systematic process of purification. The Shatapatha Brahmana (7.1.2.2.1) 
and (7.1.2.2.3) notes: 
9hE. myiiic (itt on thE. ~ ... ifLcaf aft.a ... i! a lif.uating fo'tCL. CJh'tOugh 
it! o..gE.n~ man i! fo'tcul. f'tOm thE. i.rnpu ... itiE.! accunwlatd in thE. puuu.i1 
of !Oldy ~(i~ inluii, and i! mack capaf.(E. of fuling thE. pufwion 
of thE. infinilE. in him~f. 
Realising his place in the created order, man is obliged to sacrifice in thankful 
recognition for all that life has offered him (Sharma. 1989 : 30). The ritual is a 
process through which the patron forges an identity with the Supreme Self, the 
Undecaying Absolute which is achieved by renouncing his moral identity through 
the act of sacrifice. The yajamana seeks to develop within himself the power to 
rise from his earthly abode to the powerful higher world (Rig Veda: 18.1.61). 
Ritualism as practiced in the South African context is burdened by the inability of 
both the priesthood and the sacrificer to attach a definite interpretation to the 
ritual observance. The lack of teachers coupled with the inability of the South 
, 
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African priests to arrive at an acceptable interpretation of rituals has further 
entrenched this situation. Therefore the sacrificer does not view the puja, prayer, 
as a heaven bound vehicle with the specific purpose of establishing him firmly in 
the state of brahmabhava, state of Brahman (Sharma 1989 : 38). The yajamana 
views the ritual as an obligatory practice set down by the patriarch of the family. 
However, there is a great re-awakenlng and resurgence among the Hindu youth 
to understand the symbolism and purpose of the ritual (Interview: P.R. Maharaj). 
According to Buhnemann (1988: 29) the term puja, prayer, is used to denote a 
ritual of worship of a murti, image, or an aniconic form of deity as well as of any 
other object which is considered as possesing special power and being sacred. 
Puja may be of a simple nature were . the offering of traditional items such as 
tumeric, kumkuma, flowers, sandalwood paste etc. The elaborate puja requires 
the offering of a sequence of services, upcharas, accompanied by the recitation 
of vedic or pua;anic mantras (Buhnemann 1988 : 29). Thieme (1939 : 792) 
desribes the etymology of puja as the honouring of a guest. Thieme (1939: 114) 
also assigns the following meaning to the word puja: 
• To honour a guest or a newcomer with hospitable reception, to 
receive and to entertain. 
• To honour a god or guest in a manner customary for the arriving 
guest. 
• To honour objects like weapons with flowers regarding them as 
gOds.3.5 
3.6 THE SACRIFICIAL REQUIREMENTS 
The yajamana now purchases the samagri, sacrificial ingredients, to be utilized 
in the sacrifice. The type of ingredients and quantity will vary according to the 
Pradhana deva, main deity, being worshipped and also according to the scale of 
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the yajna. The religous symbolic use of the various ingredients is analysed in 
Chapter Five of this this study. Great care is exercised in the purchase and 
handling of these ingredients because the ingredients are to be used in the 
service of the Lord. 
Upcharas or services according to Rameshwara in his commentary on the 
Parashuramakalpasutra (1979 : 138) is described as : 
The Upcharas are offered in the following numbers: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 18,27,29,32,36,38,64,72 to 108 (Vishvakesena - Samhita 20.209). The 
standard number of upcharas are determined at five and sixteen, the latter being 
more popular. The number five as well as sixteen are considered symbolic 
numbers, both signifying completeness. If an object consists of five or sixteen 
parts it is considered complete (Gonda 1965 : 115) The upcharas are offered 
according to ones mean's, yathashakthi. However the sacrificer is urged to offer 
only the best (Manusmirthi 11.30). Care should be exercised in selecting the 
ingredients to be used as upcharas. They should be perfect and unspoilt 
(Buhnemann 1988 : 66). Garments should be untorn, flowers fresh and not smelt 
at before and grains unbroken (Mantramahodadhi22.90). 
When the dawn of the appointed day arrives, the females of the house together 
with the large host of relatives that have assembled engage in the preparation of 
prasad, food offerings. It is customary to invite family and friends as this affords 
those assembled an opportunity to participate in the prayer and subsequently 
develop the self. The preparation of prasad normally takes place outside on an 
open fire. A vessel of water is placed near the fire. This is done to ensure that 
constant purity is maintained throughout the preparations. Various types of jars 
are mentioned in rituals. The single jar is mentioned as early as the vedic period 
(Dange 1987 : 50). During the vedic sacrifice it was necessary to establish a jar 
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of water alongside the sacrificial fire named the garhapalya or the domestic fire 
(Dange 1987 : 50). The fire and water jar constitute a ritual couple (S.B. 1.1.1 .8). 
The water jar being the woman and fire the man. The whole idea was the gain 
of progeny (Dange 1987 :51). 
The ladies tending the fire and the various preparations, engage in these 
proceses withol,Jt shoes. Shoes are considered an impurity not because of the 
fact that it is more often than not made from leather but rather due to the fact that 
it .normally traverses unhygenic places which renders it impure (Interview : 
Dwivedi). The removal of one's shoes when entering a place of worship or when 
preparing offerings is done to inculcate a sense of humility in the person involved. 
Even the preparations preceding the rituals tend to condition the sacrificer so that 
he may approach the altar in humility and submission (Interview: Shukla). 
This emphasis on absolute purity and cleanliness also extends to the mental 
facility. Those associated with the ritual should encourage godly thoughts and 
should be in a sattvic spirit. The Bhagavad Gila (2.56) states: 
OnE. u. /'w ij. not di.u:uJJu!. in mind uniij. tht. th7.U fold miu'tiu o. 
datu!. u:hc.n thc.tc. ~ happinc.u and who i.j. f.I.£. attachnunt, f£.at and 
an9C.t (j. caILJ. a !Ul.9C. of j.fc.ad:J mind. 
These pre-conditions are necessary because the thought that one harbours in 
- one's mind is transmitted through the hands into the prasad. If evil crosses the 
mind during the sumptous preparations then the food designated for the deity is 
contaminated (Interview: Shukla). The vessel of water placed near the fire 
serves as a deterrent to these evil thoughts because water has the quality of 
purifying and is used extensively in the ritual (Interview: Shukla). Numerous 
civilizations regard water as a purificatory agent. Water is used in sipping, 
sprinkling and bathing. Perhaphs the mythological origin of the Ganges has 
some bearing on the importance of water in the rituals. The Ganges emanated 
from the feet of lord Vishnu and is directly associated with the lord and divinity. 
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By utilising water, especially Ganges water, the user of the sacificial water hopes 
to imbibe the qualities of God and also seeks God's protection through the agent 
of water (Interview: Shukla). Eliade (1959 : 132) notes: 
c4ff wa1£'t~, tlwufO'l.t., in vi'litu of thE. InUlin£. ptivJ£.j£. of th£. O'l.ijin. 
do 4 tn ~!l'o:dicm of god .ill.wl th£. j.Q.CUhU.n.tal pown of 
wnaf.qicdion; I~ '" th£. c..\Pi ... it imnu.di..uJJ :'UfW.l·UlU f'tOm th£. hiA.VUI! 
and "'L~1J- OlTL". thE. walLa. 
Water therefore, has the ability to wash away sins, purify and regenerate, the 
exact purpose for which the sacrificer undertakes the ritual. This reconstrl;Jction 
of the individual in the Divine image is iniated by the use of water to obliterate the 
lower self (Eliade 1959: 131). 
The Rishishave always advocated the fostering and development of Sattvic, pure 
thoughts. The Bhagavad Gila (15.18) declares: 
9h01J-£. who at! £.~abtW;d in .£altv(U ... iu. to hijhn 'l. l.jion j. (wch .u. 
hiA.vUI). 
The seed of correct knowledge will not germinate in a mind wracked by evil and 
unpleasant thoughts. A pure and stable mind is a prerequisite to comprehend the 
totality of God (Interview : Tewary). 
3.7 MURTI PUJA - WORSHIP OF THE DEITY 
The philosophy underlying the elaborate preparations for the ritual hinges on the 
theory that God from the Nirguna, Impersonal, form exercises compassion and 
mercy on the subjects, thus manifesting in one of the many Saguna, Personal, 
forms, to receive the worship of the devotees. This theory is sanctioned in the 
Bhagavad Gilaj4.8) in which Sri Krishna informs Arjuna: 
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'JOt the ptotdioll 0( the 900d. (Ot tiu d.E.~u.:tion 0( the l.I.'L:kui =J 
(0'1. the td.:J.liJmu.ni. 0( 7Jh.:l ':nl.:l. [J .:1m {ow /~om a:J' /:0 .:l9£.· 
God, although omnipresent, omniscient and omnipotent in the form of 
Satchidananda, Absolute Truth, Consciousness and Bliss, manifests in numerous 
roles for the benefit of the devotee who long to view the Supreme Reality. This 
desire to see the Lord must be nutured in the heart of the devotee and 
subsequent to this fostering of extreme devotion the Lord in compassionate 
consideratiqn reveals Himself. The Kathas, religious stories, are resplendant with 
accounts of individuals who had the darsan, vision, of the Lord due to the 
intensity of their devotion (Interview Shukla). 
The sacrificer treats and respects the appointed deity with the same ceremony 
that one would afford distinguished guests. In India, villagers paid tribute to their 
kings by washing his feet, hands and offering him water to drink. This was done 
in appreciation of the long distance travelled by the king. The water served as 
a welcome refreshment after a tedious journey. It is customary to offer a visitor 
water first as an expression of one's hospitality (Interview: Shukla). A thi/ak, dot, 
is then placed on the monarch's forehead, usually a bright red one, symbolic of 
the raja guna, activity, that is inherent in the make-up of kings. He is then 
adomed with a garland and is subject to the offering of arati, the waving of a 
light. This is in recognition of his supremacy and sovereignity over the populace. 
This entire procedure is termed raja upacara, offerings that are made to a king 
(Interview: Shukla). 
The devotee, charged with extreme devotion offers to the image of God various 
offerings in recognition of the image being the raja- di- raja, king of all kings. In 
the services intended for the king the following services are offered umbrella, 
chowry, music, swing, fan, water, sandals, sound of conch, songs, instrumental 
music, dance, elephant and horse (Agni Purana 245.1). 
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The ritual utilises the murti, image, as pivotal to the ritualistic tradition. In the 
Bhagawad Pur ana (11.27.12) injunctions declare that a murtican be constructed 
from the following material: stone, wood, metal, clay, painted, sand, jewels, gold, 
silver, copper and brass. Murtis prepared from jewels are considered the best 
while those made of clay are the most inferior. Different benefits are ascribed to 
the worship of murtis prepared from different materials (Pujaprakash 1913 : 24). 
Due to humanity'S material involvement in this temporal existence, the individual 
has not yet developed the feeling of vairagya, dispassion. Hence it is extremely 
difficult for the individual to conceptualise a formless God. The Bhagavad Gila 
(12.5) notes: 
Cll'u. pdh of t.fwu. tllho havE. tlui .. mind aliu.J;.u1 to thE. unmani/~j}; ~ 
mou 'w99E.J. 
Man requires a form through which he can channel his emotions and requests 
without worrying about the complexities involved in comtemplating on a formless 
God. This phenomena does not pose a problem to the Hindu who is accused of 
"idol" worSh ip. To the ignorant the various forms of God manifest in the murti 
will only be an idol but for the devout Hindu the image is infused with the 
presence of God, after undergoing a series of ritualistic ceremonies 
It may appear strange that a system of ritual, steeped in a tradition that implore 
the yajamana to express and eccentuate the prinCiple of alman, self, has to rely 
on an external image, murti. The Rig Veda (164.46) echoes: 
The devotee prays to the shakti, power, of God that is housed in the image. This 
is val idated by the fact that the image is later submerged in water and is returned 
to its subtle state. Thus the essence of God is valued more that the physical 
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presentation (Interview: Dwivedi) . 
Murtis are distinquishable as movable, cha/a, ie. those which can be lifted up and 
carried to another place, and immovable ones, acha/a, sthira, ie. those which are 
fixed on a pedestal and cannot be moved once they have been installed 
(Buhnemann 1988 : 48). The murti is infused with life in a ceremony called 
pranapratishta, without which the murti is considered nothing but a lifeless 
object, unfit to receive worship. By the pranapratishta the murti becomes 
identical with the devata as long as the prana is not taken out. By the rite of 
pranapratishta the murti becomes the deity itself (Buhnemann 1988 : 53). 
3.8 THE PREPARATION OF THE ALTAR - VEOI 
If one has to entertain God at one's home then provision has to be made for 
housing one's guests. This is accommodated by the constructi~n of a shrine 
termed the vedi or bedi, a platform on which vedic rituals are performed. The 
construction of the vedi is described in the Samaranganasuthadhara of Bhoja 
(37.19), as having auspicious marks and four corners, chathurasra. The vedi 
also has four gates, chathurdvara. Bhoja further enjoins the aspirant to smear 
the vedi with cow dung. The vedi is further endowed with the holy jar, ka/asha, 
and sandal paste water (Samaranganasuthadhara 35. 13). Rice grains are also 
strewn over the vedi and in the centre a jar is placed symbolising Brahma 
(Dange 1987: 135). 
The earlist reference to the square vedi occurs in the Rig Veda where it is 
conceived of as a woman having four hair braids (Rig Veda 10.114.3). The Rig 
Veda (1.164.35) and the Shathapatha Brahmana (1 .2.5.9) equate the vedi to the 
earth. Therefore the square vedi represents the earth and is a symbol of great 
potentiality (Dange 1987 : 136). Dange (1987 : 137) notes: 
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9ht ide.:l i! not ollty lh.u: tfu l'u1i i !.l "·C'nl.lJl . f.u1 dlO lh.u: i1 i .! 
a dee tct {o~ tilE. 9£Jltto.Uian of P~O!tu~i1y . P·.a9wy aJld t VUl tht del.i~d 
uwft. {)11~ ... in9l in hn /.I. ould 9il·t [.i:t.h La a:.~mpfiJunt.nt. 
The Samaranganasuthadhara mentions four types of vedis viz, chaturasra, 
sabhadra, sridhari and padmini. The respective vedis are used for different · 
purposes on different occasions such as sacrifice, marraige and installing of 
deities (Oange 1987 : 139). The chaturasra is used at a sacrifice, the sabhadra 
is enjoined in the installation of a deity, the sridhari is presribed in marraige and 
the padmini is presribed in royal consecration (Dange 1987: 139). Bhoja in the 
Samaranganasuthadhara (47.12) enjoins that: 
cfft the {out wk~; at the COWtH., tJ.!:;.!. J;ould Ce fou'!. plta.t1; ai tJ.£. 
foot of each pJIa.'!. tht"o.£ kuld {,t .1 j.lt fJIJ with wain. 
The srauta rites did not require a formal structure on which the rituals were 
conducted. The yajna-kund was central to the srauta rituals and all offerings 
were consigned to the fire as oblations (Oange 1987 : 135). As the ritual 
underwent evolution the havan was relegated to a subordinate role as an 
appendage to the pradhanya, main, rite (Interview: R.R. Maharajh). Popular 
religion encompasses the preliminary ritual after which a katha, story of religious 
and moral significance, is read by the priest. The purposes of the katha is to 
impart a moral and ethical lesson to the yajamana. The havan is used as a 
medium. to transport the oblations of the yajamana to the deva in thanksgiving. 
The vedis that are used in South Africa are constructed in a variety of ways. 
Some utilise soil which is packed into a wooden framework while others are 
constructed from wood or metal. 
One compulsory rite that is omitted presently is the performance of the panchbhu 
samskara the five sacraments that are performed as homage to the physical 
earth. The physical earth is regarded as mother because of her productivity and 
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her ability to provide humanity with food just as a mother makes provision for 
food for her family. In appreciation of this, one is obliged to pay homage to 
mother earth in humble submission to her generous qualities (Interview : S.J. 
Maharaj). As Eliade (1959 : 144) notes: 
<ll/loman, thEn. is. nlfjui~ hdd /;0 {,t Ollt with th£ w.'Ilh, chUdbw.'ling 
ij. s.£W = a l·.:ltianl, on th£ human ~=.f£, of th£ tdfu'tic ftUUily. c::4([ 
'tdigioUs. £XPC-.i.tnCH connLdd with f£cwli.ty .lJld bi'llh halT£ a co!>mi..; 
ll'tuduu.. crru. !>a.I1'tafily of woman dtpwds. on th£ ho{inHs. of tfu 
w.tth. . ']t.minUl£ ftaJJui.iJ:y has. a co~ moM .. that of 9£na 
dl1at£t, th.£. unifnuaf §uzd'tix.. 
Humanity, in ignorance, commits grave injustices to mother earth such as 
pollution. In appreciation of the practical qualities of the earth, prayers are offered 
to mother earth where permission is sought to remove soil to construct the vedi 
(Interview : S.J. Maharaj). Traditionally, ladies accompanied by dance, songs 
and much merriment made their way to a stream where they offered prayer to 
God manifest as the Mother. After offering prayers several people are elected 
to dig up the soil to be used as the vedi. Normally the upper layer is scraped 
away because of the probability of it being subject to various forms of pollution. 
The soil is then packed in wicker baskets or any acceptable container. The 
procession winds its way back to the sacrificer's home (Interview: Tewary). 
Eliade (1959 : 145) opines: 
9h£ ~ocial and cuilu'tal phuzonwzon knou:n .ll mat..ia'tchy ij. connLdui 
with th£ di~£'tIJ of ~'ticuf.tU!t£ by woman. [ft wa~ woman who fi .... d. 
cd1:.ifJat£d food pfantj.. dtUZf1£ it i!> ~£ who b£COm£~ ownn of th£ 
wU and cWpj.. 9ht fnA9ico"'I.digiouj. p'tf.d.ij£ and con9u.c.nt wcial 
pukminanf1£ of woman hafJt a co~ moM .. the. fiju'tt of o110t& .... 
Ca'l.th. 
It is also customary to offer a prayer to Sesa Nag, the serpent bed of Lord 
Vishnu. In the Bhagawad Purana (5.25.2) it is mentioned that the entire earth 
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rests on the hood of Sesa. Any shift in weight will have a devastating effect on 
the maintenance of equilibruim. Before one can disturb or shift the balance of 
weight one has to 'inform' Sesa, so that he may adjust his position accordingly 
to facilitate the removal of soil (Interview: Shukla). 
Another consideration is that numerous life forms inhabit the soil e.g. worms, 
insects etc. It is inevitible that some destruction will be caused to these life forms 
in the process of digging up the soil. In recognit ion of this misfortune, prayers 
asking for forgiveness are also offered in which the yajamana begs mercy for his 
action citing the reason that the soil is to be utilised in divine worship and the 
destruction of the minute life forms is not committed blatantly and without reason. 
The plea for forgiveness is based on the logic that lesser life forms reproduce in 
large numbers and the loss is compensated for during the following breeding 
season (Interview: S.J. Maharaj). Much importance is attached to the vedi as 
an appendage of man's physiology. The Chandogya Upanishad (5.1.8.2) notes: 
The breast and the chest cavity houses the heart in which the atman resides. 
The prinCiples of Advaita Vedanta, non dualistic theory, of Sankara (788 A.D.) 
maintains that the alman, self, though negligible in quantity displays the same 
attributes as God in totality. Just as the heart houses and is a support for the 
soul the physically constructed vedi . is a support for the Super - soul, Brahman. 
The physical vedi is constructed as a shrine and a throne for the king of all 
kings. In humble submission to the Lord as the Creator, Perserver and 
Destroyer, the murti is elevated to a level above the yajamana, this physical 
elevation is symbolic of the Lord and servant hierarchy (Interview: Tewary). 
A square or rectangular framework normally constructed from wood is erected on 
the ground. Soil is packed into this framework and levelled to form an even 
platform. An elected person who is gifted in art now proceeds to decorate the 
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vedi with bright powder. Intricate patterns as well as aums and swastikas adorn 
the vedi. Thus, the altar duly constructed, represents the sinhasan, or the royal 
throne bedecked in all its finery. 
Bamboo stems with the upper foliage intact are driven into the four right angles 
and one is fixed in the centre of the vedi. A piece of white or red cloth is draped 
over the foliage and fastened to the bamboo stems by pieces of cloth or string. 
This constitutes the canopy that will protect the Lordship from the elements. 
Garlands and flowers are strewn on the alter to beautify and brighten the 
sacrificial site (Interview: P.R.Maharaj). 
It is also traditional to establish four kalashas, vessels, in the four corners of the 
vedi. A brass or copper vessel, lotta, is filled with water, five mango leaves are 
placed half submerged in the water, on top of which a saucer filled with rice is 
placed. A clay lamp complete with ghee and wick is lit and placed on the saucer. 
The four kalashas represent the illuminated knowledge of the four Vedas viz. the 
Rig Yajur, Sama and Atharva Vedas. Other arguments contend that the four 
lamps of the kalashas represent the four purushartas viz. dharma, artha, kama, 
moksha, and symbolises the yajamana's quest to live within the precincts of 
righteousness (Interview: Shukla). 
The four ka/ashas also represent the four stations of life, asramas, that man has 
to pass through viz. brahmachari, student, girhasta, householders, vanaprashta, 
semi retirement, and sanyasa, renunciate. 
The latter two systems of purusharta and asrama were devised by the rishis to 
. enable man to live a fullfilled life while not forgetting his ultimate goal in life, that 
of moksha, liberation. The four lamps serve as a temporary reminder to the 
yajamana of his duty and purpose in life (Interview: Tewary). 
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In the various encounters between the devas, gods, and the dana vas, demons, 
each faction fought for supremacy. One such example from the Vishnu Purana 
was the churning of the ocean in which the two opposing forces were involved. 
A great battle raged regarding the sharing of the immortality giving nectar or 
ambrosia, amritam, that the churing yielded. However the devas managed to 
outwit the dana vas and gained immortality. This accounts for the great animosity 
that exists between the forces of good and evil. Whenever offerings are made to 
the devas, there the dana vas also converge, to steal the offerings and to render 
the sacrifice invalid (Interview: A.A. Maharajh). The lighting of the clay .lamps 
is meant to scare-off any uninvited guests that may pose an obstacle to the puja, 
prayers, as these danavas are afraid of fire and light because of its association 
with the illumined knowledge of the Vedas. The lamps affords the yajamana 
protection from any evil influence from the four quarters (Interview: Dwivedi). The 
knowledge of the Vedas, symbolised as light, is also necesary to drive away evil 
thoughts that occasionally hinder the individual. 
3.9 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ALTAR AND THE TEMPLE 
There is no scriptural evidence from the Vedic era to suggest the existence of 
formal temples. Worship and ritual were offered on a communal or individual 
basis. With the development of secterian worship and with the ascendency of the 
traditions of Vishnu, Shiva and Shakti. Numerous "houses of God- , temp!es, 
were constructed, housing the various images, muftis, of the Divine. The temple 
during the Gupta Dynasty assumed a very important role in the lives of the 
villagers. It was used as a medium to worship God, it was utilised as a meeting 
place to discuss important issues affecting the village. It was also used for 
social gatherings ego dance, sketches from the scriptures and as a gurukul, 
school. However the paramount purpose was to house the image of God. The 
construction of the vedi and the canopy is an attempt to reconstruct the temple 
or domicile of the Lord at the yajamana's house (Sooklal 1986 : 39). 
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This reconstruction of the temple is also a reflection of the spiritual journey that 
one undertakes at a temple, viz. the progression from the without to the within 
and from the profound to the sacred (Sooklal : 1986 : 40) 
As one progresses to the interior of the garbhagriha, sanctum sanctorium, one 
proceeds from the dark inter-mediate chambers until finally one comes to the 
deity in the garbhagriha enshrined in effulgent light. The aspirant too has to 
delve deep within himself, transcending worldly limitations and introspect and 
reflect on the Self. He realizes the purity and the nature of his Self and the 
dawning of light as realization is symbolic to beholding the murti in the deep 
confines of the temple. The construction of the shrine and vedi is utilizectfor a 
similar purpose. (Sooklal 1986 : 42). 
As Eliade (1959 : 63) notes: 
{/t Optn~ conlJ'TWIli=1iolZ bdwUJ'l tfu. cowU.c pfanu (bdwUJz £.O.'I.J:h and 
h£.O.17tn) and mak£j. poj.d££ ontof.o9 i.ad p".uagH ('tOIn onE. mode. of 
bc.i.n9 to anotfm. 
An alternate method of constructing the altar is also utilized by some devotees. 
Each deity invoked in the preliminary rites is worshipped separately and therefore 
requires its own altar. The vedi discussed earlier is used collectively for all the 
devas (Interview: P.R. Maharajh). The sacrificer constructs three wooden 
platforms called chaurang or chowki. They are placed as follows. The vedi 
dedicated to Ganesha and the Shodas matruka, sixteen altar devis, is placed on 
the south eastem quadrant. It is covered with a red cloth upon which an ashtda!, 
eight leaved lotus, is designed using whole wheat grains. On the same vedi 
sixteen lumps of grain representing the sixteen goddesses are arranged. The 
alter dedicated to the Pradhana devata is placed in the east and is decorated 
according to the devata being worshipped. In the north eastern quadrant another 
alter is placed representing the nine grahas, planets. The nine planets are 
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represented by lumps of rice. The choice, size and colour of the vedi is an 
individual choice and more often than not is an expression of one's devotion. 
After establishing the vedi the housewife now commences to prepare the 
tharees, trays, with prasad for the devatas. T/7arees, trays, are laden with 
sumptuous preparations. Fruit is also included. Great care is taken not to 
contaminate the offerings that are intended for the lord. The correct procedure 
is to cover the offerings with a silk cloth or a 'net' to ward of insects and pests. 
This is also prescribed because an evil or hungry gaze is also capable of 
contaminating the prasad (Interview: Shukla). These tharees are set on the 
vedi. The yajaman now awaits the arrival of the priest. Only sattvic Of pure 
food is offered to the lord e.g. nuts, raisins and sweetmeats. The Annamaya, 
food sheath, of the body influences the capabilities and functioning of the 
Manomaya, mind sheath. The Hindu belief is that: 
tfl£. C0c4 i j. an .:J.j.urJ{~E. of fiVE. koJz.:J.j., in O'ld.t... of d£.atE.a.Wz9 
kUil:y. 'JhE.lj .lU, fi ... ~, thE. tangJlE. phy~ C0t4 (annamaJja); thE. 
j.£.colld U fi.{E. . t-tt.a.th, thE. ~t.a.th of ~Tital ai~ «.:Ptan.:un.aya); thE. thi ... d 
and foutth Jzt.a.thj., ~;f{ me'!.£. wfrUE., at E. the. co9nitivE. Ptof1£.ij.£.j. 
(o1'1an0m.lja and <1Ii.jnanam"-!Ja); /inolfy, thE. ~t.a.th of Cfi . .a 
(r:dInn~a), thE. wfrUE.~ of all, ~ ukntifit.d with thE. dE.'tnal dcnunt 
of joy in man (Mooke~ee and Khanna 1977 : 136). 
Thus, with the consumption of wholesome and sattvic foods, the yajamana is 
encouraged to think and act pleasantly. It must be noted that the food is offered 
in thanksgiving by the yajamana (Interview: Shukla). 
3.10 CONCLUSION 
The preparations that take place before the commencement of the sacrifice is 
most important as it sets the tone and inculcates the right attitude, bhava, in the 
yajamana's mind. The mind is now fertile and tilled to receive the divine seed of 
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knowledge of the Lord. The vedi provides the support for the reception of the 
deity, similarly the mind which is the metaphysical vedi provides the support for 
the progression of the soul. During the ritual the yajamana, patron, is 
encouraged to dwell mentally on the significance and philosophy accompanying 
the ritual. The patron is afforded the opportunity with the assistance of the priest 
to effect a change his consciousness. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE PURIFICATORY RITES 
4.1 ABSTRACT 
This chapter discusses the purificatory rites that are enunciated in the scriptures 
and as practiced in South Africa. These rites are very important as they serve as 
an external reminder of the yajaman's internal purity. 
4.2 THE BATH 
The yajamana and his wife take their seats at the altar after having a bath. This 
bath rids the body of physical impurities. As the Manu Dharmasutra (5.135) 
notes, 
oily txukt:ioni, uminaf ([~, Ctood, dandtu(f WI-inc, (a£.au, eat, 
l2a[;/l.:nin3i, p!JE-9m, teat, col2ctdioni o( thc CYCi and WJcal atc tfu 
twdoc iJ'n/Juti1:ui of tfu hwnan ( .. ame. D( thcu., thc (i'!.j,J; iix atc 
pll.'ti(u.d by eatth and walc'!. and thc tE.mu.inin3 !.Ix mc .. dy f.') wain. 
Further, the Yajnavalkya Dharmasutra notes that the devotee is compelled to 
commence washing first the left foot and then the right. Thereafter he 
commences to bathe the upper torso.The act of bathing purifies the yajamana 
externally and this external purification is extended to the interior of the sacrificer. 
The bath heralds the process of metamorphsis. In puja, prayer, this involves a 
two-fold procedure of purification in which the defilements of the mundane body 
are removed followed by the reconstruction of the worshipper in the Divine 
Image. The act of bathing is a denial of the mundane body and an assertion of 
the spirtiual self (Wheelock 1991 : 103). The taking of bath is an important 
means for outer purification. Gonda (1979 : 120) on the aim of purification: 
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Cfh£ ufiiJrw1.E. me-til'£ lOt pU':.i[~ion U /l ot Lif..c;aiion [tom acl:ud Ji-J. 
- although it ;.,vI cont-J.ut£ to whai ij. nou.'.:J.kyj. cdtul h!Jgi£nE. - ; it 
ij ul£.ll£ [wm Nil oJJld ai thE. j.am£ tinu tf:£ indu.dion of good pO(l1n. 
After executing the morning bath, the yajamana seats himself at the altar with his 
consort sitting on his right. The status of the female in the ritual is not a 
subordinate one, in fact the prayer of the grihasta, householder, is not complete 
without the participation of his wife. As the Taiftriya Brahmana (3.7.5.11) notes, 
During the ritual the right half of the male is pure while the left of the female is 
pure. By the wife being seated on the husband's right, they constitute one 
person. The two pure halves merge to form an individual, that is a combination 
of both male and female components. This is validated by the paradigm of the 
Shiva-Shakti theory. The fusion of Shiva, male, and his potency, Shakti, results 
in the manifestion of the Whole. The wife is designated the term Ardhangani, the 
other half of man. In the station of marriage, the participants undergo mental, 
physical and sel~ union and are constantly rem inded of the oneness of their future 
existence (Interview: Shukla). It is observed that the role of the female is not a 
subordinate one, the wife is also accorded the opportunity to establish herself in 
the state of bliss. The Taiftiriya Brahmana (3.3.3.3) further declares that a 
sacrifice without the wife is no sacrifice at all and that her presence in the ritual 
assures effective cosmic reproduction (Leslie 1992 : 24). 
The custom of binding the wife to the husband with a piece of cloth is as ancient 
as the Vedas (Leslie 1992 : 21). The chord is said to tie the wife to her husband 
in the yonder world (Leslie 1992 : 25). Hinduism emphasises the importance of 
beholding the Reality as whole. Mookerjee and Khanna (1977 : 15) note: 
(!wttal to Cfo.nl-.a'j. tt.a.ching ij. thE conc.tp1 that cRdit!J ij unity, o.n 
inJiv(~,(t. whol£. [/t (j adlul ~h(va - &w.kt.i, {!OWu.c conj.cioUWE.H. 
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ahil' .;l .:uhf u! :u . .:dil' ! POIL'£", a'h.:Jii . .l~! dCJ!:Jfy coni0in d; thE. on! 
C.:lJ2120t [.£ dij/£ullti.:d£d ( .. om the othi< . .:u,d {!"u12ic Conj.ciouul£H i~ 
WdoLVd ,t:i1h the Hu,Jltid potwtd 0/ jd(-£l.o{ution aJld ui(-im.o{utioll . 
!It u only in thE. .... ci..2lil.£ plain th..2l ahk.l - a'h.:Jti .l'tE. Looku:1 upon 
The purohita, priest, sits on the north facing the south. Most of the local priests 
have misinterpreted this injunction due to the lack of qualified priests and 
consistant interpretation of the injunctions. The Brahmanitya karma sammuchaya 
(1986 : 40) declares 
All rituals require a supervisor to oversee the rituals. In the absence of the 
brahman the purohita should establish on a tharee, tray, a beetlenut which 
represents the brahman. At no time should the purohita occupy the place of the 
brahman which would denote disrespect. The brahman is usuallly a silent 
priest. He has an association with brahman which also implies silence. The 
function of the brahman during the vedic sacrifice was to defeat death by 
assuming the impurity of the patron through the consumption of ritual food and 
the acceptance of honoraria. The brahman emerged as a central figure in the 
developed ritual without a specific functionary role, but because of his knowledge 
which allowed him to oversee in silence the specific tasks of other functionaries. 
He follows' the ritual mentally as the bhisaj, healer, correcting errors committed 
during the course of the ritual (Whillier 1989 : 42). 
In South Africa the brahman has been confused with the purohita. The purohita 
or family priest is generally the person who oversees the entire puja, prayer. 
Due to the evolution of the ritualistic system, the purohita substituted for all the 
vedic priests (Interview: Shukla). 
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A very logical explanation also refutes this popular misconception about the 
seating of the purohita. The right hand is always utilized in the ritual. The only 
time the left hand is used is during namaskaar, homage. If the purohita 
establishes his seat facing north and the yajaman sits facing the east, then, the 
purohita will be forced to hand over the sacrificial ingredients using his left hand. 
This will render the ritual impure (Interview: Shukla). The Parashkar Grihyasutra 
(1 .16.20) instructs that all rites are to be performed with the right hand. 
The yajaman and his consort sit facing the east. The east is the abode of the 
de vas. By facing the east the sacrifices is rem inded not only of his personal 
spiritual ambition but the purpose of the ritual also, that is, to obtain immortality 
and dwell in the abode of the devas (Brahmanitya karma Samsuchaya 1986 : 
383). Of the points of the compass or regions of the universe the east is, also in 
the veda ,the most auspicious. It is the quarter of the gods and that is why we 
offer to them while standing with our faces towards the east (S.B. 3.1.1.2.6). 
4.3. AACHMANA - SIPPING OF WATER 
The rites that follow constitute purification and sanctification. The first steps of 
deconditioning a heavily imprinted and programmed attitude towards one's body 
consists of a hypothetical transformation of the gross body into the subtle body, 
so that the obstacles besetting it are lifted. The body is mobilised by physical 
training and the use of bodily postures in order that it may emerge from the inert 
state and become cosmicised, purified and sanctified in the image of the divinity. 
The purification may operate on the mental level when the impurities obstructing 
the subtle bodies are removed by rituals such as nyasa and aachmana 
(Mookerjee and Khanna 1977: 127). Mookerjee and Khanna (1977: 136) further 
note: 
!It ii pou.J.{£ to b£ alimaiJ fwm thE bOdy - to b£ WZQwat£ of iii 
pot£1lci£i, to uj£ct and n£9ai£ il :Dmpfddy - bul ili. fuffd 
ap/HE.I1iaiion wg cal[ fot an awat£n£!! of ii Qi Q fact of naiut£. 
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C.)U1C£ tfu f.oc4 il tl'u {ulk f.UWUJl tl'l! l!~a!l:-;i.J and colmi:. it ii .l! 
it WC1£.1 th.c.Jiu ~ in which thc /H!Jcho -:OWli.: dt.lma il c.n.l=i:cd. c ..:4 
pci11.it·c .lnd uuptit.c. altitude to'~·.lttb thc. fody il a p'lccondili.cn t..' 
l.,.dhan.:1. 'JI'U.ld.c.pL mmt idt.n.tify with hii f.ody and ttan1fo .. .m it, I~~ 
hij. bOdy ii thc. COIlC'lUe. c.xp'L£.HWIl of hil p!J.!j:h.e. chatact£'luc.J by it!. 
own ..h!Jthm. .JJld U'ludu'le.. c41 a m.:J.ic.td c.xtc.n~icn of p~chi.:: 
c.xp'l.U~1l the. bOdy 9(OW1, 'la.di.atC.i and .JJ1im.:J.1t.1 in the. joy of bWl9 
ituff. 
The purohila instructs the yajamana to sip. water held in the palm of the right 
hand, thrice (S.B. 1.7.4.17). Water is sipped thrice in recognition of the three 
levels of consciousness viz. the worlds of God, nature and the soul. Ritual actions 
with water such as sprinkling, aachmana should take place three times (Kaushika 
- Sulra 8.6). The priest recites the following mantra, hymn: 
cDm! 1afulal:icn to the. p'tiJIaqili. of alma 
cDm! Julaticn to the. p'l.inciple. of kno,,:{~e. 
cDm! Julaticn to thc. p'l.incipfe. of .:Sil.l (Brahmanifyakarma 
Sammuchaya 1986 : 323). 
Vidyarnava (1975 : 113) states that: 
9he. .:£od, c;/I/atute. and god a'te. the. thte.e. Ete.waf c.ntilic.~ in a 
manifc.uc.J univ£'l1!.. 9hc. ':&'ul~1 0'1. :J;.vai.ma1 a'te. innumc.'tab{c. .. fwm 
the. h'9h£1l ~e.va1 to the. (owe.u motlaf1, alI :Jwa1 ttfcn9 to the 
catCfjo't!J of ~ dt1an i1 ~- an c4tm.a.. 9hi1 i1 the. con1CicU1 
ai~ of the univ£uc.. cDn the fovn O't mattc.'!. 1i.dc., we ha.n <:P'takuti. 
o't o11a.h~a .. the objc.d of know{~e., thc. rt/u4a.. cliff thc. Q/idy.l 
0'1. ~aU.nc£ d.c.pc.nd1 upon thc. know(~e. of .:::!Vatu 'I.e., the. o11u.G 
<J.\akuli.. c:lf1 thc !J(nowc't i~ c4tma., 10 thc !J(nown £1 Q/t4a Ot 
<J.>'I.aktili 0'1. c4uh.il 9altva.. 9h,e. thi'l.d i1 god, 0'1. ~il.a .. llal'a 
contwffin9 both, £1lcJ.li~iJl9 u[ati..cn1 [,duJ£EJl them, 
The sipping of water is an attempt to realize the three distinctions in the universe 
and to attain moksha, liberation, by inculcating the right knowledge to 
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differentiate between the worlds of God, soul and nature (Vidyarnava 1975 : 113). 
The aachmana ceremony is reputed to be of great importance to the 
Hindus. It is to be performed after every impure act. This also includes the 
thought processes. The individual is imperfect and is bound to perform some 
impure acts due to ignorance, avidya. Even the wise have to answer the call of 
nature which renders the physical body impure. Therefore by the rite of 
aachmana the individual counter-acts the state of impurity (Interview: P.R. 
Maharaj). 
There are numerous ways of performing aachmana. The portion of the-palm 
nearest to the root of the. thumb is called the brahmatirtha, sacred place of 
Brahma, and is used in the worship of the de vas. Water, enough to submerge 
a pea is held in the NCUpD of the palm and is sipped from the brahmatirtha for 
internal purification (Vidyarnava 1975 : 36). 
4.4. ANGSPARSH - PURIFICATION OF THE VARIOUS ORGANS OF 
PERCEPTION 
During rituals different rites are performed among which, angsparsh, the ritual 
projection of divinities and elements into various parts of the body by the adept, 
is extremely important. The angsparsh is accompanied by mudras or finger 
gestures. The patron adopts the attitude that the mantra-sounds or forces are 
working to stimulate the nerve currents for the proper distribution of energies 
through the whole body. The patron projects the power of the divinities and at 
the· same time touches the different parts of the body in order to symbolically 
awaken the vital forces lying dormant (Mookerjee and Khanna 1977 : 29). 
Water is held in the palm of the left hand, the ring finger and the thumb of the 
right hand are joined at the tips. The ring finger is immersed in the water held 
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in the left palm and the yajamana and his wife touch the lips, nostrils, eyes, ears, 
shoulders, knees and finally the water is sprinkled over the entire body. 
Relevant hymns have been translated from the manual of rituals entitled Brahma 
Nitya karma Sammuchaye (16th edition 1986) compiled by Shastri Durga 
Shankar Umashankar Takar based on the hymns of the Shukla Yajur Veda-
Madyandhina Shaka, recension. Hereafter abbreviated as B. S. 
The priest recites the following mantras, hymns, for the purpose of angsparsh.: 
o1~ay tfu. pou.'£~i. of i.pu.ch [,e. pu-.i(ic.d 
.:::;1~ay the. f.t£.ath [,E. (uff o( \l~ou't 
.:::A~ay thE. t.ije.~ ~E.E. dilTinE. thin9~ 
.:::A~ay the. Ula hE.at divine. thin9i. 
o1~ay the.u. C£ ib.Ul9th in the. atna 
.:::A~ay the. .... e. Ce. i.l:-.Ul9th in the. fegi. 
~ay a.I1 the. appUl~£.~ of the. bo~ f.e. !,u. ( ... om diu.a.i.e. 
(8.S. 1986 : 422) . 
Parts of the body are sensitized by placing the fingertips and palm of the right 
hand on various sensory awareness zones. This is accompanied by mantra, the 
powerful resonance of which will gradualy project the power of divinity into the 
individual's body. The flesh must be awakened from its dormancy and this rite 
places the divinity into the various organs of the body (Mookerjee and Khanna 
1977 : 136). 
On the profane level, the sacrificer implores the devas to instill vigor and 
creativity into the various organs and appendages so that they may be used in 
the deva:S service. 
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The Vishnu Purana (7.5.23) enumerates nine methods of devotion to God. 
• Sravan - the listening of kathas and accounts of God's goodness 
• Kirtana - singing the 'praises of God thereby invoking extreme 
emotion. 
• Smaran - contemplation 
• Padasevan - serving at the feet of the Lord 
• Arcana - worship through the use of rituals 
• Vandana - worship by bowing the head in humble submission 
• Oasya - worship where the devotee assumes the status of a s~rvant 
and regards the Lord as the master. 
• Sakhya - devotion in which the Lord is regarded as a friend. 
• Atmanivedan - devotion in which the Self is offered. 
Even in bhakti, devotion, the aspirant is afforded a choice. According to his 
psychology and level of devotion, the devotee is able to choose one of the 
methods that appeals to him. Hinduism does not subscribe to any dogma, but 
allows the individual to assess his spiritual progress and to adjust his method of 
application. The alternate interpretation is that the sacrificer identifies with the 
world of the de vas and by touching the various bodily parts, is in fact, the process 
of identifying and merging his appendages with that of the de vas. The sacrificer 
systematically renders each portion e.g. the hand, immortal like that of the 
devas. The act of angsparash is an attempt by the patron to ritualise the power 
of the divinity into each part of the individuals body in order to form a protective 
circuit and activize the energy centres of the aspirants body (Mookerjee and 
Khanna 1977 :' 169). 
The aim of any sacrifice, is to point out the way to realization and liberation. The 
ritual, though punctuated by rites and acts, is in fact, reminding the sacrificer of 
his true identity, i.e. the immortality of the Self. As Wheelock (1991 : 102) notes 
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crrl£ pu"ti(~i.:'Il .:JJId .:0 unicualioll 0/ .iJ.d comfolu.n.tj COt' £U 
£'t'n!jthin9 f-o.Dm til£. indit·idu.:d wo~Jzippn j.ldh.:J.l who:,.£. (.o~ (.£.COmLj 
Iln iJll..l9 £. of ti:! didJ in {,otfz h.lm:'£.Jlduzt .:JJId m.:JJIif£.lt foun -
4.5 APPLICATION OF THE CHANDAN· SANDALWOOD DOT 
A thila~ dot, is applied on the forehead of both the sacrificer and his wife. The 
application of the dot is an ancient practice that is performed by child and 
renunciate alike. Chandan composed of sandal wood possesses certain 
medicinal properties. When made into-a paste, it has a cooling and soothing 
effect on areas effected by burns, leprosy and other skin irritant related ailments 
(Interview: Shukla). 
A balanced temperemant is pivotal in a sacrifice. One has to be of a pleasant 
disposition in order to reap the full benefits of a prayer. By wearing the chandan 
thilak, the yajamana is compelled -to bring under control the emotion of anger. 
Once anger manifests itself in large proportions in the mental make-up of the 
individual, it results in the -destruction of the faculty of discriminitive thinking 
(Gobhila Grihyasulra 3.1.25). Anger goads one onto the path of irrational 
behaviour (Interview: S.J. Maharaj). 
Vishwamitra, the famed sage, had accumulated numerous merits through his 
austerities and was on the brink of obtaining the status of brahma rishi, the 
highest in the hierarchy of renunciates. However, he negated all his merits 
through the destructive anger that he possessed (Interview: Shukla). 
The shape of the thilakdiffers according to the Ishta, personal, diety worshipped. 
This is divided into two broad categories, those who belong to the Vaishnava and 
those who belong to the Shaiva traditions respectively. The Shaivas use 
bhasma, ashes, which is applied in three horizontal lines on the forehead. This 
is termed the tripundara. The threee lines represent the three gunas of saltvas, 
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rajas and tamas, representing purity, activity and inertia respectively. The 
application of the triple lines denotes the spiritual journey that the devotee 
undertakes. At the beginning he is possessed of tamas, as he realizes the 
distinction between God and the world, he transcends the level of inertia and 
advances to rajas, activity. Finally when brahma vidya, knowledge of the Self is 
realized he occupies the realm of sattvas, purity, (Interview: A. A. Maharajh). 
The Vaishnavas use a thilakthat is U shaped. This represents the feet of Vishnu 
and is symbolic of the padasevan, worship at the feet of the Lord, form of worship 
signifying the servant, dasa, of Lord Vishnu or his incarnations (Interview : 
Tewary). The thilak also represents the -third eyea of Shiva, symbolic of 
knowledge. In Hindu iconography, Shiva is depicted as having a third eye in the 
middle of the forehead. This is symbolic of the eye of intuition. By developing 
the right attitude, man, through the dawn of knowledge is able to distinguish 
between the worlds of God, soul and nature. By realizing that he is spirit in 
nature and that the Self i~ not effected by the temporal processes, man 
disassociates with samsara, the evertuming wheel of birth, death and rebirth. 
The wearer of the thilakis prompted to acknowledge the permenance and beauty 
of the Self. It is also an aid in trying to distance oneself from the material world 
and to adopt the emotion of vairagya, dispassion (Interview: Dwivedi). 
4.6 THE KUSHA RING 
A ring made from the kusha grass is placed on the ring finger of the right hand. 
This serves numerous purposes. The importance and significance of the kusha 
grass needs to be examined. During the churning of the ocean, the devas and 
the asuras, forces of evil, were arrayed against each other, fighting for the right 
to claim the amfltam, ambrosia. During this churning, a little of the nectar fell on 
the kusha grass, rendering it pure (Srimad Bhagwatam 1.7). 
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The wearer of this kusha ring is encouraged to practice purity of thought and 
deed not only during the duration of the sacrifice but also during his entire 
existence. 
The ring is fastened at the top by a knot. This knot represents the bond between 
the sacrificer and the Lord of the sacrifice. The ' dana vas, demons, upon seeing 
the kusha grass are fightened- off from the vicinity of the sacrificial ground. The 
dana vas do not approach anything associated with Lord Vishnu. The sacrificer 
learns through this account that he should stay away from evil practices 
(Interview: A.A. Maharajh). The Manava Grihyasutra (2.2.2) indicates that the 
kusha grass is used for the purposes of purification. Further the Atharva -Veda 
- Parishista (28.1.3) makes note that the kusha ri.ng is to be worn of the fourth 
finger of the right hand. In making oblations the anamika, nameless, finger is to 
be covered with the kusha grass. 
4.7 TYING OF THE RAKSHA SUTRA 
The purohita, priest, proceeds to tie the raksha sutra, bond of protection, around 
the left wrist of the female and the right wrist of the male. The raksha sutra 
. affords the participants protection from any evil influences (Gonda 1980 : 145). 
It is argued by both Radhkrishnan (1977) and Griswold (1971) that the Aryan 
incorporated many of the indigenous practices and rites into their religion in order 
to ensure the continuation of their civilization. The dasyu's, aborigines, rituals 
revolved around the worship and propitiating of deities to protect them (dasyus) 
.against goblins and evil spirits. The raksha sutra could have been incorporated 
into the Aryan culture as an amulet against evil. The Rig Vidhana (4.18.2) 
indicates that the sutra which serves as a protective amulet was fastened on the 
wrist. 
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The Raksha sulra according to local priests represents the bond between the 
soul and the Supersoul. It is yet another attempt to emulate the vedic objective 
of identifying with the world of the devas and an expression of immortality. 
(Interview: S.J. Maharaj) 
The external purificatory rites convey a deeper meaning than their symbology. 
The five senses and the ego-mind, inevitably confuses the individual regarding 
the immortality of the self. The purificatory rites are an attempt to coax the 
yajamana through outward symbols into destroying and warding off the danavas, 
demons, that exist within the individual. These dana vas manifest themselves in 
the body as greed, temptation, sloth and other tamasic qualities. By defeating 
these demons, the sacrificer is at peace to undertake the ritual in a physically 
and mentally stable state (Interview: P.R. Maharaj). 
4.8 THE SANCTIFYING OF THE SEAT 
The purohila draws a triangle, using water, on the left of the yajamana's seat. 
This triangle represents the yoni, female reproductive organ, and is used as a 
representation of mother earth. It also signifies the creative and regenerative 
powers of the Earth (Mookerjee and Khanna 1977 : 55). This appendage of the 
ritual concerns the sanctifying of the yajamana 's seat, aasan. The purohita recites 
the following hymn (B.8. 1986 : 215): 
Om! did to flu. (OtC£. that w~ain~ thE. u.·fw{E. unillE.UE. 
Om! did to thE. (OtC£. that kup~ thE. wo.Jtk. in tht.it o,/;it~ 
Om! dlaJ to thE. Ul(JlE.~~ (OtC£. 
Om! did to thE. tmutial (OtC£. (Vidyarnava 1979 : 39) . 
With each set of utterances, the participants offer white rice, flowers and 
kumkuma, a red powder, in the triangle. Kumkuma is red, the colour of blood, 
considered one of the three life-giving colours and one having the magical power 
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of increasing vitality and improving health (sa. 3.8.18.22). White rice represents 
the principle of abundance and purity. The colour white is said to be auspicious 
and favourable ( Varaha Grihya Parishista 6.13). The flower symbolica"y implies 
the creative ability of the Lord (Interview: A.R. Maharajh). The seat of the 
yajamana is duly sanctified by the exaltations paid to the various forces that help 
maintain ritam, cosmic harmony. The casual observer may be perplexed by the 
yajamana's acknowledgement of apparent insignificant detail. The individual 
realizes that natural catastrophy can disrupt normal functioning and stability of the 
earth. Various extra-terrestial forces are responsible for maintaining stability in 
the universe. If these forces were not present then there would be cosmic chaos. 
This is nothing else but the Lord's marginal potencies which ensure that tliere is 
complete co-ordination in the world of nature. In appreciation of the Lord's mercy 
and benovelence the individual is obliged to pay his respects and adoration to the 
various sustaining forces (Mookerjee and Khanna 1977 : 18). 
After sanctifyinQ the seat, the yajamana pays homage to the earth with the 
following hymn (B.S. 1986: 316): 
ID Ea'l1h! af[ (!u.aiu't£j. a'LL upheld fy thu 
ID :bwd thou a..J: wppo'l1 by ruku WPPO..J: me. the.n 
ID 90dku and j.aJZc1:~ my ual. (Vidyarnava 1979 : 140). 
4.9 MANTRAS (HYMNS) - THE LINK BETWEEN RITUAL ACTION AND 
INTENTION 
The ritual operates on three levels viz. the external enactment of the rites, the 
symbolic interpretation and the philosophy arrived at. These three levels of 
comprehension are connected by the use of mantras, hymns. Coward (1991 : 
172) notes: 
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'Jht. fTU..U1in9/uln l.H of nwnha1 i1 not nu~dy intdft.cl:ud. thi1 nu.anin9 
h~ poCJ; !~ (J;akt.i). o11antta1 h.2lT£ tlu pou:n to 't£IIUll' £ i9no'L.2J1CL 
(a(Ji~a). U.l·w! huth (dh.2vna), .2IId u .. ilizt ~dW.l£ (nwk1il). 
Because of the power inherent in mantras for both human inference and divine 
. truth, great care must be given to the correct use of words (Coward: 1991 : 172). 
Mantra is the catalyst that allows the sacred potential of the ritual setting. The 
Vakapadiya (1.62) notes: 
The mantra is utilized to invoke a preliminary sense of transformation aimed at 
making the concrete elements viz. the site, utensils, the participants and the 
offerings fit for divine service (Wheelock 1991 : 98). Mantras are used 
predominantly to pay homage to the God. The patron and the priest depend 
largely on the use of mantras to make known their spiritual intentions (Wheelock 
1991 : 111). Wheelock (1991 : 111) classifies the use of mantras as follows: 
• Invocation - involves the summoning of the diety to receive the 
worship of the patron. 
• Praise - involves the offering of praise. The most prevalent way of 
doing this is to recite the deities worshipful characteristics. 
• Petition - those utterances that express the desires underlying the 
motivation for the service to God. 
The writer has envisaged the need to present translations of the mantras, hymns, 
that accompany the ritual to illustrate the relationship between the action and the 
patron's intention i.e. asserting the sattvic, purity, nature of the Self. 
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4.10 THE SHANTI - PEACE HYMNS 
The priest now commences to chant the shan/~ peace, hymns. Use is made of 
either the Bhadra 8uktam of the Yajur veda or the Shakradaya Sluli of the Devl 
Mahalmayam. These hymns propitiate and praise the devas as the custodians 
of cosmic harmony, rilam, and as the administrators of justice. Lavish praise is 
heaped on the world of the devas. Although the devas are invoked to help the 
sacrificer in his worldly pursuits, the general welfare of the world is also 
considered. The yajamana prays for peace and prosperity not only for his 
individual salvation but for the welfare of all humanity. 
Realisation of the alman, the express aim of the ritual can be obtained by 
systematically forcussing the consciousness on a stimulus. As Mookerjee and 
Khanna (1977 : 146) note: 
90 u1.mtifJ on£df with th£ fJjil'inil:y, _ U> nu.-"g£ in th£ otj£d. of 
contunplaiioll, U> ha.lI£ a unitill£ £xp£-J.ul a, P'l.£w.pP01A.£1A. UlI£-...:J 
cal£g07.iLj. 0. tc.d'uzu,lLE.1A. of ph.!Jj.iQfogi.cal and ~i7.itu.al £X£7.cLu 
t'tanj.f0'Llrling out o'tdina'tfj aon~uWUi inu> a 9uafitaiirnl!J di.ffew 
't£a.lm of £xPe-..iLnc£., in oui.e.'t U> di.~d t£H£w..id imfuluj. and 0jun 
n£w rne.nf.al doOH to th£ awa't£1l£H of union . 
The Yoga Sulfa of Pafanjali in the second aphorism desribes yoga as the: 
Meditation implies one pointed attention on a single stimulus in order to achieve 
perfect autonomy over variously directed, discontinous and diffused attention. In 
daily life the mind dwells on a variety of stimulus, thus the mind is at the mercy 
of these inner disruptive forces. Meditation is a censorship of this mental flux and 
is achieved by focusing ones awareness on a specific stimulus (Mookerjee and 
Khanna 1977 : 147). As soon as the waves have stopped and the lake has 
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become quiet, we see the bottom. Similarly the mind, when it is calm, we see 
what our own nature is. We do not mix ourselves with the modification of the 
mind, but remain our own selves. 
A common aid to meditation is to concentrate ones attention on mantras or to 
percieve the Divinity within the consciousness of the patron. Meditation operates 
as a craftsman or sculptor building minutely detailed mental images (Mookerjee 
and Khanna 1977 : 150). The patron concentrates on each aspect of the Divinity, 
imagining that he is being transformed into the Divinity. The energy that is able 
to effect the transformation is called the kundalini shakti. According to 
Mookerjee and Khanna (1977 : 151): 
fJfu. !J(undafini i! the. micWC01ll1 foun of the. WlifJe.'I.d uzugy 0'1. mo~£ 
Wnfly the. ~T.:ut !lctJ'wUie. of ~aii.;. twtuz.ti..:lf /ahychic uzugy which 
£xi~j. in !aiuzt fo.-..m in w£ .... y bc.ing. 
The kundalini is desribed as lying coiled at the base of the spine called the 
muladhara chakra, root centre. The chakras are desribed as lotuses each with 
a different colour and number of petais. Th is indicates the rate of vibration of the 
particular chakra. Mental contemplation on mantras is a conscious attempt by 
the patron to establish himself in the state of Brahma. 
The priest instructs the patron to still the mind and to contemplate on the 
Supreme as the priest commences to recite the Bhadra Suktam of the Yajur 
Veda: 
041~ we. be tfw.ui with (o[.taJ.n) no[.{e. thought!> f'tOm alf wi£!>. whdz 
a'te. we.Joding, un-inea,!e. and uzdou.'£.J with pwg'te.!>!>, w thai thE. Lotd 
of the. (!J.nifJe.ue., gtMting U!> akan~, ~ pwlc.ct Ui. 
L d U!> ['£ irnpJIui fa muht.aiion on 2)wa!> and dtifJUZ fa cha'tity. 
Ld Ui make. e.ve.Uj e.ffo'tl fa win thdt ftiuzdJzip . 011~ thc.y gifJe. Ui 
a !eng life. 1pan. 
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(WE indLE th"u. l'U. thE ~"wl. o'l1it:.l (thE liuL ~diJJo2) ~di.ti (th~ 
mothE' of the. goth) :D.:zk 1..1 , c.-+'!J.:lJ1W (011£ of th£ g .... OUp1 ,,( 
olJIC£~OH) <1/02 '[.un 02. th£ 0'/-10012 , the :Dil'iJ/£ ph!Jj.jcLolJa, f.J /12£a/2j "/ 
c:4nciml dfJTIlJ1j.. o'1t1~ th~ .:lJ1d ~~ .... a!:l'.:zLi, th£ b£~"l£'!. "/ 
<Ywym.iiy (c:4u~iciouww.) g'[.ant Uj. happin£H. 
o'1t1~ thE <111ind {-'ting Uj. ha.p.pinEH (<Yw.a) pwducing muli.wl£!. 
o'l1~ mothn Ea'Lfiz. 'lathE' ~y, =d thE <Y{.:uz/; which pwduC£.j. tf.,.L 
~oma jui.cL, [.'[.ing th.:zL o11uliw2£. <D ~"wz, JOU o2U on£ of cl£rJ.:zLJ 
(high) poW:ion '" {~t£ll to ~ appd. 
<liVe app!d to cy"u, thE .i:otd of the rlJ..nil'"!-'~£' thE !BdotlJ£."< ,,( 
wiJom, thE nwintaiJl£t of thE imnWl'.,J.{e. .lfld thE mo..,~{l., {-J <Who!.£ 
indigalion .dl ct£.:z1U'l.U gain COI2~UW£H. .::uzd (vith 1.:zLij.fadiol2 
vcpni£llc£ j0!J' w thal th£ Ea'Lfiz, thE !!Jmf.o{ of non ·~Tio{UliU. 'n..2lJ 
b£come. t1u. Oll£ to inC't£aj.e. oU'!. we.dth .:lJ1d t£ out <Ywt£.do'!.. 
ot1~ {/nd.a the. !BE~UJ£'l. of 'J.:l11U. gi<:£ Uj. wcc£j.j. and may <YU!.l 
th£ .i:o .. d of <111uJt.h. girJ£ Uj pwg .... E!j., ~ th£ ~W2 the. ~ud of thE 
wht.clj. of u.,hoj.£ cha-..iot nonE could (U1£1l (!lop) and ~ !B·ti~apati 
{,'[.ing U1 ~=H. 
ot1~ the. o'1t1a'tutg=aj. (:DErJotU1 of ot·1a-..uta) (alt£lldantj. 0( 
o'1t1a'Luta) pWrJuLJ. with ~u.dy ho .. 1£j., the. 'l.t.cifimij. of ou't ~ac'!.ificL. 
1Il.a.y c:11olJ2U <111ho!.£ l.(fulg£ll:;t. i1 [ikE th.:U of th£ ~W2, and may Lt.! 
ot1u!tit~ of :D£rJaj., a.f[ ClJm£ hn£ in thut §fc7j 
(o'1t1ajE~/ (!apabJiiy). 
<0 !bwa! in !JOU'!. nwltitudej., wo'Lfiz!J of wO'!.~ip, ~ w£ j.Uzge.u of 
hJTIlJ1j., hc.a, wo'!.dj. which pwduu ha.p.pinEH (p=/ j.UcC£.u); ~ we. 
j.££ £(}£Ilt~ which au a.u~iciouj. with oU'!. ~£j., ~ we. b£ £Ildowui with 
hdi:hy bok1 and ~ we. £IljoJ a fuff file. ~an aj. O'l.da.inui {,J thE. 
:Dwa1. 
<0 !bwa1, u.·h£ll !Jou girJt. U1 o{d ag£, th£ll it i1 a ~an of about Oll£ 
hund ... J !J£.;l .... j.. c:fIt thal tim£ (d out !.Oil! du) [.£aJmE fathEu. :Do 
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'"Jfu ~!/. th! 9iw2Mwzt. nwthn. I~n. !em, all thE. ~E.l·..li, .:J[ 
lloliiOIl! (dl thou. aha h..l<TE. bUll c~E...lid) ..It!. cIflI fOW2!1 of c4diti 
( IIWtf'U' of tf'u. §od~) . . 
dI~~ 'Jd/c...4'J (iJEdlCE which pm·.:ukl df!...l<TfIl Md 0[. ~!/, thE. 
Ea"Jh, <l4'olin, oHulicinu, 9'1.U1, Pt..lJzh (2Jf1'l.ub1). c41I Uu. 
~['l'..ll, Cldfc4l"J PEc::fK!E which juwadu (iJ~E, bE. minE. l:!/ 
~OU.cR § • ..lCE.. 
D ~otd, {-!/ TnWIa of Clhal: 9<DcRdil of !/oua which you '~'i~ to 
mainbin U!, t-y nn..lJH of 91'zoli ~..lJ1li. 90un, {E.=omE. thE. Cc!l.rl1.cSE 
of w.:CL!! fo. my off if'ing!. ..lJld (0' IIlJ ..lJlimai!, b£.C.Onu. tfu. 
fJJiif£l1£. of 9c.at ..lJld k.c.au. 
The recitation of the Bhadra Suktam dispells all doubts about the objectives of 
the ritual. The indidivudal does not only strive for personal liberation .but must 
also take into account the society in which he lives. The hymn reinforces this 
idea by the use of the pronoun lwei. The sacrificer implores the devasto aid and 
guide all humanity onto the path of dharma (Interview: R.R. Maharajh). . 
It is interesting to note that the suktam does not begin by petitioning God for 
material wealth. It commences with a passionate plea for the accumulation and 
fostering of 'noble thoughtsl - thoughts that have eminated from the scriptures 
and the seers. The purohita implores the devas of the suktam to develop the 
virtues of charity, wisdom, happiness, peace and non-violence in society. Selfish 
requests are not tolerated, the homogenous functioning of society is far more 
important (Interview: R.R. Maharajh). 
Mookerjee and Khanna (1977 : 132) on the subject of mantras conclude that: 
dl1anha i1 ptima...Jy a oonct.n.f.'I.al:ui thought fO".m. oomfo1ui of nud£...lt 
~ftaU£i {-..lid on thE. E.1OtE.'I.ia p'l.OpE.tiiu bdl£vui to fn inhufIlt in 
10und vitaliani. 
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Mantras, whether recited audibly or inaudibly run through most of the rituals like 
an uninterrupted symphony. The power of a mantra lies in a set of inter-
connected factors: its pattern of sound waves and the mode of its proper 
intonoing. A mantra has the ability to activate vibration channels and produces 
certain superconscious feeling states which aid the patron in his spirtuality. The 
very soun·d of a mantra or a combination of them has the capacity to arouse the 
Divine forms or the energies. By repetition of mantra, vibrating rhythms are 
created in the body to awaken the phychic forces (Interview: Shukla). 
It may become difficult for the yajamana, patron, to identify with the metaphysical 
concepts that the Vedic hymns elaborate. The mantras allude to the ' three 
distinctions yiz. God, the world and the Self. One has to possess a knowledge 
of the subject in order to comprehend the message of the hymn. The chanting 
of puaranic hymns however, through the emphasis on bhakti, devotion, is able 
to accentuate the aspect of bhaktiin the devotee. This is achieved by allowing 
the patron to dwell mentally on the worshipful characteristics of the diety 
(Wheelock 1991 : 113). The Shakradaya StuN (see appendix - 1), praise to the 
Godess Durga, enshrined in the Markandeya Purana lends itself to the system 
of bhakti, devotion, associated with the ritual. The praise of Durga mentions the 
inability of the individual to comprehend the nature of God and implores the 
devotee to accept God through the medium of devotion (Interview : R.R. 
Maharajh). 
The Shakradaya StuNor homage to the goddess Durga, is selected because of 
its profound statements on the Hindu religion. It discusses inter alia the creation 
of the universe which was undertaken by the Intelligence of the cosmos and 
initiated by the shakti, godess. She is described as the embodiment of prakriti, 
nature. Those who are able to discern the three states, God, soul and nature are 
able to obtain immortality like the gods. 
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This stuti, hymn, is regarded as a praise of the attributes of God in one of a 
variety of manifestations. Besides being used as a propitiatory hymn it also 
conveys to the reciter and the listener the basic tenents of Hinduism Le. the 
immortality of the Self. This is another intrinsic quality of the ritual. It endeavours 
to educate humanity about this philosophy of Hinduism. The priest while leading 
the yajamana through the sacrifice should point out the philosophy and belief 
system of Hinduism (Interview: Shukla). 
4.11 WORSHIP OF THE GURU 
The guru stotra, praise of the teacher, is recited next. The spiritual master or 
"preceptor occupies a very important place in the life of a Hindu. The teacher is 
one who is well schooled in the scriptures and one who is an adept at one or 
more of the four prescribed systems of yoga viz. karma, jnana, bhakti and raja 
yoga. The guru has real ize~ the highest state of consciousness. From this 
unassailable position the guru is able to guide his disciples onto the path of 
realization and liberation. One may gain mastery over the vedas and all the 
Upanishads but this knowledge is useless if it is not applied correctly. The guru 
is able to channel this knowledge towards liberation (Sooklal 1990 : 180). The 
primary concern of the guru is to initiate the aspirant into the correct application 
of methods conmmensurate with his temperament and competence. Mookerjee 
and Khanna (1977 : 128) desribe the role of the guru as: 
:;'u:J: a~ an unknown jou'l.rl t.lj bUXJmu t.a.mt with thE hdp of a 
compdEni. gtJ.Uk, in thE ~ mannn ~ CE:J: way tc COmnunCL thE 
~i'/.ilual jou'l.nt.lj i~ with thE hdp of thE gu~u" 
The patron has to endu"re a long and ardous process of training and guidance for 
the gradual unfolding of his potentialities. The guru has already lived through the 
discipline and has experienced the various stages of spiritual developement in his 
own life. The interaction between teacher and pupil commences with the 
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iniatiation of the pupil with the mantra imparted by the guru. The relationship 
between the teacher and aspirant is not one of dogmatic instruction. The guru 
sometimes indicates the way'$ and means along the path by his silence or casual 
words. The aspirant must discover for himself what he needs (Interview : 
Shukla). It is to this guru that a Hindu pays his respects with the following 
salutations: 
~afulalicla to thal :lO'licla §u:u /.l. ho t;~~ ~OUJ/l to me thJi 
~up"'£fru. fW19' t-\. ho in ' thE. fo-..m of a ~nE. of wlbwkE.Jl l.o .. y 
pE.'tVadul tho. uniL'E.UE. of thE. m.o<.Tin9 and non-m.ovin9 f£.in9' 
~afu.i:alicla to thJi :lo ... icu~ §U '1.U (l·ho, t-\.·fWl nzy 1ilzl wa1 fttndul fy 
thE. cb...kn£H of i9no ... ancE., u.1lo'tE.d to it thE. filzl of know{~E. and 
t~u.i:h . 
~afulalicn1 to thE. 9Co ... icu1 §u·:.u.: fo... § u ... u i1 :i3'lahma, diE. 0. 
<1IiJ:.IlU, and E.L'E.Jl thE. ...co ... d c.:;/11ah~kL'~ i~ dE.: nay, thE. §U'lU i1 £.V£.Il 
thE. ~up",£.I1U :i3-..J'unan {ltdf. 
~dulalicn1 to thal 9Co'ticu1 §U!U tllho h.J.! 'i. E.vdd to ml. thal 
dli9h£.j.l ~talE. which !W.lhl.d.t.1 all thJi if (i.xJ 0'1. m.oL,U19' .:J1 thai 
t.Xi1l1, whdhn animatE. Ot inanimaiE.. 
~afulaiicn1 to thE. 9Co'licu1 §Utu '~'ho h.ll ~own ml. thal ~UPt£.l1U 
clllf-{lntJ'f'9£.1lcE. thal pnvak1 thE. ih ... u ..cokh.:u (phyut!af, a~t ... d and 
me.n1af) with .:J1 thai m.ovu and !lay1 thE.-.£.in. 
~olu.i:alicn1 to thE. 9Co'l.icu1 §U'lU t-\. hoj.£. {otu1 fut a'll. Culukd with 
thl. C'l.E.1l jc.wcl1 of alI cR£.Vclalicn~, and u:ho (1 thE. 1U/l thal makE.1 
thl. Cud of <.Tufa nta to b{ouom. 
~afulaticn1 to thE. !l0'l.icU1 §utu who (1 {lntJ'f'9£.1lCt. {/hdf thl. 
ctnnaf, thl. Calm. abovl. ~acE., untoud:J f.y po{[ulicn, and abOVE. thE. 
Qlink (mt.ntd), cNada (dhupa) and !J(d.J. (d'Ii'l.vana). 
~afu.i:alicni to thl. !l0'licU1 §U'lU H.·ho cont-.o{! thE. :Jnana ~akt(. who 
i1 ado'lnE.d with thE. 9aJand of 9:dC'~i and (-.om whom p~ocud £.oth 
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~alv1u1iol/j to thE. fjfotioUi §u'tU tllho, (~ fji t'Ul9 thE. fwow{E.4E. 0/ thE 
~df, CU';Ja up thE f.onk of thE. accu.nwfalui. !J(.:r..nUH. of many .:I bi-.th. 
~alv1a1ion:. to thE. fj{O'l.ioUi §U'f.U, thE. Uo,al£'!. j.QJzd:ifiLd. by thE. toueh 0( 
wfwu fut d'l.iLi up thE. OCUlll of Wl'l.d £xw.E-nc£. and 'I.E.~TE.ali thE. 'I.d 
CE.ai:ituk. 
:Jh£'!.E. u no iJaH~' .:l hiflhE.t than thE. §u-.u, thnE. . ii no :Ja.pai hifjl'u.-. 
than thE. gu'l.u thE.'l.E. ii nothinfj hifjhE.'I. than ClattfJajnana.: ~alv1a.tiollj 
thnE.fou to thal 9{0,ioUj. § Utu. 
cMy .i!o'l.d i i thE. .i!o'l.d of thE. Wlit.mu, ~ §utU ii thE. §u'tU of thE. 
Wli fJm .E., ~ ~df ii thE. ~df of alf C'l.E.ai:U'l.U: ~aluta.tioni to thal 
flfotioui §U'l.u. 
ClhE. §Utu ii tfu. Cl9inninfl' thE. §u'tU i :. thE. E-nJ., and E.fJ E-n dE.wity u 
dfE.; thE. §U'l.U i:. thE. hiflhE.il di.~'inity : ~aluta1i.oni, thE.'f.t{ou, to thal 
flfo'l.ioui §u .... u.. 
Clfwu. au ~TE.dy ~ fl'Wtfu.'I., Clfwu att thE. fathn, in dud, my fmnd 
aliO a'li. Clfwu and companion (U. wJ1. Clfwu, u/dud, a'li. Iny {w'l.ninfj , 
and paHE.Hioni, too, a'li., ClhoLL, Clfwu .:Itt IYUj alf in alI, <.0 .i!0'l.J., 
Clfwu a'li. thE. god of flok. 
The guru or spiritual master is able to lead the aspirant from the profane to the 
sacred. After experiencing the nature of Brahman the guru is equipped to guide 
the student in holy writ and lore. The guru moulds the students into contemplators 
and sadhakas. By contemplating on the guru the aspirant hopes to emulate the 
guru's achievement of realizing Brahman (Sooklcil 1990 : 181). 
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4.12 SALUTATIONS TO THE OEVATAS 
The yajamana propitiates the devas to bless him and his immediate fam ily with 
longevity and good health so that he may live his life in the service of God. The 
/shta Devata, personal diety, is also contemplated upon. The rishis realized that 
each individual operated on different psychic planes and have differing 
understanding of reality. God is perceived differently by different people. Shri 
Krishna informs Arjuna in Bhagavad Gita (7.11.5) 
c:f!-.;.jtJ.Jla, ['J;.ofd pu.u.ntf!J in hwzdwb and thouwnd~ ,::::+1!J 
rruJi.iJ~'io"'i dil'iJl£ J~'i.Jla, of div E.uE. ::o&:'..,u and di((E.~£Jlt :.hv.pu. 
The concept of the personal diety was developed to allow people a choice in the 
selection of their Absolute. A particular diety may appeal to an individual and the 
individual bases his entire spiritual life around the /shta devata (Interview : 
Shukla). The choice of the /shta devata, chosen diety, or the Divine aspect which 
is in consonance with the patron's personality so that by concentrating on it the 
patron will be in rhythm with that deity while attaining unity (Mookerjee and 
Khanna 1977 : 132). 
The purohita, priest, requests the patron to contemplate on the /shta devata, 
personal diety, while the following hymns are recited: 
~afutation to thE. nottE. 9'tE.at fc.a.dc.~ of thE. f..-.aopj. (= §anE.:.ha). 
c:Eafut.u.ion to ..f.:J.Juni and dVato2j.:J.n,J. (= rvi~2U) . 
c:Eafutation to 11.ma and .dl1.,J;E.wata (= c:Ehiva). 
c:Eafutation to c:Ea.ci. and {/ndta. 
c:Eafutation to (athE.'" and rrwthn. 
c:Eafutation to thE. (avou'i.ilE. dw:iu. 
c:Eafutation to thE. ckiliH of lhE. (amJy . 
.safutation to thE. ckiluj. of lhE. vJ[~E. . 
.safv.L:dion La thE. ckilu :.. 0( thE. pfaa. 
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d:>""'dul.:dLoII W thE dui:io of tflf. hou!£.. 
~dula1LoII ta thE cki1i.n of thE. IIUl! h!-:ll'W{!J (oduj [.E.gulIlulg u:i.th 
tlu !LU2. 
~dula.tion to .J1 §odJ.. 
~dula.tLon ta .J1 !B'l.ahmm l.. 
~dula.tion 1:0 thE. dcliLl. p't£.j.i.di.ng Ol·E. lhil. .it£.. 
c::;.11.~!J th£.'!. [.£ no ob~a.cl£ (8.S. 1986 : 19) (BOhnemann 1988 : 110). 
The fam ily diety kula deva is associated with the traditional worship of the family 
and normally occupies the highest status in the yajamana's shrine. The family 
diety is normally propitiated to steer the members of the family on the path of 
dharma, righteousness. 
The family diety is considered the head of the family even above the authority of 
the father. In times when the safety of the family is threatened the diety is called 
upon to dispell fears. The village also has an appointed diety, grama deva, who 
stands guard over all the occupants of the village. The diety affords the 
inhabitants protection against calamities. 
Tribute is also paid to the sacrificer's mother and father. They too are respected 
as manifestations of the Divine. They are indeed shelters during the formative 
years. To them, the parents, the hindu also pays homage. A Hindu is 
encouraged to worship first his mother, his father, his guru and then God 
because it is stated in the Rig veda that mother, father and the guru possess 
similar qualities as the devas and should be regarded and respected as such 
(Interview: Shukla). 
It should also be noted that the consorts of the various devas are mentioned 
first. This again reiterates the respect that is accorded to the female and the 
importance of motherhood. 
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4.13 MANGAL ACHARAN - RECITATION OF AUSPICIOUS HYMNS 
During the course of offering homage at a temple, one will have to observe the 
ritual of having to sound the bell. This ritual enables the yajaman to shut out 
worldly sounds and encourages him to meditate on the Divine vibrations. The 
sounding of the bell heralds the start of the spiritual journey. The recitation of the 
auspicious hymns serve a similar purpose in preparing the sacrificer to undertake 
the spiritual journey. These hymns set the tone of the sacrifice and serve notice 
on the performer to dwell on the Bliss of God (Interview: Shukla). 
The mangalacharan is recited by the priest as follows: 
ClhL onL ulith .:l hanbmL faCL and till. OIlL ,~.ilh a Wz9{L tu~, tiu. 
$WWIl on£ .:1.nd th£ on£ ("ilh dcph.:uzt.'! £a.:! . th£ Oll£ wilh .:l pwt'tudJ.n9 
fcffy and th£ g~antia on£, th£ dd-..o!j£-' of ot-uaclH, th£ ..£o'td of thL 
twoju, th£ on£ wilh a !mok!j [,.2nnn, tht. !upnviw! of th£ ttooju, h£ 
who ha! th£ moon on hi! foufu . .:d, ha1 .lIZ dcphant'! faae.: 'Jo't him 
who would t£::.ile. 0'1. h£a.t th£u tWdv£ n.:u7'~!. 
rwhw int-..odu::in9 a t-o!j to {e.atning and in the. mania9e. CL-'£.mon!j' 
whi£ wte.-.ing, afw whi£ d.t.pa'tling, in a f-:J:t!E. .2nd in kn9t't, fOt him 
the.'tt i! no ofdacle.. 'Jo't th£ 'fU£.nahin9 of .J1 obdacle.!, one. kuld 
mulitatE., on thL god who W£a.U .2 whit£ ga.-.nuni:, who ha! the. a.ofou't 
of thE. moon, h.:u fou ... .:lUlU, U;ho!4 f.2CL i! ~mpf.:U:...:Jnt. 
clfU.~iai.oU!nl.H of e.vr."jthin9 au!.fidou!, :F.ld.oU! 01lE., who aacom.pfi~ 
.J1 thin9i. ptotdo! of th£ n£e.ely. CltJjJYJJ :Ja, g.:1.uti, cllfa-.aJ.2ni, 
iafutation to JOU. 
'Jo't thO!r., in /A.·hou hw'tl the. ..£Otd, thr. alJotk of wdfa'tE., dfa'!.i, 
day!, thr.'tU! nwt't inau~iciou~uH in .lIZJ u.ntk-.1akin9. ..£o'td of 
..£ak~ni, {/ i.£::..J1 thr. pai't of JOUi. fut. that on{!j, (! thE. au~iaiou! 
momwt, that on0 (1 a good day, that only i! thE. POW£! of thE. uau. 
lhe. POW£! of thr. moon. that on0 (1 thr. pol~'n of ma9i(!, the. pown of 
fatr.. 'JOt lho!E.. ill (t:!ho!E. hE.ai.l J.:uzat(iJ.J2.:1. Ucllj1, u:ho i! daJ {ikE. 
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tfu [.[U! [olUj. th!u i1 9.:J.UI. (Ot tk~!£. i1 l·do:!!. dtow could Lht:£. 
f.! dc.fE-d fen tfwn ? 
'JOt j,lLCC!H in df undc....t~in9:.. alld O[.j£di !j liul /ltaLU <l!inayak.2. 
thE. t£.adm, tht 1WI, :Btkall, rt't:..fuIU, ~hiV.:1, ~"'.:,."".:J.:..watL ~du1.:U.ioll 
to that .£o .... d of thE. t'1.00p:" who u u.'o .... :..I:.ifjJ!.d f.y 90d.:.. and dc.nwlli 
and i:.. thE. .... c.m.oLT£'t 0( alI of.uadE.i fo.... achu.LT ill9 thE. dc.:..iu.J. objuf.i. 
o11ay thE. thtU 90d.:.., thE. .£oub. 0( tiu tf't. .. u u:o·ld.:.., :Btahman, t::Shit'a 
and rt'i:..hnu, 9tollzt u:.. w.aC£H ill df wldc....takuz9:" (8.S 1986 : 70) 
(Blihnemann 1988 : 112). 
Contemplation encourages the yajamana to introspect and to reflect on God. The 
chanting of the hymns in a rythmical manner encourages the mind to dwell in the 
realm of bliss. The sacrificer is encouraged to contemplate on the form and 
name of the various deities. During the satya yuga, inception of time, man had 
to undergo severe physical and mental austerities to comprehend the totality of 
God. In the ka/i yuga, iron age, contemplation of God guarantees the individual 
liberation. The Bhagavad Gila (12.6.7) states: 
9hou ,"ho colluantfy m.ul.iiatE. 011 nu. with :..ingfE. mindJ. dc.voiioll, 
ih£u c;lf...juna, [J !f£.adi!y tuauE. f'1.Om thE. 0= of bi....th and dc.a.tt; 
4.14 THE SANKALPA OR DECLARATION OF INTENT 
The purohita instructs the yajamana to hold some water in the palm of the right 
hand. This is termed the sankalpa or declaration of intent. The priest acts as the 
mediator between the yajamana and the. diety worshipped. The priest offers the 
sacrifice on behalf of the sacrificer and has to therefore brief the devala about the 
yajamana's intention. The priest is the link between the world of the sacred and 
the profane. 
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The priest declares the sankalpa as follows: 
On thil ~..ofy cby in my humf.fE. u:.llj. u:dz .J..j Irw.ch p",cp.:J.1alicll .l! 
foldfE.. in 01.de.1. to gain the. (Witl de.:.igllaiui ill the. 1.wdul tExi.! 
(~ ... uLi). the. tt.nuJIlf-nul tc.xt~ (~n!tti). .:JJ2J the. ttadii.icnd lE.xt! 
(PUtUJl02). UJld UI otdn to of.tain !On!. gtUJlcboll:". wc.al.th. fmowfu1g!. 
l 1ido ... y. !=H, f0-J:unE., fifE. and alI oth£.t u:i:..hui fo ... thuIg:.. in thi:. .l! 
wJ1 0.:.. UI fuLU'l.£. f.itth:.., UJld in O1.ck... to /l'I.opiliale. the. d.clj 
~iddhivi.JI"7Jv.k.:J. (§UJlua). [J:..haII pe. ... fo·..m thE. wo't:..hif of §anapv.i.i, 
'tt.aitulg l'CUE.l ftOm thE. hymn to Q)utu.:..a UJld (wm tE.Xt:.. o( th.~ 
t1.adii.icll, (~,hJe. pe.tfo'Vning thE. giving of wain (02tghya), de. - hne. th.! 
Wdun UP.uJ.to.:.. Ot "~T"7J:" 0/ :..t.wicL' to L:e. pe.t/~'Vne.d du ... ing the. tittJJ..!.' 
a'tE. futui (Courtright 1985 : 178). 
The sankalpa signals the attitude of the patron to establish himself in the state 
of Brahman, The sankalpa is a conscious effort to deny the individuals lower 
existance, This is achieved by the resolve of the patron to orientate his psyche 
, towards the self. As Mookerjee and Khanna (1977 : 192) conclude: 
fJhE. pJgtim~e. of thE. E.j0 ftOm it:.. incifiE.nt potE.ntiaf :..talE. to 
df-adu.allwicn - an unwinding of the. inllE.t E.ne. .... 9it.:.. to upand, to f-c., 
to f.E.COmE. - i:.. a Jaw g'taduaf pWCE.!! whdz f.c.gin1 al thE. VE. ... y atbE.lzt 
of iphitd fife. · 
4.15 THE DHEEGBHANDAN - CLOSING OF THE CARDINAL QUARTERS 
The closing of the quarters is an external enactment of the patron's resolve to 
shut out from his life any evil influence of both thought and deed. The priest 
recites the following hymns: 
fa aft Hu,u. buntali 90 tUI.'o.J' t/'u. buntali. tha.l on Eo.'tlh. do dwdf and 
lhr. duntntali tha.l "Cuo.cfu ~o.iu.. mo.!} tfu.y {,£ tkuU'Jd {,!} lhr. command 4 
dhwa.. o'l1~ [J bE. /notc.dd fwm ina.u~UlJu.H. {,,,,m alf wh1 an.d mo.!} m'J 
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~=-.ili.a ~111i.J!u£ ul1ini.muplJ (B. S 1986 : 31) . 
The pledge of the dana vas and the other forces of evil to disrupt the sacrifice has 
resulted in the sacrificer symbolically closing the cardinal points from any 
unwanted attack. Great care is exercised in maintaining the purity of the 
sacrifice. This practice of dheegbhandan could also have been influenced by the 
indigenous people who feared that the world of the evil spirits could assume the 
ascendency and subject the entire universe to their rule. By gaining access to 
the ritual and by overthrowing the de vas, the dana vas are able to exert their 
authority (Interview: S.J. Maharaj). 
To counteract this, the sacrificer prays to the guardian diety of each quarter to 
prevent any illegal entry by these dark forces. White rice is offered to the cardinal 
directions in request that the presiding deities being pleased by the sacrificers 
tribute, closes the direction to any evil. Each quarter has a diety assigned to it 
ego the Devi Mahatmayam : kavach verse twenty nine states that Varahi, a 
manifestation of the goddess, protects the south. 
The Shiva and Linga Puranas refer to the village diety as kshetrapaal, the 
guardian of the village (Interview: Shukla). He is a valliant warrior who has his 
sword drawn to slay the enem ies of the village. He, kshetrapaal, rose in 
prominence during the Puranic era when the populace of India were subject to 
invasions by foreign forces. This did not effect only the individual but the entire 
community. The inhabitants gathered at the -boundary of the village to offer 
worship to this warrior so that being pleased kshetrapaal would offer protection 
against evil forces. This tradition is still practiced in most parts of India as well 
as in South Africa (Interview: S.J. Maharaj). 
Also associated with the warding off of evil is the rite of striking the left heel thrice 
on the earth. This destroys any evil or malicious thoughts that someone might 
harbour against the sacrificer. Philosophically the sacrificer destroys all ungodly 
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qualities that exist in the three realms viz. earth, heaven and the intermediate 
spheres (Interview: R.A. Maharajh). 
4.16 THE SANCTIFYING OF THE SACRIFICIAL WATER 
Mitramishra in the Pujaprakash (1913 : 14) mentions that the kumbha 
kalasha,vessel, can be used to invoke all the deities during a festival. The vessel 
which is the seat of the universe is of great importance in many pujas. It is never 
kept empty, but is always filled, purnakalasha, with auspicious objects while 
vedic mantras are recited. Gonda (1980 : 131) declares that: 
Bosch (1960 : 112) further notes that the kalasha: 
The sacrificer holds, rice, flower and kumkuma in his hand. After the priest has 
invoked the presence of the auspicious waters, rice, flower and kumkuma are 
offered into a vessel containing water. The priest recites, the following mantra. 
Om 0 g anga! 0 CJjamuna! 0 goda.va.~i! 
o .da'ta~<.1aii! 0 cNa~! 0 .d&ufl'w! 
o 9(a<.1£.".i! a.pf'tOad:. and t.ni.£.". thi~ wa.U.t (8.S 1986 : 33). 
<'Whai£<.1£t wain £.Xi,L~ in lfl.£ ti'tathj. (ho4 pf~) au d'l.awn up Cy th£ 
pOWc.'l.fu! '1.a.yj. of the j.W2 . Of .dun {d you", 'i.a.yj. Pc.nd'l.aic. lhij. waiet 
and {d the pow£.". of all the ti'l.athj. kdt in yondn waie't (8.S 1986 
: 33). 
In order for a sacrifice to be legitimate, the sacrificer would have to collect the 
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waters of the Ganga, Yamuna, Godavari, Sarasvati, Narmada, Sindhu and Kaveri 
rivers to constitute the sacrificial water that is used extensively in the ritual for the 
purposes of purification and bathing of the various images of God. These rivers 
are considered auspicious because of their divine origins (Interview : Shukla). 
Since it is difficult for South Africans to travel to these various holy places, the 
various manuals of worship overcame th is obstacle by turning their attention to 
the sun. The sun draws up the water of all the places and merges them. The 
sacrificer appeals to the sun god, Surya Narayana to allow the rays to enter the 
water. This command is symbolically effected by the use of the-ankusha mudra. 
The ankusha is the instrument that is used by the driver of the elephant to goad 
the animal. By bending the extended index finger of the right hand the sacrificer 
pOints th is finger to the sun and then places it into the vessel of water, thereby 
signalling to the sun's rays the point of entry. The visiting of holy spots or 
tirathas are encouraged to enable the pilgrim to imbibe the vibrations and 
qualities of the particular spot. Waters drawn from these spots assure one 
immortality (Interview: R.R. Maharajh). 
Thereafter the sacrificer pays tribute to Varuna, the presiding diety of water and 
the sea, to bless and sanctify the water so that it may be used in the ritual. 
The following mantra is recited: 
~alu1ali.on~ to th£. c"Ujdal bodiui and whit£. hu.ui on£. who hoteb. th£. 
noo~ in hi~ hand and .. uk~ alop th£. c'LOcodilE.. D :J3 .. inj£.'1. of 
c4U.~iciouUlE.H! {/ dui£. !JOU (B.S. 1986 : 34) 
The presence of the four vedas are also invoked in the vessel with the following 
hymn: 
D c.Rij "'ula. ,<]jaju. .. ..,ula. , ~am.l..,ula. and c;t{thawa ..,ula. 
pt£.a~ u~ in th£. {ou'!. '1lLad'i.anh o{ thE. l7E.!uf. [fn th£. wal£.'!. E.X.i~! 
<l!a'tuna alw (B.S. 1986 : 34) . 
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The knowledge of the Vedas charges the water with a divine aura. This 
knowledge is symbolicaly invoked by sprinkling the patron with the water 
(Interview: Shukla). 
The yajamana removes some water from the vessel and places it in his left hand. 
He is instructed to hold a flower in his right hand. The priest commands him to 
emerse the flower in the water held in the palm of the left hand and to sprinkle 
the water contained in the flower on the sacrificial ingredients and on the 
participants. The following mantra is recited: 
<1l1hdh£t put! Ot irn.pu -.£, in what£lTE't condiJ.ion on£ may t£, h£ (l:ho 
muli.taiH on thE. .i}OtlU Ujui, tl.COmu d£.,2J!!ui within and wii.houl 
(SS. 1986 : 34). 
According to the shastras, water has the property to purify the sacrificial ground 
and the yajamana. However, it is stressed by the above hymn that by merely 
sprinkling water in a mechanical way does not ensure purity. - By contemplating 
on the form of Vishnu one obtains the state of physical and mental purity. This 
refutes the notion that the ritual is an external enactment only. The various hymns 
have been carefully selected to make a marked impression on the psychology of 
the sacrificer (Interview: R.R. Maharajh). 
Water indeed is a natural symbol of purification and has been used in many 
relegions as a means of removing uncleanness either ritual or moral. Purification 
means release from evil and the induction of good (Gonda 1980 : 125). Very 
often water is sprinkled on or around a person or object. By besprinkling 
something one makes it sacrificially pure, Medhya. Water also protects against 
evil (s.e 3.5.4.17). 
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4.17 OBESIENCE TO THE LAMP AND THE SUN 
The ritual requires a heavenly witness to the actions of the sacrificer. Th is is 
ach ieved by the establishment of a lamp made from a wick which is immersed 
in clarified butter. This is housed in a clay lamp or any convenient vessel. The 
lamp serves as a symbolic witness to the ritual (Interview: Shukla). The priest 
chants the following mantra: 
D t'-9ht., u:ho ij. d.:1fiJzui on thE. E.a...t.h. you. .:1'tE. in thE. fo'tln of ..1 
dt.V..l.. CJfou. !-£...1't t£.~inwny · to thi.j. j..,l.C"ti.fia fwm itj. in&#ion. !Bu'Jl 
wi.th.out iJltn:upiiola cD! fi.ght. fo't thE. tnti'tE. du.'taiion of thij. 'titd 
(B.s. 1986 : 35). 
The lamp or deepak is a substitute for the brahman or sadasya who was the 
silent witness during the vedic rituals. The South African priest due to the lack 
of knowledgable priests rely on the silent lamp to oversee the ritual (Interview: 
R.R. Maharajh). 
The sun is the eye of the world and is regarded as the source of energy. Many 
ancient civilizations e.g. the Incas have revered the sun as an attribute of God, 
this is also the same with Hinduism. The sun is responsible for the process of 
photosynthesis which ensures an abundant supply of vegetable food. No human 
can substitute the function of the sun. The individual is enjoined to perform the 
suryopasthan, offering to the sun, during his daily prayer (Interview: Shukla). 
The priest recites the following mantra. 
<14/£ havE. gonE., out of thE. Wci.tding da....kne.H and havE. j.£U2 the h'-9h 
h£avw, and the. divinE. j.Wl fuff of g,£ai t'-9& in th£ Jey. 
dlij. hnafd,. !-£...1'1. him up aleft, the god who knowt.th. aft thai !ivH, 
-:Su'taya thai af[ may loOk on him. 9he. t-dlad <)J'I.£j.£.nC£. of the. god,. 
haih 'I.ij.£n, the. C-JE. of o'Hit'l.a, <1Ia'tuna and c4gni. 9hE. wuf of .:JJ 
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lh.:d mocuh not ot nuJl'uh. tl'u. :.un h.uh (Jfcd thc .lit, c.:J.o1h .Jlld 
fU.:J.vEJI . (Jh.:d '!}C (of the tIIlilTnu), thE f.dot"ed of thc. god:.. t1;c 
f.dU.:ud (~WI) a .. iu~ ill the E.:J.:.t (Rig Veda 1.115.1.) 
The individual also worships the light as the remover of ignorance. The 
individual's plea is for the destinction of ignorance. Not secular ignorance but 
spiritual ignorance. Sankara (788 AD) maintains that the Self is beyond bondage. 
It is through ignorance and humanities arrognace that the Self is apparently 
confused with the physical world. With the introduction of light, the illuminated 
knowledge of the scriptures, that the individual is able to discriminate between the 
mundane and spiritual (Interview: P.R. Maharaj). 
4.18 CONCLUSION 
It is concluded that all of the purificatory rites serve as an external rem inder to 
the sacrificer of the internal purity of the Self. It also involves an ontological 
change from the profane to the sacred and the rememberenced of the atman and 
its true purpose ultimately i.e. the attainment of moksha. The vedic ritual is 
performed so that the sacrificer can obtain immortality like the Gods. Although 
the form of the ritual has changed the emphasis remains the same. The ritual 
is not a random grouping of rites with no purpose or intention but has been 
systematically thought out by the rishis to unfold the mysteries of the Universe 
and of God to the laity. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE WORSHIP OF GANESHA 
5.1 ABSTRACT 
This chapter outlines the ritual worship of Ganesha, the elephant headed deity. 
The worship of Ganesha is an attempt by the patron to establish within himself 
the spirituality of the self. This is also arrived at by the establishment of the 
ka/asha, which is a representation of the Brahmanda, universe. The preliminary 
ritual encourages the yajamana, patron, to contemplate and dwell on the alman, 
self. This is achieved by the devotee transfor.ming his physical and mental 
bodies into likeness with the deva being worshipped. 
5.2 IMPORTANCE OF GANESHA 
The priest and the participants undertake the worship of the deva Ganesha or 
Ganapalhi. The development of the Vedic deity Ganesha into a "fully fledged" 
God during the puaranic era is indeed interesting, considering the fact that He is 
mentioned only once in the vedic literature. The Rig Veda (11.12.1) includes 
an invocatory hymn addressed to a deva named Ganapafhi: 
<'MI£ call ufu>n 'Jou., upon th£ hou,., th£ (uub.'t of th£ hou!' 
(§anapathi) . 
In the Taittriya Brahmana (10.15) reference is made to a deva having a "trunk", 
"one with an elephant headN and "one having a tuskN. These descriptions of 
Ganesha during the vedic era are compatible with the developed Ganesha of the 
Puranas. Ganesha or the elephant headed god is closely aSSOCiated with the 
world of knowledge. His phYSical appearances is equated to the Aum, the 
symbol of Wholeness. All knowledge begins with the inclusion of the syllable 
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Aum. To comprehend Aum is to comprehend the glory of God and bliss. All 
vedic hymns begin with the recitation of the Aum. Therefore Ganesha became 
synonomous with the Aum. Mookerjee and Khanna (1977 : 133) describe the 
attributes of the Aum as follows: 
cDm, til£. lru>!i icv..·£.tj'd of aft wwu.h. ~ til£. WU'tC£. of aft rnant't~ 
and 12 k~ to tL.:Ji:z.lf.ion . !1t il. nuuk. up of th'l.U WWldj., 12, IL, m. 
v..Thich. ~mlolica.f1J ttfUU-llt th£. th".u uftim.lf.£. tcndw ci£.l. o~ 9Wlc2! . 
- C'l.uliioll, !l'I.£.uu-.lf.ion, di!!~futioll - .:lnd cncompau aft the 
rmowf~£. of th£. diffuwt plllJl£.j of th.! WlilT£.a£.. [ft il. uf£.uJ 
to c2l. th£. ·fjuuztE!.l.£.nC£. of th£. wtiu :Ol.mO!. ~ ~1.Ona'tch. of alf 
n If , P I 
WW2dd. thin91. , nwth£.'t of l· tb'tatiolli ~Jld k~ to annat wi~m 
• n 
alld pow£., . 
Society is always advised about the ultimate aim in life, that of gaining immortality 
like the gods. They were encouraged to acquire the "right knowledge" that 
would unlock the doors to self realization. However, this acquiring of the right 
spiritual knowledge was riddled with difficu lties because of the complexities 
involved in studying the literature. The pursuers of this soul freeing knowledge 
worshipped and propitiated the deva Ganapathi, the custodian of spiritual 
knowledge, to allow them the opportunity of realizing this knowledge by removing 
all obstacles that might impede them during the study of the scriptures (Interview 
: Shukla). 
The Skanda Purana (2.4.17.47) confirms the origin of Ganesha. He is the son 
of Shiva and Parvalhy. Shiva, the ascetic, and his wife were childless due to 
Shiva's continuous sojourns into the depths of the woods to perform austerities. 
Parvathycreated a son called Ganesha. He was a sturdy and handsome youth 
who stood guard while Parvalhy took her bath. Once, when Shiva returned from 
tapasya he demanded that he be let in. Ganesha was firm in his resolve and 
refused the irrate Shiva entry. This infuriated Shiva who severed the head of 
Ganesha. Parvathy upon discovering this became very disturbed and chastised 
Shiva by informing him that the youth was their son. Shiva now became 
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repentant and travelled in a northerly direction where he spotted a handsome 
elephant. He decapitated the elephants and joined the head to Ganesha'sbody. 
Before Parvathy could protest, the head was completely fused with the body. 
Because of the injustices committed to Ganesha, Shiva declared that the deity 
Ganesha would be the creator and destroyer of obstacles and he wold be the first 
deity to be propitiated in all ritual (Skanda Purana 2.4.17.47). 
Ganesha has an elephant head. The elephant has always been associated with 
order and dignity. In battle, the elephant played a major role as the bearers of 
great warriors. Ganesha stands guard at the gates leading to the world of the 
devas. Statues of elephants are normally seen at the entrance of temples serving 
as guardians and bearers of the devotees to the abode of the devas. 
Clfu. duty of thE. gua-.di.an figuU i~ to ptotd the. pU'tity of thE. 
innE." Jt .. vu., hE. nud kUf oul thou. UJho (L'ou.ld u.& to ku.c'!.au 
it. Clo th£ k l'otu ding £11[-1 vlf.o th£ inllU ~2dwn, th£ 
"gua'I.CU.aJI of th£ thuJthotd i~ th£ fi,u otuad£ to OL'ucomt.. [ff 012£ 
app-.oa.ch£~ th£ Jttin£ and pay! homag£ to th£ gua'tdian, indi.catVlg 
~inCL"'i1y, and offl.u th£ appwp .. id! gutut£~ of wppfi.t1atioll to th£ 
duiiL~ in~k, thw th£ guauUan (L.J[ g'1.a.nt wt'!.!!. :Bul if onE. i~ 
uainc£'U. Ot nt.g{d~ thE. gua ... di.an in haul. to 'I.E.ach. th£ imlU ~c'l.uf. 
woJd, tht.n th£ gua ... di.an (L,J[ pf.JU. otuad!~ in th£ dwotu~ path 
and wJ[ '1.w k'l. wo-.Jtif f'tU.ilfuj.. (Jh£ gu.a-.di.an~ ~aJ2d on th£ 
t/'1.'I.£Jthotd [.dw££n th£ p'l.Ofan£ woJd ouluk the. Jt'l.in£ and th£ 
. ~c'l.£d It.u ilo'tfJ inuk (Courtright 1985 : 27). 
The yajamana has to first offer his obesiences to the guardian deity Ganesha 
before he can proceed to pay homage to the pradhana deva, main deity. In 
iconography, Ganesha is depicted as either sitting, standing or dancing. He 
lacks one tusk, the missing tusk is also the source of various myths. Once the 
sage Vyasa decided to tabulate the epic, the Mahabharata. He was in deep 
contemplation because the act of thinking and writing would have posed a 
hinderance to the flow of thoughts. He then approached Ganesha to be the 
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scribe. Ganesha accepted the task declaring that he would continue the process 
of writing as the sage recited the scripture. During the exercise the nib of the 
pen that Ganesha was using broke, without hesitating to think, the elephant 
headed god, broke off his tusk and continued writing using the tusk as a 
substitute for the pen. This represents the sacrifices that the devotee has to 
undergo in order to realize divine knowledge (Courtright 1985 : 25). The beauty 
of an elephant is judged by the size and nature of its tusk. By breaking off a 
tusk, symbolises that one should not become attached to worldly qualities that 
create a superficial facade. Ganesha made the utlimate sacrifice so that society 
could benefit from the knowledge of the Mahabharafa. The aspirant should shun 
all worldly impressions and should free himself from the ravages of ego (Interview 
: Dwivedi). 
Ganesha is four armed. In the one arm he holds a hatchet, in the other he holds 
a goad, sometimes he is also depicited as holding the noose. One hand is held 
in an assuring gesture to the devotee and is called the varadahastamudra and 
one hand holds sweetmeats called modakas of which Ganesha has a great 
fondness. A serpent girdle circles his pot belly and a crescent moon adorns his 
forehead (Interview: S.J. Maharaj). 
Ganesha :strunk is powerful and is capable of great destruction. However only the 
evil need fear the trunk. To the devoted, it is a source of refuge and assurance. 
The hatchet represents the destruction of illuSion. The goad represents the logic 
that is responsible for the establishment of righteousness. The noose is a 
symbolic representation of the restraint of the passions and desires that pose a 
stumbling bl<;>ck to most salvation seeking individuals (Interview: Tewary). 
The patron, yajamana, has to be conversant with the various episodes and 
accounts associated with the particular deity in order to understand the analogies 
inferred. Purohitas should be conversant with the mechanics as well as the 
symbology and philosphy of the various appendages in order to instruct the 
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yajamana, on the symbology and philosophy accompanying the ritual. During the 
course of a puja, prayer, the yajamana should be made aware of these various 
accounts of Ganesha and their intentions. Through explanation the priest is able 
to effect a tangible change in the patron. 
5.3 RITUAL WORSHIP OF GANESHA 
An image of Ganesha is placed on a trebhanee, circular copper plate. The priest 
instructs the yajamana to contemplate on the form of Ganesha. The sacrificer 
implores Ganesha to allow him entry into the world of the de vas. He further 
summons Ganesha to remove any impediments during the duration of the 
sacrifice. Ganesha is also referred to as Vigneshwara the remover of obstacles. 
The first step of the ritual is initiated by contemplation called dhyana, 
contemplation. Although the yajamana has the benefit of the deity in front of 
him, he realizes that the deity is used as a vehi~le to aid concentration (Interview 
: Tewary). 
Having conceptualised the divine form of Ganesha the yajamana commences 
to invite the deity to the sacrifice, to recieve worship. The yajamana realizes that 
God is omnipresent, omniscient and omnipotent. However, due to his 
involvement in worldly activities, the sacrificer has not as yet developed the 
faculties of contemplation through whi~h he can comprehend the true nature of 
God therefore the spirit of the deva is localized in the image. The priest recites 
the following mantra for the purpose of dhyana: 
<D §ant.Jz.a, {/ inoilt. you, tfu, wn of o11otht.'t Pawa.thy and 
~hilJa, tht. thut. Ejuf LO'ld of wcuu .:l1ld wiJom, tht. Culowt.t 
of 9oodnt.a. 'lathn of fathEU, thE fOUt handt.d fotd of the 
pwptt., adovlt.d wuh a 9atfand of jJlakt., atmt.d wilh dioin£ 
wt.apon1, tht. n001t., 90a.d and £lXt., {/ inookt. you (o't wo'tJz.tp, and 
(Ot tht. p'Wt£dion o( my 1ac'ti(ict.. !Bt. puunt (COmE. huht.'t) and' 
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Ganesha is offered a seat on the tharee, tray. This is symbolic of the devotee 
offering the Lord a seat in his heart. By the Lord taking residence in one's heart, 
the individual is transformed spiritually. The devotee's life now centred on God. 
The aim of Hinduism is to prepare the individual for liberation. This can be 
achieved by fostering extreme devotion. The heart is normally associated with the 
emotion of love. By guiding and nourishing this divine love one is drawn closer 
to God. The priest .chants the following mantra: 
Clhij. <Yu"luJz.a ij. all thai yd h.:J:h f-un .:lJ2d dt thai ij. to bE.. 
ClhoLUJh .£o .. d of immcualily !ld tlz.oulz m.o.l:iE.t diE. t..<7O{<7U (th.:J: 
thE. ii~T':U may 9d tht..i1 ka~d.). , thE. f"!.Lilian of adianj.) (Rig · 
Veda 10.90.2). 
The seat is offered to Ganesha by the yajamana sprinkling a bit of white rice on 
the image of Ganesha. _The white rice extends the invitation and intentions of the 
sacrificer. 
The deity remains an inanimate image until the necessary rites have been 
performed. The rite of prana pratishta, instilling of life, has to be performed so 
that the image becomes infused with the presence of Ganesha enabling the 
participant to offer worship to the deity . The pratishta is only performed for 
muftis that are n_ewly purchased. If continuous use is made of one mufti, image, 
then there is no need to perform this appendage of the ritual because it would 
have been performed when the mufti, image, was first used in a ritual (Interview 
: Shukla). 
The importance . of prana pratishta is confirmed in the Chandogya Upanisad 
(5.1.7, 12, 13) where the five senses quarrel among themselves as to which of 
them is superior, sreyas. Unable to resolve their dispute, they approach 
Prajapathi who tells them: 
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dt£. u:ho UpOIl tkpaUiJlg f'tOm thE ['od:J . f£.J.t' Ei il rooking tfl£ 
wout. hE ij. [.£u .vnong you. dP.Et..4. !JE. E,n , .:md mind du.n [Eft 
thE ['0d:J: f.vi, hoW£l7Ll [imilJ il [.=U .;.jt£.t loj.iJ1g onE of thE 
j.£JUEj., il t£Jl'2.J.inJ .ilit·E bf-C<lUu. il uJ[ h.2d b'uath (p~ana). 
9hm, p'i..:ma pttpa .... J to tkpa....t, t£.atiJlg up thf- othn unu~ a~ a 
1>fi~ilJ hou£ might tf-at ovi ilj tdh£ .... u!g !1a.kE j.. 9hey tm alI 
gathEtJ .2wwzd him, ~ing, £"J C!,iih U j.. 2Jon't [f-aln. 110u 
au thE [.EU .:mwng U~. IJh£J2 alI UJ1U1 took tht.i~ fiun wppo....t 
(p'l.atutha) in ptana. 
It is commonly accepted that the prana is an attribute of the alman and is 
identified as the alman (Interview: R.R. Maharajh). By regulation of the breath, 
pranayam, one is able to dwell on the rythmic inhalation and exhalation that 
exclaims so aham, "that I am". This is an appreciation of the theory that the 
alma is tantamount to paramalman (Interview: R.R. Maharajh). 
The pralislha is performed by the yajamana touching the image of Gariesha with 
a few blades of durva, grass. This ceremony is important and therefore human 
contact is discouraged. The durva serves as a conductor through which the 
prana is transmitted through the chanting of the divine hymns, Flower is also 
used as a conductor (Interview : Shukla). The priest recites the following hymn: 
o'f[f th~ p'Wclaim~ dti~ g~t.a1n£H, !-vi g~t.ain th.:m th~ 
i~ thE PU·tu~a. c:If[f C'tt.aiWtH au onE fou.th of him, th'l.U fou.jfa anna! lift. 
in h£.al.1m (Rig Veda 10.90.3). 
Sankara (788 AD) has proclaimed that in the ultimate analysis, there exists no 
multiplicity of pluralism. By dwelling on the principle of prana the yajaman 
endeavours to realize the atman. Mookerjee and Khanna (1977 : 122 ) note that: 
[In tht. C01n2La hi.L~ach!:l' how£l7t.'I., <J.>'I.ana ii nt.il:hf-'1. tht. ultimatt. no'!. 
i~ il a '!.a.di.aa! con!1~u.cJ.; il i1 a dt.'til.1a1il1E of an ultimatt. 'I.t.afily. 
9hough thE WI tt·ltu. £.VOt~·f-1 ovi of lhl. iJztU:dUlg fO'l.c£'1 of tu;o 
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p~in=if1[.~. in th£ u!J.inz.l1£ .:mdy!;1.!; [.:>th tfW.L CJ1z.:m.l1£ rom t.h! 
<0,1£.. 'Behi.nd lln wi.i'I.E. pl'uJlonu.Jld u:o·ld, m.ilin .:md thoUf/ht . 
lll£U ij tilE Et£'Llld Dn£, wi!.houf. .1 U=OIld. 9hij monijf.ic p~inc;,pf£ 
ij df - P!~~T.lj.i~T£.: df thin9j., phyj.d .:md [.io{o9i.ca!. .It£. finite 
IJ£aionj. 0( the DIl£.. 9he ll.l1u"e 0( th.li. t£.dity ij. ck~d Ul 
vo{um1.nou.j l£-..m.i.nolo9Y' 1l£9ai.in9 df .unJuf.£.j. .:md tdai.iola, yd it~ 
'td llai.u't£. du.ckj. ckj.~ip!.ioll. 
Prana is considered the source of all the manifestation of various forces. All 
forces in the universe, all· motion, attraction even thought are only different 
manifestations of prana. In the human body its gross manifestation is the life 
breath. Prana then is a vital bio-motion force which governs and manipulates the 
functions of the body (Mookerjee and Khanna 1977 : 122). 
5.4 THE BATHING OF THE IMAGE 
The sacrificer now bathes the image of Ganesha. Ganesha is the divine visitor 
to the home of the yajamana and the rituals viz. bathing, elevates the deva above 
the mundane. The water coming into contact with the divine body is transformed 
into the waters of the holy places, tirthas. In order for the individudal to realize 
liberation, he is urged to visit the various places of pilgrimage. However, the less 
fortunate cannot afford this but by bathing the image of Ganesha he creates the 
tirtha within his vicinity (Interview: Shukla). 
The institution of pilgrimage to holy places is an ancient and continous relegious 
tradition of the Hindus. Pilgrimage provides for the individual to engage in the 
purification of the soul and the attainment of objectives related to the problems 
of the mundane world. Pilgrimage not.only means the physical act of visiting holy 
places, but implies moral and mental discipline. In fact without the latter, 
pilgrimage in the physical sense has little significance in the Hindu tradition 
(Bhardwaj 1973 : 2). The priest recites the following mantra for the purpose of 
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bathing the image of Ganesha. 
<ltVith thtU foutthj the Q)UW.l . .l uwzi up: on! -/~uu:h of hun .:J.9.liJ2 
tI.'.li h£u. ':JfW1 CE. h£ ~t .. ond.c. oui to £c:£~!} wi.£ OlT£~ u..hd £at.l. /lot 
OJld whd f-dj .. 
'}tom hiJn ('Vita[ wa.l. t ow; a9aill .l <:p!UO/l (-..om Q/(~.li W.l.l. tow. 
c:f{-.l. WOIl .:u hE. W;l.j bow hE. ~u..:Ld, £.::l.l.twa .. d .:uld WE.J.lwQ ... d 01.1£-' 
<l1/h£n §o~ Imp.ltJ th£ .l.ac .. ificE. u.-ith <]Ju'tU.l..l aJ. thi.i~ off£ .. in 9· 
[ft.l. oil {~'a..l. if'till9' the hot!} 9ift U:.:J.j auiumn, iUmm£t wai the 
wood. 
Clhtlj tafmui .l.l. l.1 i.diJn on thE. 9"a.l..l. <]JutU.l.a [,ow ill thE. E.atfiLJ.l 
tun£. <ltVith hun the d.c.itiLi and .:J'[ ~.u1h!J aJ. OJld cRi~ij :..ac'tificu1 
(Rig Veda 10.90.4.5.6.7) . 
The bathing of the image is an attempt by the yajamana to wash away the veil 
of ignorance that hinders the yajamana:S spiritual progress. Water is a symbol 
of purity and impresses upon the yajamana the need for purity. The mind must 
entertain pure thoughts of God to release the Self from the veil of samsara, 
illusion. 
The yajamana bathes the image with the panchamritam. This is a mixture of 
milk, curds, honey, ghee and sugar. It can be offered together as a mixture or 
each ingredient can be offered seperately. The bath of panchamritam also 
purifies the body because the ingredients themselves are a source of purity being 
sattvic in nature. After offering the panchamritam five times, the residue is 
collected in a vessel and is now called charana amritam, that which has washed 
the feet of the Lord. The liquid becomes charged with the vitality and aura of 
God due to it being used as the bathing ingredient. This mixture is Sipped by all 
present after the ritual in order to cleanse their minds and to release them from 
samsara, illusion (Interview : Shukla). The panchamritam is offered with the 
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following hymn: 
\}r.onl th.Ji: :rwl geJ2naf j..2ctifi=L tf...£ d-"#ing (.2l:. W.2j. g.2l:.hnul 
die (o-.m.ui tfl!. :.wlUt£.1 of the. .2;.. J.lld unim.afi {,oth £\.Tud and 
tamE (Rig Veda 10.90.8) . 
Ghee is considered very important in the ritual (S.B. 3.9.3.26). It is desribed as 
a thunderbolt (S.B. 7.2.3.4). It is also described as the life sap, essence, of the 
universe (B.B. 13.2.1.2). It is the fiery energy, fejas, sweetness and is amritam, 
the drink of immortality (Aittareya Brahmana 2.2.4). Ghee mixed with milk, 
curds, honey and sugar is eaten (Manava Grhiyasutra 1.13.4). It is drunk to ward 
off misfortune. Offering, annointing oneself with the remains and eating the rest 
is 'considered beneficial to the attainment of speech and intellect (Rig Vidhana 
2.9.1). 
It is interesting to note that the offerings of water and panchamdfam are made 
in multiples of five. The ritualistic tradition has an explicit function, in that it draws 
the yajamana's attention to the basic tenent of Hinduism. The body exists 
relatively and is composed of the panch maha bhufas, five elements, viz, earth, 
water, energy, air and space (Mookerjee and Khanna 1977 : 55). It was the 
intention of the seers to highlight this temporary existence of the body and to 
channel the aspirant to develop the divine qualities of the self. The offering of 
water and panchamdfam besides creating the aura of the holy spots, announces 
this stark reality, that the attention of the aspirant should not dwell on the bodily 
form but rather on the divine afman. 
The yajamana offers a flower to the feet of Ganesha and removes the same. The 
individual annoints the heart, eyes, and head with the sanctified flower. The 
flower which has been transformed as a conductor of Gods' attributes is applied 
to the eyes, head and heart. These three centres are very important in the 
process of cognising God. The eye has to be free from the veil of ignorance in 
order to form the right perception of God. The head which houses the brain is 
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only able to perceive God once logic is able to govern. The head is also the seat 
of discrimination. One can either choose to remain a "slave" in the temporal 
process or to direct the thoughts towards God consciousness. The heart has 
always been the controller of emotions. The devotee is encouraged to love all 
and to develop that attitude where he sees God in everything. These three 
organs of perception are aided in this task by the grace, prasada, of Ganesha 
(Interview: Shukla). 
The abhishek, continous flow of water, is performed on the image of Ganesha. 
The priest recites the Shri Ganapathi Atharvashirsha (See Appendix - 2), which 
promises the performer various spiritual benefits. 
The Ganapathi Atharvashirsha is an introduction to the primary belief system of 
the fundemantal priciples of Hindu philosophy, ie. the goal of establishing oneself 
in the state of brahmabhava. The listener of this hymn is encouraged to 
contemplate the nature of Brahman, the attributeless one. The simple act of . 
bathing the image of the deity , Ganesha, imparts to the yajamana the subtle 
truths of the Upanishadic tradition. God is the material and efficient cause of the 
universe. Through His marginal potency, shakti, He initiates the scheme of 
creation, yet he remains unaffected by this extension. 
5.5 THE RITUALS OFFERED AFTER THE BATHING OF THE IMAGE 
The image is removed from the threbanee, tray, in which the abhishek was 
conducted. The image is wiped using a clean piece of cloth or a towel. The 
yajamana places the image on a new tray and the subsequent rituals are 
performed. The devotee in treating the deity as a guest must now offer the 
image of Ganesha clothing. Two pieces of raw cotton or specially sewn garments 
are draped over the murti. The first piece represents the vastra or the lower 
apparel, dhoti. The second piece represents the upavastra or the upper apparel, 
dupata. A yajnopavif, sacred thread, is also offered. 
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Clothing is one of the essential needs in the material world. Society has always 
been fond of external appearances and the impression that clothes create. The 
individual begins to cover the soul and its attributes, that of being free, with layers 
and layers of self inflicted illusion. Simplicity is a hallmark of the wise. By 
draping the murti with clothing were are encouraged to remove these layers of 
illusion that have confused us in the past. By developing a sense of humility and 
gentleness the individual sees no plurality in the world (Interview: Tewary). The 
clothing is offered with the following hymns: 
\}l.Onl th.ll :p.cd gEJu::.ai ~o..c .... i{~ cRich.u and ~ama hymnj. W£.'tt 
bo'tJz: Clh£ .... £.{-..om w£'t£. ~J'lj. QJld dza-..nu p • ..oduc.d.; thE. CYajU~ had 
itj. bi'i.th {-..om it (Rig Veda 10.90.10). 
A sanda/wood paste thi/ak is placed on the forehead of Ganesha. This denotes 
the respect that the devotee extends to Ganesha. This reinforces the relationship 
that exists between God, Ganesha, and the worshipper. The devotee, 
yajamana, regards God as the master and considers himself to be the servant. 
The application of the thilak confirms this. Only through the grace, prasada, of 
God can one progress to self realization. The thi/ak is applied with the hymn: 
'}r.om it w£'t£ h.o'l.U~ to '1.12, {-..om it aff call1£. wii:h. two -..ow~ of 
tuth: 'j-..om it wm: gEJ2ft.lld kinE, {-..om it thE goal and ~u.p 
WE.'t£. bo'l.12 (Rig Veda 10.90.11). 
White rice is offered on the image of Ganesha. White rice is a symbol of purity 
and abundance. The sacrificer here prays for the abundance of food not only for 
himself but for all of humanity. Man exists through God's grace. The individual 
has to exercise discrimination in utilising the products of creation. Constant 
prayers of thanks giving are offered regularly so that the devotee is placed in a 
condition of well-being. Society is only capable of contemplating such issues as 
salvation and consciousness if they are physically tendered and nourished. The 
right type of foods, rich in sattvic, pure, qualities should be consumed because 
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the food is responsible for the development of the brain and the quality of 
thoughts that it produces (InteNiew : Shukla). The Bhagavad Gita (17.8) 
advocates the consumption of nourishment as follows: 
'jootb. thal p .... OmotL longwilyJ UUL[[;JWClJ iliwghtJ hL..Jih, hapinLj.j 
and Might, ""hich .:at j.WW, [.[.:JJld, 1l01l .... iJ!:UIg aJzd llJ'l.Ua[.{L a ... t 
dw.'t to thL -Sa1t~'ic tYPL of man . 
The annamaya kosha, gross body, influences the composition of the 
vijnanamaya, subtle body. It is the ability of the vijnanamaya maya kosha of 
comprehending the true purposes of one's existence that renders it important. 
This realization can only dawn if the vijnanamaya kosha receives wholesome 
food via the annamaya kosha. White rice is offered with the following mantra: 
<1ti4:w thtIJ dit7idui QJU'tllj<2 he"" =y po .... UOIl1>- did thLfJ makt? 
<l!I4;al do thtlj calf hi1>- .mouJ:h, hi1>. .2tmj.? <1-Vhal do thLfJ cd! hi! 
thigh!>. and l"ut? (Rig Veda 10.90.1 2) 
The priest instructs the yajamana to offer flowers at the feet of the image of 
Ganesha. This is the representation of the devotee surrendering his self at the 
feet of the Lord. The flower because of its beauty and fragance is considered 
the best offering to be made to any deity . 
Shri Krishna in the Bhagavad Gita (9.26) instructs Arjuna. 
<1~O!J.OL~Tt't offtH to mE. wiLh .J}o~·t, a {La! a flowL'L, a f'tuil. 0 .... 
ww walL'L, !J apfUl't in (j.>L't!J.On {tfo'!.t thal ~tL'ttUJ dt.t.Totu 
of pU'!.i(iJ iJU:J'fLci and dt.tigfztfuffJ paUakL of thal a'tticlL OffE.'td 
bJ him with lovL. 
The yajamana places sprigs of turf near the image. Ganesha is especially fond 
of grass because it is directly connected to the durva grass on which the 
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amritam had fallen during the churning of the ocean (Interview : Shukla). 
Grass has tremendous regnerative properties. It is capable of quick and 
expansive growth. The symbology implied here is that one's love for God and for 
fellow man should also spread like the growth of grass and encompass 
everybody. The turf is offered with the priest reciting: 
ClhE. :B1.:J'un..uz w.:u hil. m.outh, of f.oth hi.!. cl'UlU '~' cll. thE. c.R ajaJz!J ,). 
rnak dill. thigh~ [.t.C~m.E. thE. rtlcli!jol. (Will hi.!. (E.d thE. ~ud'L')' 
Well. pwduc.u/ (Rig Veda 10.90.13) . 
The yajamana adorns the murti with sindoor, vermillion, as well as other 
coloured powders. The powders represent the aungents offered to the deity. 
The coloured powders are considered the 'make-up' of the Lord (Interview : P.R. 
Maharaj). It is observed that these powders are brightly coloured. They 
represent the desires of man. In an effort to realize God, the sacrificer, sacrifices 
his desires at the feet of the Lord. Free of desires and ego the devotee is now 
free from the shackles of illusion to comprehend the totality of God. (Interview 
: P.R. Maharaj). The powders are offered with the hymn: 
Clfu. o1·100fl c.L' cl1 9uuie.'I.ui. (10m hil. mind, ('!.Om hi:.. £.fiE. thE. ~WZ 
had [.i...th: !lnd ... a an c'f91!i ( .. om hii moulh (·~'£U [.o1n and rv~1I 
('!.Om dfi:.. [. .. c.ai.h (Rig Veda 10.90.14) . 
The yajamana proceeds to offer the deepa, lights, and dhupam, incense, to the 
image. The light, deepa or chiraag, has always been a symbol of illumination 
and knowledge. It represents the illuminated knowledge of the Vedas and the 
. quest for immortality. By offering the light the yajamana reiterates the Vedic 
prayer: 
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The darkness referred to is the dark world of ignorance that distances the 
aspirant from the path of realisation. Ganesha is the guardian deity of VedIc 
studies and if he is propitiated accordingly, he grants the student access to the 
world of the vedic hymns and sulras. The deepa, light, which symbolises the 
iluminated knowledge of the vedas is the goal of the student. Once the individual 
has acquired the Vedlcwisdom, he now puts this knowledge into practice and the 
path to realization is simple (Interview: R.R. Maharajh). 
The dhupam is associated with sensual pleasure. If one becomes too engrossed 
in sensual pleasure, then one may lose sight of the purpose in life, moksha. The 
lighting of the inscence signifies the yajamana's endeavours to control the 
senses. The inscence gives off a soothing fragrance and this is also used to 
create a atmosphere of serenity and to ward off evil. 
Sattvic, pure, food such as sweetmeats and fruit are offered at the feet of 
Ganesha. This is later removed and consumed as bl€?ssed offerings termed 
prasad. It is sanctified by being in close proximity to the Lord. This offering of 
food also symbolises the surrendering of the fruits of action at the feet of the 
Lord. Selfless service or nishkaam karma, selfless service, is advised in the 
Bhagavad Gila (3.19) as a means of attaining salvation: 
Clfwt.cfO'l.c. alway!.. cfficiEntly do J0u.~ ~ wiifwul altachnu.nt. 
fJ::x,ing wo..k wiifwul aitach.m.t:nt, m.l1l aitain1 thc ~up'l.£mE. . 
The five vital breaths, prana, apana, vyana, udana and samana are invoked to 
digest the essence of the food, medha. Three offerings of water are made which 
are used for the purposes of rinsing the mouth, washing the hands and water to 
aid digestion. Thereafter beetle leaf and beetlenut are offered to the deity to aid 
the process of digestion and to cleanse the mouth of food particles and odours. 
This is offered with the hymn: 
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']o~th /~O/ll hi:. Il.:lL·J a.lJIU mid' .:li~: thE ~y (t· .:l,i (aJziolld (tom hi! 
fl£.ad; E.:J..llz ! -..CJm hi:. (ut and (~om hi:. E..:l't thE ~E.9ioIH. ':1hu:.. UU:I 
(ound Uu tlJo.Jd:. (Rig Veda 10.90.14). 
Money is surrendered at the feet of Ganesha. The sacrificer prays for the 
increase in prosperity and on the sublime level, the sacrificer indicates the 
surrendering of materialism. 
The yajamana offers arthi, the waving of lights containing five wicks. This is a 
final acceptance of the temporary nature of the patron. The physical body is 
composed of five elements viz. ether, air, water, fire and earth. The five.wicks 
symbolise these five elements or mahabhutas. By waving the arthi, the patron 
acknowledges his acceptance of the temporary physical body. Arthi is offered 
with the hymn: 
cSE.L £,JZ (£.Jlcin9 dick!. had lll!, th-.ict. W.TUZ [ayE.U 0( (uJ WUE 
!ncf.:J. ... ui; '1lJ.1;uz thE. §ok of(£tin9 .i.:lc ... i!ict., bOlUUi, tU thu ... 
LTidim, Q)utuj,O- (Rig Veda 10.90.1 5) . 
The final offering is the mantra pushpanja/i or the offering of flower at the feet of 
the Lord Ganesha as an act of final surrendering unto the Lord. The flower is 
offered with the hymn: 
§ok !'Q.C'ti(icin9' uu!'l.i(iaul thE. vidim. ClhH£ w£'t£ th£ £.a.Ji£u 
fwly oulinancH. 9hl! rn.i.ghty onE.j, aHainui th£ hU9ht 0( h£avuz. 
thl!U whuE. 1h£ cSa.Jhya!., §odj, 0( oU, a'L£ dwillin9 (Rig Veda 
10.90.16). 
The worship of Ganesha concludes with the recitation of prayers by the priest: 
dlE.at, <0 Q)awaii, whai 1hij, wn o( youa ()..J[ tuomE.. diE. wJ[ 
bE. [Jl£. /Il£ in might, hE.'I.oij,Jll and compaHion. Clhij, wn o( YOUH 
wJ[ t£.ComE. onl! iuu [ikE. mE. t£.Co.U,i£ o( thEu Cfu.afitin . dtl! wJ[ 
makE. obuadu thai [au until th.a.th (Ot thou, n,J and imfiouj, on£i 
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a'ho h.u.£ tfu rJ/ub alld dha-.ma. c471J thou. who (aJ Lo pay 
honu9£ to nu =d <1/i.IJIU. the ::.u.pWIU ['o~d. thu; wJf 90 to 91.£.11 
k -.kll£H f.y the o[.!J.adu (aid {.£(o-.e th!.fIl f.y thi:. [o~d 0/ o{.::1ad£.:.. 
gn th£.i~ fwlllLl th£ .. £ ~af[ {.£ ,/uand:: (L'it/'zoui wd. 
!Be.cauu of the. ob!J.ad£.1J. YOUt lon rn.o.ke. we.tythin9 pnuh uJ:te.Jy. 
'Jot thou a' fw de not wouhif. who au int£Jzt upon fi.u =d aJl9£'" 
and a .. e. conulliltd to (iuC£ j.Q.'J~£ty, hE tldt c~ !..:1.l£. o{.uadu. c:tIc 
wJt 'I.ww~·£ ob::1adu (wm thou "'/;0 'I.e.v!.".! the. haditionl, 
know[~e. and te.a.che.u. (Without wouhippin9 him, aft a.d:ion1J. =d 
[aw:.. wJt {.£ccnu ob::1 .. ucld (Skanda Purana 1.2.2.7.14) 
5.6 THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE KALASHA 
The purohita now instructs the yajamana to establish the kalasha. The kalasha 
is a vessel, lotta, in which water, is filled. To th is water is added sandalwood 
paste, tumeric powder, a pinch of soil , beetle nut, a coin and turf. Five mango 
leaves are half immersed in the water. On top of the vessel a coconut is placed. 
This constitutes the kalasha (Oange 1987 : 50). The kalasha conveys great 
significance to the sacrificer. It in fact represents the entire Brahmanda or 
creation. 
The water that is contained with in the kalasha represents the ocean, and the 
water that constitutes one of the major elements. The waters of the seven rivers, 
viz. Ganga, Yamuna, Godavari, Sarasvati, Narmada, Sindhuand Kaveriare also 
resident in the vessel. 
The pinch of soil that is placed in the pitcher represents the seven continents. 
The coin, tumeric and beetlenut represent the rich source of wealth that the earth 
yields. The coin is symbolic of the mineral and material prosperity that the earth 
contains. The tumeric plant provides a natural antiseptic that is widely used in 
Indian households to combat minor ailments. It also serves cosmetic purposes 
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viz. it aids in accentuating the complexion of the skin. The tumeric represent the 
collective medicinal properties of the ayurvedic herbs and roots (Interview : 
Shukla). The turf represents the vast abundance of flora that covers the world. 
The beetlenut represents the fru its of procreation. 
The mango leaves represents the patron and the five senses. Although one 
exists in this mundane world, one should not loose track of one's true spiritual 
being. The leaf, half immersed, signifies that, the portion of the leaf that remain 
without is in fact the patron existing in this mundane world. The portion that 
exists within the container conveys the message that although one is engaged 
in this temporal world, one should still be submerged in the Bliss of God. The 
leaves serve a similar symbology as the lotus in Hindu' philosophy. Mookerjee 
and Khanna (1977 : 68) note: 
ClhE. totu~ i!. a ~m[,ot of thE. LU2fotdin9 of thE. !.J( and E.Xpandin9 
cOIaci.oUjJUH, u}hich cuh th'tou9h p~ch~ opacity and uftimaldy 
'!.ailu thE. a!f2itant (wm thE. da..J: dtpth!. of i;}no'l.ancE. to thE. 'I..:uliant 
he.i;Jht~ of innE.'!. aWakWin9' :Juu a!. Cotu~ pfani~ 9'1.0W in thE. 
nda..J:nE.H of mudn and 9'!.adual1y f,Co~wna out to thE. w4aa of thE. 
walE.', unwfIuJ. by thE. mud and watn which noutiJ:.c.d thE.m, w thE. 
inn E.'!. ~f t...anJ.Cwch and t'!.an!.fo'tn2j. ituff bc:Jond itj. co'!.po'!.e.af 
{;mJ.lj. unconup1c.d and unta'!.niJ:.c.d !':!J Jlu!.ion and i;}notancE., 
This state of equilibruim is achieved by bringing under control the five senses that 
constantly hamper the patron in spiritual progress. Shri Krishna instructs Atjuna 
in the Bhagavad Gita (111 :7): 
diE. who contwl1in9 thE. o'l.f)anj. of j.£J2U and a.cl.ion b!l thE. mind 
and uma.inin9 unalt,2du.d, LUukuakE.! thE. <Jj09a. of action thwU'fjh 
thou o'!.f)ara, c:lf..tjuna hE. E.xcJj.. 
A coconut, with a swastika inscribed on it is placed on top of the ka/asha. The 
coconut symbolises the patron. The coarse, hairy exterior of the conconut is the 
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layers of ignorance that cloud and veil humanitys' attempt to attain liberation. 
This external covering of the coconut is extremely difficult to remove and 
symbolises the difficulty that humanity experiences in being divorced from worldly 
events. We constantly cover the immortality of the soul with worlding 
experiences thereby suppressing the instinctive nature of the soul viz. to be free 
and merged in the glory of God. However, once humanity transcends the 
mundane existences, then the purity and effulgent light of the self is revealed. 
This boundary that the aspirant has to transcend is difficult for one engrossed in 
mundane activities and is represented by the hard covering that surrouds the 
kernal. Once this boundary is traversed then the purity, represented by the white 
of the kernel, is realized. 
By offering prayers to the ka/asha the patron is thankful for the bountitude that 
the Lord has offered him. The sacrificer also acknowledges the role played by 
the trirnurfi, trinity, viz. Brahrna, Vishnu and Shiva in shaping this world. The 
auspicious jar, ghata or ka/asha, has become a symbol of the human body 
(Dange 1987 : 49). The earliest reference to the ka/asha is traced to the Rig 
Veda (3.32.15) in which mention is made of a salutation to /ndra by his votaries: 
The filled jar is a mark of prosperity and hapiness. Mango leaves or beetleleaves 
ussually accompany the arrangement of the ka/asha, these symbolise the fresh 
generation of vegetation and progeny (Dange 1987 : 50). The Skanda Purana 
(11.2.11.56) enjoins one to cast a glance at the filled jar prior to going out for 
daily business. The Varnan Purana (14.36) further records that one should touch 
the jar of water before embarking on any business, for this assures success. 
Dange (1987 : 52) opines further: 
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Further, the Shiva Purana (4.39.9.) describes the arrangement of a gold ka/asha, 
during Shivarath,,: in which the images of Shiva and Parvathyare established. 
Several other jars are placed behind the principle one. All the ka/ashas are 
covered with auspicious clothes. This arrangement represents the symbolic 
marriage of Shiva and Parvathy, while the other ka/ashas represents the gods 
(Dange 1987 : 53). Dange (1987 : 53) further notes: 
[ft U,' .ll CJu.l'ui to b£ uulowui u"ilh fi/~. to indica1.£ thai il WQ.l 
fJtui not on[!} u.,ilh wain, milk o~ :l1££, Cui: dw wilh gofd 0'1. gUll. 
90 m.:J.£ th£ conapt c.ompld£, th£ jll't «:.lj. COlTEUJ. wilh a pi..£.cL of 
cloth, and il w,u tiui ai th£ nUk c~,ilh .1 :hotd, which. llood fo'!. thE 
lac'tui :ho'td, and in CL'tlain ca:!.£l th£ ! .l!.: 'tui cho'td il actuaffy tid 
[fn WITU. aa:!.£j. Il c.oupf£ of jaa indi.c.ltui th£ god and goku. 
The Varaha Purana (22.43) indicates that the seven oceans attented the 
marraige of Shiva and Parvathy in the form of the seven jars. The jar is also a 
symbol of the earth and it is said in the Brahma Purana (72.26) that Shiva gave 
the jar to Brahma in the form of the earth, placing water in it to represent the 
oceans (Dange 1987 : 54). Dange (1987 : 54) concludes further: 
9h£ jll't ~mbofiu.d th£ c.o~ womb of a't£aiion in an imfo'tlant 
a¥u-ct. 9hil conapt il lUll han¥a.ntui in actual 'tilual alw. 
The Agni Purana (92.36) names the various ka/ashas as follows: subhadra, 
vibhadra, sunanda, pushpanandaka, jaya, vijaya, purana, nidhi - kumbha, 
padma, mahapadma, shankha, makara and samudra, These are to be placed 
on various occasions and at various quarters (Dange 1987 : 53). Thus, from 
creation to the end of life, the ka/asha was symbolic of the receptacle of life. 
During life it symbolised auspicious occasions and was used in customary rituals 
with this belief. It symbolised growth and prosperity (Dange 1987 : 55). 
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In worhipping the ka/asha, the yajamana establishes his status in the scheme of 
life. The patron is able to differentiate between the worlds of God, nature and the 
self. The individual pays homeage to the ka/asha with the priest reciting the 
following hymns. 
(lh~u Wd.c.i ,u the. mouth of the. piich£t, c.Rud'!.a in th£ n~. 
J3 ... o.hnw. ,u iii [,a~.£., and th£ gwup of th£ nl.Oth£ ... 9odkH.£.i in tf'u. 
midJ[E- ~[f OC£(lJ2i and th£ £Q...th ulilh iil ulT£n contin£ntl t£j.uJ:. 
in iii [,t.ffy. Clh£ eRg rvck, C]j-'-jut <lick, ~ama <lick and 
cfltha'll'.1. <lick, alcn9 wilh thu't appwdui t£Xi1 (lTubn9.:u) a't£ VI 
th£ lTWd. !In ii i1 th£ gayobi dz.1.nt lJ.·iih d--:"lTib. aj ill duty 
IJ.Thich gil'f.! p'..o~£tily and p£ac£. dl'1~ thw:. who "'£.mol' £ .:.1t WI! 
COm£. fl£ .... £ ro'!. wouhip. D §CUlg<2 culd C]j.un.una, §odal·a'ti and 
~<2'!.aw,ui, cNatmada, ~vlIjhu and !J(.1.l,£ti (th£ UlT£n moth£'t/ 'lien: 
godku£~, ['£ p'l£unt in thi~ IJ.T,u£"<) (8.S 1986 : 53). 
Varuna together with his consort and vehicle, vahana, are invoked. Varuna is the 
presiding deity of water. Flower, rice and kumkuma are offered to 'the ka/asha. 
The swasti punyah vachanor utterances of prosperity are performed whereby the 
material welfare of the sacrifice is consolidated. It is an accepted fact that 
material wealth is indeed necessary for the efficient functioning of the household. 
However, the householder realizes that it is much more honourable to petition the 
Lord to provide for the totality of humanity and not just for the individual. The 
patron prays that society will be free from disease and famine and that due to a 
stable enviroment the society will be steadfast in spirituality (Interview: Shukla). 
Sanctified water from the ka/asha is removed and placed in the pancha patra, 
water vessel. The priest instructs the wife of the yajamana to proceed to the left 
side of her husband. The purohita now prepares to perform the abhishek, 
sprinkling of water. The wife when having her meal and during the abhishek 
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advances to her husband's left. However, during all other undertakings she is 
seated on her husbands right (Interview: Shukla) 
The abhishek is performed so that the bonds that exist between the couple are 
solidified and reinforced by the holy waters. The couple pray for peace, 
prosperity, compatibility 'of intentions and good health. The abhishek is also 
peformed to negate acquired karma. The sacrificer addresses God in the form 
of apas or water which has the ability to wash away impurities. Vidyarnava (1979 
: 39) notes that: 
!It jh.ow~ tfzaf. man fy hi~ .... q:unlaJ!=t. .:JJzd UJllOUt ftd~ him~f ont 
wttf'z hi~ god, a.1!~ W £.Iliii!£.d to d (.J.IJOltU (-..om c:Him_ !It al~ 
c.ontainj. p,~n fo .... tfzE. pll. .... ifi.caf.ion of tfzE. mtlltd bOdy. 
5.7 WORSHIP OF THE SIXTEEN ALTAR GODDESSES 
The sixteen devis who protect the yajnashala, enclosure, are propitiated. They 
are summoned to afford the yajnas protection from evil. The priest recites the 
mantra: 
§.l.U .... iE., <JJJm . .:J., 'sd;i, ,:::A·fu/ha., 's.J.L"iiti, rv~·~a., :JaJjC1, ~WUJl<l, 
'swadha., 'swa.ha, .:::;41aha., Lokm.at.a .... u, ~htiti, qJlt~hti, r:Jh~i, 
dl-tmana., fwfdwata., [J offn !JOlt p"'aJjE.H, pfE..:J.~ bE. pfE..:J.u.J and 
p .... olt.d ~ ~tifia (8.S. 1986 : 329). 
The evil that the sciptures speak of is the tussle between the forces of good and 
evil' that hankers to dominate the mind of the individual. 
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5.8 WORSHIP OF THE PRIEST 
The priest is regarded as an incarnation of God, manushya deva, because of his 
schooling in the vedas and the rituals. The priest is the practioner of the rituals 
and without him the ritual will not be able to proceed. The general consensus 
among the South African Hindi community is that the priest or purohita plays an 
important role in the disseminating of knowledge and spiritual guidance. Many 
householders co suit a priest whe a a y is or ,to determi e the suita ility of 
the time of birth, when moving into or building a new house and when purchasing 
a vehicle. (Interview: P.A. Maharaj). 
The sacrificer places a thi/ak on the pundit's forehead. The patron also offers 
white rice and flower on the forehead of the priest with the following mantra: 
tDm! a'"duivlioll to tfu. !B'tahmal2ya ~£lTa, to thE. welt WiJzH of 
thE. wo.Jtb (§o) and c:E129E.1 (!B-.ahman.:l) to thE. 'lJelt wiJzE.1 of 
thE." whotE. W2ilTE.UE., to !J(-.iJzJ2.:l, to §OVifUla, a..f[ dfaJ, a..f[ dlaJ 
(8S. 1986 : 337). 
5.9 SALUTATION TO THE SUN AND THE NINE PLANETS 
As noted in Chapter Two, the nine planets are symbolically resident in the 
physical body. It is believed that the planets in certain combinations effects the 
lives of the individual (Interview: A.R. Maharajh). The priest instructs the 
yajmanato place white rice in the left palm. With every invocation the yajamana 
is to offer a few grains on the beetlenut that is placed in the tharee, tray. The 
beetlenut represents the nine planets. Commonly aresa nuts represent deities 
(Buhnemann 1988 : 48). The planets are supplicated with the following hymns: 
c:Eolulai.ioni to c:Eu'tya, Chandta, J3homa, J3hu.da., !B't;haij2ai.i, 
c:Ehuk~a, c:Ehani, d? ahu and !J(c1u. :PtE.a!£ aHvnf.t£ hn£ to 
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~£;£il'£ "~ '~·O~~ip . .££1. !B~dun.;.. <l,~J'!JlU (tfl£. I~£ of eHu~u) . 
~hil'';' (&';'1)0-. of '-J,ipu'tu). the ~""wl . el-1ooll. elba. ellncu,y. 
:;'upil£<. <VUlUi. 2odu~ll. the aj.c£J1duI9 .. lJId th£ de!;wc/;.J19 1I0dej. {il 
all (th£ d!dia.D.) .... unol' £. all of.u';';[£j ':lJId J'zo,,:n [.{£.j.juuj! onta 
m£. (B.S. 1986 : 345). 
The nine heavenly bodies viz. the Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, 
Saturn, the ascending node and the descending node of the moon are highly 
respected and venerat~d as deities. They influence the destinies of humanity 
according to good and evil apects in the individuals horoscope. The navagrahas 
are propitiated especially when one is passing through a bad period in one's life 
caused by unfavourable constellations. They are pacified at the commencement 
of an anushtaan, ritual, so that the sacrificer may derive the benefits of the ritual. 
Their prayers also removes diseases associated with them (BLihnemann 1989 : 
4). The navagrahas are pacified by the following rituals: 
• Pacification rites 
• Religious observances and ritual worhip 
• Ritual repetition of mantras Uapa) and recitation of hymns of 
praise 
• Special tantric practises (BLihnemann 1989 : 3) 
The aim of the grahamakh, graha - pacificatory rites, is to establish cosmic 
harmony, "lam, both in the cosmos and within the individual. A calm disposition 
is condusive to the divine vibrations of God (BLihnemann 1989: 4). 
The Matsya Purana (93.81) notes: 
Juu ai a'tmOut pwtuij ( .... om th£. C{Ou.' ! of an a~wu.', a pa.ci.(icatwn 
.... il£ pwl£.dj ( .... om th£. dwk£. o( (ai£. . 
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The grahas are worhipped so man may acknowledge his position in the universe 
and realize the enormity of God's capabilities (BGhnemann 1989 : 8). The 
supplication of the planets marks the termination of the preliminary rituals. The 
patron now proceeds to invoke the pradhana, main deity for the purpose of 
worhip. 
5.10 CONCLUSION 
A close perusal of the various appendages of the rituals discussed thus far 
indicates distinctly that the ritualistic tradition sought only to reinforce the fheory 
of pure identity between the soul and God. Through various external enactments, 
this principle is arrived at in a tangible way where the aspirant is not left at the 
mercy of confusing and conflicting views but is lead from the profane to the 
sacred, from the external to the internal and from the mundane to the Divine. 
The priest is most definitely the captain of th~ heaven bound ship. The priest 
provides the stimuli that is able to effect changes in the individual's psyche. 
Mantras and their meanings coupled with a detailed account of the symbolic rites 
affords the patron the opportunity to realise the express aim of the ritual viz. a 





This chapter endeavours to illustrate that the preliminary rituals and the sacrifice 
in general emphasise the patron's gradual realization of the Self and the 
individuals position in the scheme of creation. The ritual is dependant on extrnal 
rites which are charged with symbology. The priest leads the patron from the 
profane to the sacred, pointing out the symbology and the underlying philosphy 
so that the yajamanas may effect a positive change in their consciousness. 
6.2 THE OBJECTIVE OF RITUALS 
The vedic ritual after the SiX!h Century B.C. found its logical culmination in the 
monistic thought represented in the Upanishads (Heesterman 1985 : 39). The 
brahmanic insistance on identity between Brahman and atman provided the 
gateway for this transition in thought. During this period the sacrifice was 
interiorized. According to Heesterman (1985 : 39) ritualistic thought: 
cHad tCJ akanCE. tCJ it!!. {o9iaal acnJu~n thai ij. tfl£. int£tio'l.uaiion of 
tlu. 'titu.af 
The ritual enactment is developed internally establishing the patron in the bliss 
of Brahman. According to Smith (1989 : 94) 
91'u. paiwn d:-acl0Pj. the. iduztity of the. ~clf p'l.Ojw7l:ionalfy tCJ the. 
pW 9'1.£u of th£ titu.al 
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Wheelock (1991 : 117) notes further: 
tJfu. /Juju. (til:uuf ptu.y£!()' po.~ufai.!'j thE uftima1.f. wl'tdil:y of .:J[ 
di.~tincf.ioIU ,lJld ut.kj tCJ a.ffitm thf. u£'tIld huih of thf. wouhipp!.t' j 
idmtil:y with th£. didy. 
The devotee utilizes the ritual to strive for moksha, release. The ritual and the 
preliminary rites involve the immolation of the lower nature 'of the individual, 
signalling the rebirth of the Self. Through the ritual process, th~ yajamana is not 
led through a host of contradicting mechanics, but is directed unto the path of 
contemplation and Bliss (Sharma: 1989 : 29). 
The purpose of the ritual i.e. to lead the devotee to Moksha has been relegated 
to the background by most of the South African Hindi community who percieve 
the preliminary rituals as a means of petitioning God for earthly rewards and for 
the purposes of avoiding calamities. Petitions and thanksgiving are secondary 
purposes for the performance of rituals. 
The primary purpose of the ritual is to allow the patron to realize the potential of 
the self (Interview: R.R. Maharajh). The Bhodayana Dharma Sutra (2.10.18.8) 
notes: 
clift£!( thf. !B'ta.hm.a.Jhana. (thf. 'til:u.af in which th£. UlC'ti.{i..aia! fiw •. a.tf. 
int£!(io'ti..2£.J) thf. UlC'l.i.{i..aF.'t himutf hQ.j. within him th£. UlC'l.i..fi..aal fi..'tu. 
9hf. inhuf.:liion (p;'JJl.:2) ij. th£. j.:2'th.:J/l.lbp fi'f., the dda.tion (~J) 
ij. thf. antla.hu.'I.ya.pa.aana. (thE. dak~a.) Fte, the ci'l.aula.tion in thE. /Jo~ 
(tlyana.) jj. the a.ha.tlanitJa fite, and thE. c£u.tta! ai'taufa.tion (~a) 
ij. the w.tI'zya. and ac!a.w.tI'zya. fi't£1 . CTheu fi.l'f. fi.'tu 0.'1.£ in the utf 
(alman). cHe o{feu in th£. utf alonf.. 
The scriptural injunction on sacrifice has not been eradicated. It assumed .added 
importance during the second century B.C. in the form of the five great sacrifices. 
As early as the Shatapatha Brahmana (11 .5.6.1) and the Taittriya Aranyaka 
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(2.10) mention is made of the mahayajnas by which the householder acquits 
himself of his ritual obligations to the gods, the ancestors; the spirits, his fellow 
human beings and Brahman (Smith 1989 : 208). The Bhodayana Dharma Sufra 
(2.6.11.2.6), Shafapafha Brahmana (11 .5.6.2) and the Taitfriya Aranayaka (2.10) 
note that: 
diE. ~hould daily of/~'/. all oUaiien intc the. fi'l.E. with thE. £xdamaf.i.on 
waha! £.lO£J! i.( it u don£. only with ..1 j}.ick of /.I.'ood.. Clhai fulf;[{~ thE. 
~a.a'lifict tc the. 90dj.. dI£. ~ould daily , offn al! oUaiipn tc the. 
arzC4~H with ~loadha! £.v£n i.( it u only ..1 vt1.~ of watt'/.. Clhai 
fulf;[{j thE. i.l.c;.ifi:£ to thE. .2J1:E.jtO:i. fJ:::,:d!J fu ~ould p~ 'I.£.~£.d tc 
th£. ~i .... it~ £.l'£J2 if it i~ onty by ojf£'l.in9 thun wmt flow£.u. Clhai 
fulf;[{1. thE. j.,U;ti(ic£. tc th£. ~i .... it1.. :bdy hE. kuld 9iv£. food tc tht 
!B'/.ah.min1, tV£J! if it i~ only jOm£. woh, fwit and v£.9daUu. Clhai 
fulf;[{~ tht ~4ic£. tc hlJ.JnaJ!j.. c4nd £.l"E ..... yday ht Jzould 'l£.cii.e. a 
n n 
pouien of th£. rvt.da~, £.v£n i.( it i~ only the. ~{{aUe. om. Clh..1.l 
fulf;[{1 tht U1t1 .... i.(i.ct tc !B'lahman, 
The mahayajnas represent a minimalistic form of the vedic ritualism as a whole 
for householders with limited means. Kane (1968 : 98) notes further: 
£vnyman could not affo .... d tc cdJ'n.ai£. th£. wlt.mn l.'/.auta '/.it£1 
p'l.e.1a'/.ibJ. in th£. !B .... ahmana~ and ~ .... auta ~ut'/.a1.. !But £(]ny on£. 
auld affo .... d a fud-j}.tck to fi .... t thai wa~ du.mu1 to bE. thE. mouth of th£. 
9'/.t.ai §ocb. of dI£av£n and thlu Jzow hU tE.VE.'/.£nct and kvotien tc 
thc.m. 
It is observed that the sacrifice or ritual viz. the preliminary rituals serves as a 
minimal requirement to reach realization. It is a practical way of reaching moksha 
and is a suitable substitute for the VediC sacrifice. The' mahayajnas and the 
preliminary rituals obligatory practices for humanity so that the individual is 
periodically reminded of his obligation i.e. realizing release and establishing 
dharma, righteousness (Interview: Shukla). 
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6.3 THE SOUTH AFRICAN SANATHANI PRIESTS 
Indentured labourers from India were brought to South Africa primarily for their 
labour in the sugar plantations of Natal. There was an absence of suitably 
qualified priests and viciwaans, learned men. The few brahmins who 
accompanied-these labourers relied on their various family traditions and thus the 
tradition of the karmakaand, ritualistic worship, was passed down from father to 
son. (Interview: R.R. Maharajh). The cultural boycott enforced by India against 
South Africa impeded the exchange of ideas and learned acharyas, teachers, on 
the subject of ritualism (Interview: R.R. Maharajh). This has impacted 
negatively on the development of ritualistic knowledge among the body of -South 
African priests. _ The priesthood is seen as a lucrative alternative to supplement 
one's income. At present there are no minimum qualification necessary for the 
induction of a sanathan;, orthodox, priest, the term purohita, aid to the family, has 
lost its significance because the pandits, priests, do not possess the necessary 
scriptural knowledge to lead the patron to self realization. The levels of 
interpretation of the ritual is expounded by Sm ith (1989 : 203) as follows: 
Clhe. pwje.c1ion of the. ~-'i/iCL /'tOm itj. .. itu ... al c.on/ine.~ intc V'a-.iouj. 
a~e.c1j. of hUl1U1Jl li/e. and of the. 1':0.Jd .:Ji f.:1'I-9e. b'-9in~ 0/ c.oU'tll in 
the. CVufaj. ituff Clhe. th£.O-ty of 'titual CEJ2ne.j. on the. notion that 
... itd ij. not 0114 the. adiviliLj. of tfu. p...u.u (the. adh':Ja:Jjna) (twd 0/ 
unde.tuandi.n9) fut ij. atw the. 1lU.aJZ! /0" e.xpfaiJlin9 the. wo..kin9j. 0/ the. 
c.o~j. (the. adhuiwata te.V'd 0/ mw.nin9' ''tdatin9 to the. co~j.' and 
the. hum.uz j.d/ (the. adhyaima te.l·d of mUlling, ' .. dating to the. uff, 
the. mic~oc.o~j). 
The priest has to inculcate a sound knowledge of the theory and philosophy of 
the preliminary rituals in order to effect a change in the ontological state of the 
patron. Gandhi (1961 : 296) notes. 
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Thus the prelimary rituals assume the proportions of a heaven bound cart with 
the patron as the passenger and the priest as the captain. The current bad 
reputation of karmakanda is also due to some common defects in the 
performance of the rituals that one can frequently witness, and in the attitude of 
many devotees as well as priests, who often let the puja degenerate into a purely 
mechanical performance owing to repeated performance. Over-importance 
attached to outer purity - which is achieved through bathing and wearing of pure 
garments - and to formal elements sometimes goes together with negligence of 
the appropriate mental attitude. Against these tendencies some authorities have 
emphasized the importance of mental purity and devotion, bhakti, declaring that 
worship without devotion is as good as not offered. This aspect has particularly 
been stressed by followers of the bhakti movement who have included puja as 
one of their spiritual practices (Buhnemann 1988 : 80). 
6.4 THE INFLUENCE OF THE RITUAL ON SOCIAL PRACTICE 
The rituals viz. the preliminary rituals, is responsible for the maintaining of culture 
and tradition. The various pujas, prayers, ensures that Hindu society maintains 
its cultural identity (Interview: Shukla). The Bhadra Suktamdiscussed in Chapter 
Four of this study pleads for the homogenous functioning of society. The 
adherence to the ritualistic tradition has ensured that samskaras, sacraments, 
such as the wedding, naming ceremony and the funeral rites are still performed 
till this day. The ritual also allows the society an opportunity to express their 
devotion (Interview: Shukla). 
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6.5 THE BHAGAVAD GITA ON THE RITUAL 
The scriptural injunction regarding the practice of rituals is continued in the 
Bhagavad Gila. The Bhagavad Gila (3.11) enjoins the individual to practice the 
following: 
'lou.£"!. fiu. godj. thwlL9h thij. (Ul.cti(ia); IlIld fel thE. gotk (ou£'!. Y0IL. 
Clhuj. (o .. u£-;.ing 011£ anoth£'!. di.j.int£';.£uJiy you wJi a1l:ain thE. h~~ 
god. 
The Bhagavad Gila has come to be recognised as the Primary Hindu scripture 
superceding even the vedas (Interview: Shukla). The injunctions of the Gila are 
respected by the devotee and the insistance on rituals by the Gila serves to 
establish that the ritual is not an obsolete path to God. 
Various appendages of vedic ritual are associated with the worship of ~he image 
of God (Asva/ayaa Grihya Sulra 1.1.5). The ritual puja to the image of Ganesha, 
Vishnu, Shiva and the Goddess or one of their incarnations has come to replace 
the vedic yajna although it incorporates within itself many rites from the vedic 
yajna (Smith 1989 : 214). 
Thus the preliminary rituals is a legitimate path for the individual to establish a 
connection between God, the world and the self, as Wheelock (1991 : 106) notes. 
Clfu. £ffr..ci; of thz. j.QC'!.i(iet. upon th£ yajamana ij. j.f.t.n aj. CQUWz9 him 
to aj.Cf.l1d to ht.avt.n w that mcrru.n1ady, h£ Ct.cOmu §odfikE.. 
The preliminary rituals are a legitimate means of establishing the patron in the 
state of brahmabhava. Correct application and appreciation of the preliminary 
rituals, results in an efficient method of obtaining release. If applied correctly, the 
preliminary rituals have the ability to eradicate ignorance and to amplify the purity 
of the self. 
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Appendix - 1 
Shakradaya Stuthi 
The Rsi said: When that most valiant but evil-natured Mahisasura and the army of that foe 
of the devas were destroyed by the Devi, Indra and the hosts of devas uttered their words 
of praise, their necks and shoulders reverently bent, and bodies rendered beautiful with 
horripilation and exultation. 
To that Ambika who is worthy of worship by all devas and sages and pervades this world 
by her power and who is the embodiment of the entire powers of all the hosts of devas, we 
bow in devotion. May she grant use auspicious things! 
May Candika, whose incomparable greatness and power Bhagavan Visnu, Brahma and Hara 
are unable to describe, bestow her mind on protecting the entire world and on destroying 
the fear of evil. 
o Devi, we bow before you, who are yourself good fortune in the dwellings of the virtuous, 
and ill-fortune in those of the vicious, intelligence in the hearts of the learned, faith in the 
hearts of the good, and modesty in the hearts of the high-born. May you protect the 
universe! 
o Devi, how can we describe your inconceivable form, or your abundant surpassing valour 
that destroys the asuras, or your wonderful feats displayed in battles among all the hosts 
of gods, asuras and others? 
You are the origin of all the worlds! Though you are possessed of the three gunas you are 
not known to have any oftheir attendant defects (like passion)! You are incomprehensible 
even to Visnu, Siva and others! You are the resort of all! This entire world is composed 
of an infinitesimal portion of yourself! You are verily the supreme primordial Prakriti 
untransformed. 
o Devi, you are Svaha at whose utterance the whole assemblage of gods attains satisfaction 
in all the sacrifices. You are the Svadha which gives satisfaction to the manes. Therefore 
you are chanted (as Svaha and Svadha in Sacrifices) by people. 
o Devi you are Bhagavati, the supreme Vidya which is the cause of liberation, and great 
inconceivable penances (are the means for your realization). You (the supreme knowledge) 
are cultivated by sages desiring liberation, whose senses are well restrained, who are 
devoted to Reality, and have shed all the blemishes. 
You are the soul of Sabda-brahman. You are the repository of the very pure Rk and Yajus 
hymns, and of Samans, the recital of whose words is beautiful with the Udgitha! You are 
Bh~gav.ati embodying the three veda s. And you are the sustenance whereby life is 
mamtamed. You are the supreme destroyer of the pain of all the worlds. 
o Devi, you are the Intellect, by which the essence of all scriptures is comprehended. You 
are Durga, the boat that takes men across the difficult ocean of worldly existence, devoid 
of attachments. You are Sri who has invariably taken her abode in the heart of Visnu. 
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You are indeed Gauri who has established hereself with Siva. 
Gently smiling, pure, resembling the full moon·s orb. beautiful ~ike the splendour of 
excellent gold was your face! Yet it was very strange that, bemg swayed by anger, 
Mahisasura suddenly struck your face when he saw it. 
Far strange it is that after seeing your wrathful face , 0 Devi, terrible with its frowns and 
red in hue like the rising moon, that Mahisasura did not forthwith give up his life! For who 
can live after beholding the enraged Destroyer? 
o Devi, be propitious. You are Supreme. If enraged, you forthwith destroy the asura) 
families for the welfare (of the world). This \vas known the very moment when the 
extensive forces of Mahisasura were brought to their end. 
You who are always bounteous, with whom you are well pleased, those (fortunate ones) are 
indeed the object of esteem in the country, theirs are riches, theirs are glories, and their 
acts of righteousness perish not; they are indeed blessed and possessed of devoted cliildren, 
selVants and wives. 
By your grace, 0 Devi, the blessed individual does daily all righteous deeds with utmost 
care, and thereby attains to heaven. Are you not, therefore, 0 Devi, the bestower of 
reward in all the three worlds? 
When called to mind in a difficult pass, you remove fear for every person. When called to 
mind by those in happiness, you bestow a mind still further pious. Which goddess but you, 
o Dispeller of poverty, pain and fear, has an ever sympathetic heart for helping everyone? 
The world attains happiness by the killing of these (foes); and though these (asuras) have 
committed sins to keep them long in hell, let them reach heaven by meeting death 
eventually at the battle (with me) - thinking thus, that you, 0 Devi, certainly destroy our 
enemies. 
Don't you reduce to ashes all asuras by mere sight? But you direct your weapons against 
them so that even the inimical ones, purified by the missiles, may attain the higher worlds. 
Such is your most kindly intention towards them. 
If the eyes of the asuras had not been put out by the terrible flashes of the mass of light 
issuing from your sword or by the copious lustre of your spearpoint, it is because they saw 
also your face resembling the moon, giving out (cool) rays. 
o Devi, your nature is to subdue the conduct of the wicked; this your peerless beauty is 
inconceivable for others; your power destroys those who have robbed the devas of their 
prowess, and you have thus manifested your compassion even towards the enemies. 
What is your prowess to be compared to? Where can one find this beauty (of yours) most 
charming, (yet) striking fear in enemies? Compassion in heart and relentlessness in battle 
are seen, 0 Devi, 0 Bestower of boons, only in you in all the three worlds! 
Thr~ugh .the destru.ction of the enemies all these three worlds have been saved by you. 
Havmg killed them m the battle-front, you have led even those hosts of enemies to heaven, 
and you have dispelled our fear from the frenzied enemies of the devas. Salutation to you! 
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o Devi, protect us with your spear. 0 Ambika, protect us with your sword. protect us by 
the sound of your bell and by the twang of your bow-string. 
o Candika, guard us in the east, in the west, in the north and in the south by the 
brandishing of your spear. 0 Iswari! 
Protect us and the earth with those lovely forms of yours moving about in the three worlds, 
as also with your excludingJy terrible forms. 
o Ambika, protect us on every side with your sword, spear and club and whatever other 




Homage to Lord Ganesha. Om, Reverence to GanapatL You ~re indeed t~e. visible . . ''That 
Thou Art" (tattvamasi). You indeed produce the universe. You mdee.d sustam It. You mdeed 
destroy it. You indeed are the all pervading reality. You are the manifestation of the eternal 
self (atman). I speak what is fitting. I speak the truth. I descnbe your form. I listen to (the 
description of) your qualities. I give you my worship. I devote myself to your Study. From the 
we.st, the east, the north, the south, from above, from be.low, from where ever calamity may come 
during your worship, please give me protection. 
You are the essence of sound. You are pure consciousness (cit). You are pure bliss (ananda). 
You are brahman. You are the form of truth, consciousness, and bliss (saccidananda). You are 
the visible Brahman. You are knowledge Gnana) and insight.(vijnana). This entire world is born 
from you. Through you this entire world is maintained. Through you this entire world is 
dissolved. This entire world returns to you again. You are earth, water, fire, air, and space. You 
set the places for the four classes (varna). 
You are beyond the three qualities (guna i.e. sattva, rajas and tamas). You are beyond the three 
states of consciousness (i.e., waking, dream and dreamless sleep). You are be)ond the three 
bodies (i.e. corporal, subtle, .and blissful (sthula, suksma, ananda- maya). You continually dwell 
in the sacral plexus at the base of the spine (muladhara cakra). You embody the creative power. 
Yogins constantly meditate on you. You are Brahma. Visnu and Rudra (Siva). You are Agni. 
Vayu, and Surya. You are Candrama. You are e.arth, space, and he·aven. You are the 
manifestation of the mantra "Om". 
Having uttered the first letter of the word gana, ga, then I utter the nasal sound na which follows 
and appears beautifully like the crescent moon. This is your form. The ga forms the initial 
letter, the a forms the middle letter and the na forms the final letter. To utter this sound (i.e. 
gam) is to utter all sounds together. 
I give recognition to the one having the single tusk. I me·ditate on the one having the twisted 
trunk, that trunk which inspires me. To him who holds the single tusk, your hands; the upper 
right holds the noose, the upper left holds the goad, the lower left holds an elephant's tusk, the 
lower right gestures blessing, to him whose colour is red, whose belly is large, whose ears 
resemble a grain-winnowing basket, whose garments are red, upon whom sandal paste is applied, 
to him to offer my worship (puja) with red flowers. 
He is the deity who renders compassion to those who are devoted to him. He is the one who 
gave birth to these worlds. He is imperishable. He was produced before this universe was 
formed. He is beyond the principles of spirit and matter (purusa and prakni). Whoever 
meditates on Him will become the most excellent yogin among yogins. 
Homage to the leader of the gana of the gods. Homage to the lord of the divine group. May 
my praises go to him who is the premier lord, who has the large belly, and the single tusk. To 
the one who destroys obstacles, the son of Siva, to the one whose sight brings bleSSings, may my 
praises be offered repeatedly. 
Wh~ever studies this Athavasirsa will obtain the whole of Brahma in this age (kalpa). He will 
realIZe all happiness. He will not receive affliction from any calamity. He will obtain freedom 
from . t~e fiv~ great sins (Le. murdering a Brahmin, drunke.nness, adultery, stealing and 
assOClatmg WIth evil persons. Whoever recites this in the evening becomes free from sins 
committed during that day. Whoever recites this in the morning becomes free from the sins 
committed during the previous night. Hence, whoever recites tbis text morning and evening becomes 
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free from all sins, and obtains the goals of right conduct (dhanna) success (artha) sensual enjoyment 
(kama) and release (moksa). 
One should refrain from teaching this Atharvasirsa to anyone who lacks faith in it. Whoever 
teachers it only for money commits the highest sin. One who recites this Atharvasirsa one· thousand 
times will find all his desires fulfilled. 
Whoever, along with this Atharvasirsa, performs the rite of bathing the image of Ganapati become 
a good orator. Whoever utters this on the fourth day of each half of the month (caturthi) while 
fasting becomes well-endowed with knowledge (vidya). This text was told by the Atharvan sage, and 
through it one recognizes the veil covering brahman and becomes fearless. Whoever offers durva 
grass (to Ganesa) obtains the riches of Vaisravana (Kubera). Whoever offers parched grain becomes 
honoured and endowed with wisdom. Whoever offers one thousand modukas gains the fruit of his 
undertakings. Whoever offers burning wood with clarified butter obtains all happiness and gains all 
worthwhile things. 
Whoever teaches this Atharvasirsa to eight Brahmins attains vital power like that of the sun. 
Whoever utters this during a solar eclipse in a sacred place obtains the power of the fulfillment of 
mantra. He becomes free from great obstacles. He becomes free from great fault. He becomes 
free from great sins. He gains all knowledge. This is, indeed, the Veda. This is the Upanisad. May 
it be auspicious! (Courtright 1985 : 252) 
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